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I. INTRODUCTION

On March 28, 1984, the Senate agreed to a sense of the Senate
resolution directing the Energy, Finance, and Judiciary Commit-
tees to study the issue of oil and gas company mergers and acquisi-
tions and the impact of the nation's energy, tax, and antitrust laws
upon such activity. The resolution was in recognition of the fact
that the proliferation of merger and acquisition activity involving
oil companies raised important questions that required careful con-
sideration by the Senate. The Committees were directed to report
back to the Senate by July 1, 1984. This report represents the study
of the Committee on Finance regarding the impact of Federal
income tax laws upon oil and gas company mergers and acquisi-
tions.

II. HEARINGS
The Finance Subcommittee on Energy and Agricultural Taxation

held a hearing on April 5, 1984 on oil company mergers. The hear-
ing focused on the effect of current Federal income tax laws upon
the merger and acquisition of oil and gas companies, such as recent
activity involving Texaco/Getty, Socal/Gulf, Mobil/Superior, and
Marathon/Husky. Among the questions raised was whether the
Federal tax laws improperly subsidize large oil and gas acquisi-
tions.

A total of 10 witnesses testified at the hearing, including Senator
Arlen Specter (R., Pa.), Deputy Assistant Secretary Ronald A.
Pearlman of the Department of the Treasury, representatives of
certain of the major oil companies and the independent petroleum
producers, academicians from the fields of both law and economics,
and representatives of an investment banking firm. Written testi-
mony was also received. A transcript of the hearing and all testi-
mony, along with the Joint Committee on Taxation print prepared
for the hearing, are attached.

III. SUMMARY OF PRESENT TAX LAW PROVISIONS
AFFECTING MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

Under present law, an acquisition can be structured as a taxable
asset acquisition, a taxable stock acquisition, or a tax-free reorgani-
zation.

In a taxable asset acquisition, if the acquired corporation is not
liquidated as part of the transaction, it will recognize gain or loss
in an amount equal to the excess of the amount realized with re-
spect to each asset sold over the corporation's adjusted basis in
such asset. If the assets transferred are capital assets in the hands
of the transferor, the gain wili be capital gain, except to the extent
of any recapture gain that may be triggered. In the case of the ac-
quisition of certain oil and gas property, section 1254 generally re-
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captures an amount equal to the intangible drilling costs deducted
with respect to such property in excess of the amount of such costs
which would have been deducted had they been capitalized and re-
covered through cost depletion. However, there is no recapture
with respect to intangible drilling costs deducted prior to January
1, 1976. The acquiring corporation generally takes a cost basis with
respect to the assets acquired and does not succeed to the tax at-
tributes of the acquired corporation.

In the case of a taxable asset acquisition where the acquired cor-
poration liquidates as part of the same transaction, gain or loss is
generally not recognized to the acquired corporation pursuant to
section 337 of the Code. Moreover, no gain or loss is generally rec-
ognized to the acquired corporation on the distribution of its assets
in complete liquidation (sec. 336), although the liquidation is a tax-
able transaction to the shareholders of the acquired corporation.
Certain recapture provisions override the nonrecognition treatment
on the sale or liquidation of the acquired corporation's assets. As in
the case of a non-liquidating sale of assets, the acquiring corpora-
tion takes a cost basis in the assets acquired, and does not succeed
to the tax attributes of the acquired corporation.

In the case of a taxable stock acquisition, gain or loss is generally
taxable to the shareholders of the acquired corporation and if the
stock is a capital asset in their hands, such gain or loss will be capital
gain or loss. If no section 338 election is made, not gain or loss
(including no recapture gain) is recognized to the acquired corpora-
tion. Further, although the acquiring corporation obtains a cost basis
in the stock of the acquired corporation, the basis of the assets of the
acquired corporation is unchanged by the transaction. The acquiring
corporation does not directly succeed to the tax attributes of the
acquired corporation, except the filing of a consolidated return may
permit some sharing of attributes.

If a section 338 election is made, the acquired corporation gener-
ally does not recognize any gain or loss in the same manner as a
liquidating sale of assets (sec. 337), except for recapture gain. The
acquired corporation, however, gains a higher, stepped-up basis
(generally, fair market value) in the assets in its hands, although
its tax attributes are lost.

Finally, the acquisition may be structured as a tax-free reorgani-
zation, generally involving the exchange of shares of the acquiring
corporation for the assets or stock of the acquired corporation. In
that case, no gain or loss is recognized to either the acquired corpo-
ration, the acquiring corporation, or the shareholders of the ac-
quired corporation. The basis in the assets of the acquired corpora-
tion is not changed, although its tax attributes generally survive
the transaction.

IV. PROVISIONS IN DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT OF 1984 AF-
FECTING OIL AND GAS COMPANY MERGERS AND ACQUI-
SITIONS

On June 23, 1984, the Committee of Conference completed its
action on the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 and submitted its Con-
ference Report, which included a number of provisions relating to
the income taxation of corporations and their shareholders. On
June 27, 1984, the House and the Senate approved the Conference
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Report. Among the provisions agreed to by the conferees that may
affect oil and gas company mergers and acquisitions include the
following:

A. Debt-Financed Portfolio Stock (sec. 51 of the Conference
Report)

Under the conference agreement, the dividends-received deduc-
tion is generally reduced if interest is paid or incurred on indebted-
ness that is directly attributable to investment in the underlying
portfolio stock. Thus, highly-leveraged purchases of portfolio stock
(including stock in oil and gas companies) may result in the reduc-
tion of the dividends-received deduction of corporate distributees for
dividends received with respect to such stock.

B. Extraordinary Dividends (sec. 53)

Under the conference agreement, if a corporate shareholder does
not hold stock for more than one year, the fair market value of the
nontaxed portion of any extraordinary dividend reduces its basis in
the stock. Extraordinary dividends are generally dividends received
within any 85-day period with a fair market value equal to or
greater than 10 percent (5 percent in the case of certain preferred
stock) of the taxpayer's basis in the stock.

Thus, for example, corporate shareholders will no longer be able
to acquire stock, receive a largely tax-free extraordinary dividend
(such as a royalty trust distribution) with respect to such stock, and
then sell such stock within one year, often at a capital loss to re-
flect the receipt of the extraordinary dividend. Unless the stock is
held for over one year, the transaction will result in a reduction in
the corporate shareholder's basis in the stock acquired and sold.

C. Nonliquidating Distributions of Appreciated Property (sec. 54)
The conference agreement provides that nonliquidating distribu-

tions of appreciated property will' generally be taxable to the dis-
tributing corporation. Exceptions are provided in cases where stock
of the distributing corporation is closely held, and in certain other
cases. Therefore, under the conference agreement, a distribution of
a highly appreciated asset, such as an interest in a royalty trust,
will generally no longer be able to escape a corporate-level tax.

D. Holding Period for Property Distributed by One Corporation
to Another (sec. 54)

Under current law, if an acquiring corporation acquires the stock
of a target corporation and receives a distribution of property with
respect to such stock, the acquiring corporation's holding period in
such property generally includes the period during which the
target corporation held the property, thereby permitting the ac-
quiring corporation to convert what is essentially a short-term in-
vestment into long-term capital gain. The conference agreement
provides that a corporate shareholder's holding period in property
distributed to it may not exceed the period during which the share-
holder holds the stock with respect to which the distribution is
made, and the holding period generally will begin on the date of
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distribution. Hence, under the conference agreement, conversion of
short-term investment into long-term gain will no longer be permit-
ted.

E. Earnings and Profits (sec. 61)

Under the conference agreement, the definition of earnings and
profits is modified to make it more closely conform to a corpora-
tion's true or economic income. This will reduce the ability of cor-
porations, including oil and gas companies, to make distributions of
tax-free dividends even though the corporation has economic
income and is not making a liquidating distribution.

F. Golden Parachutes (sec. 67)

The conference agreement restricts, and potentially eliminates,
the use of so-called "golden parachute" agreements. These agree-
ments typically provide highly lucrative arrangements to corporate
executives, contingent upon a change, or threatened change, in
ownership or control of the corporation. Often, such agreements
are effected during a takeover or threatened takeover period, and
operate at the expense of the shareholders of the corporation. For
example, a number of Gulf executives received well-publicized
golden parachute payments as a result of the takeover of Gulf by
Socal.

The conference agreement modifies the tax treatment of pay-
ments made pursuant to a golden parachute agreement. Under the
agreement, certain of the payments in excess of historic compensa-
tion will not be deductible by the payor, and the recipient will be
required to pay a nondeductible 20 percent excise tax with respect
to such amounts.

G. Definition of Affiliated Group (sec. 60)
The conference agreement redefines "affiliated group" for all fed-

eral income tax purposes. In general, corporations will not be con-
sidered affiliated with one another (and, therefore, will not be eligi-
ble to join in filing a consolidated return) unless one owns stock
possessing at least 80 percent of the voting power and 80 percent of
the total value of all of the stock of the other corporation. Thus, to
the extent the filing of a consolidated return provides certain ad-
vantages under current law, such as the sheltering of income of
one corporation with losses of another corporation in the group, the
ability to file will be limited to those corporations which are, in es-
sence, a single economic unit.

H. Transfers of Partnership and Trust Interests by Corporations
(sec. 75)

Under current law, it has been argued that the corporate recap-
ture provisions do not apply to the distribution or liquidating sale
of an interest in a partnership that holds recapture property.
Under this view, an oil and gas company that desires to sell or dis-
tribute recapture items could contribute those items into a partner-
ship and then make a distribution or liquidating sale of the part-
nership interest, thereby avoiding the recapture gain.
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The conference agreement clarifies current law that a corporate
distribution or liquidating sale of a partnership interest is treated
as a transfer of the distributing corporation's proportionate share
of recapture items held by the partnership. Thus, recapture gain
will be triggered upon the transfer of the partnership interest.

I. Deprecation Recapture and Installment Sales (sec. 112)

Current law permits an acquiring corporation to gain an immedi-
ate step-up in the basis of assets acquired in a taxable transaction,
even though gain to the acquired corporation may be deferred-
through use of an installment sale. This mismatching of income
and deductions has been utilized to a great advantage in oil and
gas company acquisitions as well as other corporate acquisitions.
The conference agreement provides that all depreciation recapture
income realized must be recognized at the time of the installment
sale, regardless of when the installment obligation payments are
made. Thus, recapture gain in a taxable acquisition can no longer
be delayed through use of an installment sale.

V. POSSIBLE ADDITIONAL MODIFICATIONS TO CURRENT LAW

The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 contains a number of provi-
sions which are designed to prevent certain of the potential tax
abuses involved in oil and gas company mergers and acquisitions as
well as other corporate transactions. The provisions strive to make
the tax laws neutral with respect to such acquisitions. Among the
other possible modifications to the tax laws involving oil and gas
company acquisitions which might be considered include the fol-
lowing:

A. Mandatory Treatment to Stock Acquisition as Asset Acquisition

Under current law, the acquisition of all or substantially all of
the stock of an oil and gas company may or may not be followed by
a section 338 election. If no election is made, then, as discussed
above, no gain or loss is recognized to the acquired corporation, and
no recapture gain is triggered. This is the case even though the
transaction closely resembles a complete transfer of assets. One
possible change would be to make the section 338 election mandato-
ry in this case, so that the tax treatment of an acquisition of stock
and an acquisition of assets would be conformed.

B. Recapture Rules

Certain present law inconsistencies in the application and oper-
ation of the recapture rules could be rectified. For example, recap-
ture gain on the transfer of certain oil and gas property could be
required to the extent of all prior intengible drilling costs deducted
with respect to such property, and not just those costs deducted
after January 1, 1976 nor those which exceed what could have been
deducted had the costs been capitalized. Similar changes could be
made to the other recapture rules.
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C. Gain on Liquidating Sales and Distributions

Recognition treatment of all gain or loss could be required upon
the liquidating sale or distribution of appreciated assets. Current
law nonrecognition treatment in those two situations often may
result in a complete avoidance of the corporate level tax. Alterna-
tively, recognition treatment could be limited to that portion of
gain representing original basis over adjusted basis, and to all gain
on certain ordinary income items (e.g., all inventory, including
FIFO inventory).

D. Dividends Received Deduction

The Deficit Reduction Act change with respect to debt-financed
portfolio stock could be expanded to encompass a broader class of
transactions. For example, in lieu of the narrow "directly attributa-
ble" standard, a broader fungibility test could be utilized whereby
the dividends-received deduction of corporate shareholders would
be proportionately reduced, depending upon the level of indebted-
ness of such shareholder. In addition, regardless of whether the
stock investment is debt-financed, consideration may be given to
the continued appropriateness of the dividends-received deduction
for a corporate shareholder, at least in the case where such share-
holder's portfolio stock investment closely resembles that of an in-
dividual investor.

E. Installment Sales

Current law permits the acquiring corporation in an installment
sale of assets to gain an immediate step-up in the basis of the
assets acquired, even though the gain to the acquired corporation
on the sale may be deferred. The change in the Deficit Reduction
Act reduces this anomaly, but only with respect to depreciation re-
capture gain. One possible modification would be to extend the Def-
icit Reduction Act change to all recapture gain. Another possibility
is to impose an interest charge on the deferral of taxes due from
the acquired corporation. A third possible change would be to defer
the acquiring corporation's step-up in basis until there is gain rec-
ognition on the part of the acquired corporation.

F. Consolidated Returns
The Deficit Reduction Act modification primarily addresses the

nature of corporations entitled to file a consolidated return, and
generally does not affect the timing of such consolidation (except in
a deconsolidation-reconsolidation case). In certain corporate acqui-
sitions, the ability of the acquiring and the acquired corporations
to file a consolidated tax return immediately after the acquisition
may present inappropriate tax advantages to the affected corpora-
tions. Thus, the rules regarding the timing of consolidation follow-
ing a corporate acquisition may need to be reconsidered.



OIL COMPANY MERGERS

THURSDAY, APRIL 5, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND AGRICULTURAL TAXATION,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:34 a.m. in room

SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable Malcolm
Wallop (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Dole, Wallop, Durenberger, Symms, Long,
Bentsen, Boren, and Bradley.

[The press release announcing the hearing and Senator Dole's
statement follow:]

[Press Release No. 84-1291

SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE SETS HEARING ON OIL COMPANY MERGERS

. enator Malcolm Wallop, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Energy and Agricul-
tural Taxation announced today that the Subcommittee will hold a hearing on the
tax aspects of oil company mergers.

In announcing the hearing Senator Wallop noted that "with the controversy sur-
rounding the announced mergers of Texaco/Getty, Socal/Gulf, and Mobil/Superior,
it is important for the Committee to address the issues of whether these transac-
tions are tax motivated, and what impact they may have on the ability of oil and
gas companies, including the merger companies, to continue the exploration and de-
velopment -ctivity we have assumed as a national priority."

The hearing will begin at 9:30 a.m. on Thursday, April 5, 1984 in Room SD-215 of
the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOLE

I am pleased that Chairman Wallop has scheduled this hearing on the tax issues
involved in oil and gas company acquisitions. The recent proliferation of activity in-
volving Texaco/Getty, Socal/Gulf, Mobil/Superior, and Marathon/Husky has raised
questions as to whether the Federal tax laws improperly subsidize such acquisitions,
and whether this activity is tax-motivated.

Large corporate acquisitions have serious repercussions in the market place and
have a significant impact, in human terms, on the health and welfare of our coun-
try. These transactions may result in the loss of jobs, the modification of health and
pension benefits for employees of companies involved, and the financial disruption
of local communities. For example, I understand that as part of the FTC's tentative
approval of the Texaco/Getty acquisition, Texaco must, within a certain period of
time, divest itself of a Getty refinery, along with supporting pipelines and retail or-
ganization, located in El Dorado, Kansas. This requirement could present a serious
hardship for the community involved if, for example, the facility cannot be sold as a
complete operating package. For these reasons, it is important that we carefully ex-
amine the laws relating to mergers and acquisitions, to insure that they do not pro-
vide unnecessary and inappropriate incentives or disincentives for such activity in
the business community.

Last week, the Senate agreed to an amendment co-sponsored by Senators Boren,
Bentsen, myself, and others that would require the Judiciary, Energy, and Finance
Committees to hold hearings on the oil merger issue and to report Mick to the Senate
by July 1 on the effect of such activity on our country's national interests. This Fi-
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nance Subcommittee hearing will focus upon the tax aspects of the merger activity,
including specifically whether our tax laws are neutral with respect to such activity
or whether tax loopholes provide an inappropriate incentive to encourage mergers
and takeovers.

I would hope that our distinguished group of witnesses would be able to comment
today on a number of tax issues raised by the acquisition activity, including:

1. Whether the tax cost for obtaining a fair market value basis in acquired assets
is adequate under current law;

2. Whether the recapture rules adequately provide for recovery of previously
claimed deductions and credits; and

3. Whether provisions of current law including the deductibility of interest, the
dividends-received deduction, and the installment sales provision provide tax incen-
tives for making highly leveraged corporate acquisitions.

I again commend Senator Wallop for holding this hearing on these important
issues.

Senator WALLOP. Good morning. The purpose of this morning's
hearing is to receive testimony on the economic, tax, credit, and
energy policy implications of oil company mergers. Last week we
spent a great deal of time on the floor of the Senate debating the
so-called Johnston amendment, which would have imposed a 6-
month moratorium on mergers and acquisitions affecting the top
50 domestic oil companies.

The Senate, in a fairly decisive manner, rejected that proposal in
adopting a substitute amendment developed by Senator Dole and
Senator Boren. That amendment expresses the sense of the Senate
that the Senate Finance and Judiciary Committees should under-
take a thorough examination of the impact of oil company mergers
and report back to the Senate with recommendations, if any, by
July 1 of this year.

It is no great secret that I did not support the Johnston amend-
ment, and that between claim and counterclaim we all discovered
anew that statistics can be quoted in almost every instance to
prove whatever point desired by the quoter. And when all was said
and done, virtually nothing was resolved but at the same time, the
concerns raised deserve the attention of the committee. We hope
this hearing will aid us in providing answers to the claims raised
during the course of the floor debate on the Johnston amendment.
I hope that many of you noticed that in the press release announc-
ing this hearing that I highlighted not only the possible tax issues,
but the possible energy policy implications of the merger activity
as well. One of the ongoing frustrations I have with the Senate leg-
islative process or structure is the extent to which each committee
protects its jurisdictional turf by which we create-indeed we em-
brace-tuhnel vision. A committee rarely takes an overall view,
and when it does, the turfcats begin to yell. It is my hope that
during this hearing we will focus not only on the tax issues in-
volved, but also other economic and energy policy considerations
which should be weighed in the context of the Finance Committee
recommending any changes to the full Senate with respect to oil
company mergers or mergers in general.

During the course of the floor debate on the Johnston amend-
ment, there were often flambuoyant predictions and statements
about not the possible but the certain impacts of the current and
anticipated oil company mergers. We should attempt to address
some of these fears logically and calmly. Do large mergers have a
serious impact on our credit markets and our ability to finance
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capital expansion? Are these mergers driven by favorable tax treat-
ment or are they, to the contrary, a natural reaction to current
economic circumstances? Will these mergers reduce total expendi-
tures on oil and gas exploration development, or will the economies
of scale be such that the aggregate expenditures will actually in-
crease? If so, is there an enhancement of ability to commit re-
sources to the high risk prospects? Do these mergers decrease com-
petition and increase cost to the consumers, or do they more likely
result in more efficient operations that reduce the ultimate con-
sumer costs? By allowing an interest deduction for stock purchases,
do we subsidize mergers and acquisitions? If so, is it necessary in-
consistent with the congressional intent in allowing the interest de-
duction in the first place? In sum, is there a real threat to be dealt
with and who-if there is--is being threatened?

This committee by this hearing cannot answer all those ques-
tions, but there is more involved here than simply tax consider-
ation. Public interest, stockholder interest, market interest, eco-
nomic interest, and energy interest-to name but a few. I believe it
is fair to characterize the past activities on the floor as an attempt
to single out oil company mergers as harmful to our economy. To
make that case leads to probably the most difficult question of all.
If we are going to put ourselves in a position of deciding that, yes,
some mergers are beneficial and, no, others are not, what standard
separates them and who devises it?

I certainly am not here to volunteer any suggestions nor am I
convinced that such a standard is necessary, but that, in reality, is
the issue we must ultimately examine. Senator Dole? Senator
Long?

Senator LONG. No questions. I think that is a good statement you
made, Mr. Chairman.

Senator DOLE. I would just like to make a brief statement and
then place in the record my statement. I think Senator Wallop has
sort of set the stage for these hearings, and I would say that we
had a rather spirited debate on the Senate floor, and contrary to
the beliefs of some, we didn't prevail because we were just trying to
sweep all this under the rug. We are serious about these hearings.
I am serious about trying to determine whether or not there are
certain advantages in the code that ought to be corrected. We were
sincere when we made that representation on the Senate floor, and
I think many of our colleagues supported our position based on the
assumption that we weren t just going to try to delay this and not
look at the public interest and some of the real questions that
should be addressed.

I think Senator Wallop has laid out for the most part areas that
we can properly deal with in this committee. Obviously, some we
have no jurisdiction of-that may be the Energy Committee or the
Judiciary Committee-but our responsibility is quite clear, and I
know that-in fact, I have been told by a number of my col-
leagues-they supported our position based on what they felt to be
an honest representation that we were serious about looking into
it, and we are. And this will be the first hearing. We will have
others, and of course we are a little more concerned when they
start hitting our own States, and we are in the process of, one, in
my State of Kansas, which deals with the refinery in El Dorado.

V
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There are a lot of people there concerned about the Texaco Getty
acquisition and the reluctance of Texaco to be very forthcoming in
what we consider to be a rather important matter in our State. It
may not be important to Texaco, but it is important to us. So, we
are looking for ways to either amend the FTC order or do some-
thing to protect the interest we have, and I assume every member
of this committee and others will do the same. But I think primari-
ly we have to take a look at the tax areas-whether the recapture
rules adequately provide for recovery of previously claimed deduc-
tions and credits, whether the tax costs for obtaining a fair market
basis and acquired assets is adequate under current law, and I
think-as Senator Wallop indicated-whether provisions of current
law including the deductibility of interest, the dividends received
deduction, and the installment sales provision provide tax incen-
tives for making highly leveraged corporate acquisitions. That is
not the purpose of the Code, and if in fact we find that that has
been the case, then I would hope this committee would respond
very quickly in changing the law in those areas.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you very much, Senator Dole. The first
witness is our colleague from the State of Pennsylvania the junior
Senator, the Honorable Arlen Specter.

STATEMENT OF HON. ARLEN SPECTER, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Senator SPECTER. Thank you, Senator. I very much appreciate
this opportunity to testify before the Committee on Finance and
commend you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Dole and Senator Long
for convening these hearings. This subject is of special concern to
the State of Pennsylvania, but it really states a national problem.
It has come into sharp focus in Pennsylvania with respect to the
activities as they relate to Gulf Oil, where there was an effort
made by Mr. Pickens for Mesa to take over, and later the merger
with SoCal, raising very difficult questions which affect the Nation
and very specifically Pennsylvania with the headquarters of the
Gulf operation being in Pittsburgh and being threatened and jeop-
ardizing some 700 jobs. More recently, there has been a major issue
on Quaker State Oil Co. which was the target of the takeover
effort, and that has now been abandoned, but only after a payment
of some $10 million by Quaker State to those who sought to acquire
the corporation. These circumstances raised very material ques-
tions in the line of public policy as to what our laws should be, and
in grappling with these matters while consulting a number of tax
experts and a number of authorities in the field, including the very
able staff of the Finance Committee, I have introduced two propos-
als-S. 2447 and S. 2448-in an effort to deal with these problems.
One of the legislative proposals is before the Banking Committee-
Senator Garn's committee-which will change the laws as they
relate to the Securities and Exchange Commission to provide that,
when someone seeks to acquire 20 percent of stock, there must be a
tender for all of the stock so that the shareholders who have stock
to sell are not caught in the manipulative practices which sur-
round the tender offers. I am hopeful that Senator Garn will sched-
ule hearings promptly on that line. I would second what Senator
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Dole said earlier that the effort for the moratorium was thrust
aside in the Senate because there were many of us who felt that it
was unwise to have a moratorium and to undertake consequences
which were unforeseen on what would happen on the Stock Market
on the assurances that these hearings would go forward and that
there might be a cutoff date which would not be the date of some
later enacted legislation but an earlier date so that people who pro-
ceeded would be on notice that what they were doing would be sub-
ject to change in law and they could not rely upon existing laws
once the Senate and the Congress had touched these matters.

Now, I believe it is important that, as we make changes, to have
the earlier dates so that that principle will be established. This is
an item which Senator Dole emphasize and upon which many of us
rely. I had voted against tabling Senator Johnston's moratorium
proposal when it was before the Senate some 2 or 3 weeks earlier,
and then I voted in favor of tabling it. I think there were many
who saw it as I did-perhaps the majority-so this is a test area as
to whether there is sufficient action now to justify such future
holding back, depending on what is done here.

Mr. Chairman, I would ask consent that my full statement be in-
corporated in the record, and I would like to summarize if ' may
just a few of the highlights.

Senator WALLOP. By all means.
Senator SPECTER. The first provision in S. 2447 would reduce the

allowable deductionr for dividends received with respect to debt fi-
nance portfolio stock. It is well known under current law, the cor-
porate shareholder can deduct 85 percent of dividends received
from other corporations. When this is applied against the maxi-
mum corporate tax rate of 46 percent, the maximum effective tax
on corporate dividends is only 6.9 percent. Where takeovers are
highly leveraged, this double deduction generates a negative tax, it
therefore yields considerable taxfree income to the acquiring corpo-
ration. This provision is already present in Section 31 of the Deficit
Reduction Act of 1984. There is a significant change in S. 2447,
that is it would make it applicable to stock obtained after March
20, 1984, the date S. 2447 was introduced. I have no private author-
ship of that date-perhaps it ought to be the date that we defeated
the Johnson moratorium. But I think we ought to establish a date
earlier than the final enactment of this bill, assuming'that it is en-
acted. The second provision of 2447 would prohibit a corporation
which owns the stock of another corporation from claiming a short-
term capital loss when the corporate shareholder sells the stock
after receiving an extraordinary dividend. These provisions under
current law allow the corporation to take a loss of the stock sale if
the stock has been held for more than one year, as it is currently
proposed.

My sense is that the one-year provision ought to be changed, and
S. 2447 would make that change. Again, it would establish the date
of March 20, 1984, as I say, I am not wed to that date-it could be
some other date-as long as it were an earlier date. The third pro-
vision in S. 2447 would apply only to integrated oil companies. It
would require that, for tax purposes, an integrated oil company
recognizes appreciation on assets in liquidating or nonliquidating
distributions. Without this kind of provision, the appreciation of
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assets while held in corporate situation, can escape tax completely.
Now, I understand that there is a problem as such a provision
would apply especially to small corporations when they would
reach-the provision in the bill currently as proposed by the Fi-
nance Committee-would apply to all corporations but reach only
nonliquidating distributions. I can understand the reluctance to
propose a provision that could, for example, impose a large tax
burden on the liquidation sale of the small business. I believe that
this concern could be adequately addressed by limiting this provi-
sion to integrated oil companies. There is one other suggestion
which I have for the committee. I may introduce legislation on it
specifically so it will have a number and date in the record. I pro-
pose to disallow the deduction in arrangements where these lever-
aged acquisitions are made. There is currently disallowance of in-
terest deduction where somebody borrows to attain-to purchase-
taxfree securities. I believe that analogy should hold here-there
ought to be a disallowance of the interest deduction. The Judiciary
Committee held extensive hearings on this subject about 3 weeks
ago.

Senator LONG. Cculd I just ask a question, Mr. Chairman at this
point?

Senatcr WALLOP. Yes.
Senator LONG. If you assume that what is being done here is an

ordinary, legitimate business operation, and that it is not contrary
to public interest, then why should you deny the interest deduc-
tion?

Senator SPECTER. I would disagree with the assumption, Senator
Long. I do not think it is.

Senator LONG. But if you want to assume that the transaction is
against the public intere- t, then perhaps you ought to put a puni-
tive tax on it, or maybe even prohibit it, but if you assume for the
sake of argument that this is just an ordinary situation where
someone is buying a company, would you want to put a punitive
tax on it in that case?

Senator SPECTER. 1 am not suggesting a punitive tax, Senator.
What I am suggesting is a modification of the law as to deductibil-
ity. There are some circumstances in existing law where we disal-
low deductions for interest paid. In general, we say that that is
something that there ought to be a deduction on, but if someone is
borrowing money for taxfree securities, we disallow the interest de-
duction. As these transactions have evolved, they have been very
manipulative. They have worked through the curly-cues of the tax
laws to take advantage-as they have every right to do-of the
dividends received credit, deductibility for interest. It is my sense
that we ought not to have these beneficial tax advantages for these
kinds of transactions. If they are leveraged, then it is essentially a
declaration that they are against public policy, and we are just not
going to allow the tax laws to subsidize them. I would not call that
a punitive tax. I would say that it simply doesn't give them the
benefit of the deduction.

Senator LONG. You are proceeding on the assumption that this is
a transaction contrary to the public interest. If that is the case, you
probably ought to prohibit it, far more than just tax it. It seems to
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me, however, that you are assuming the merit of the case, and to
me that hasn't been proved yet.

Senator SPECTER. Yes, Senator. That is why we are here. To my
thinking, it has been established at least on prima facie proof.

Senator LONG. You have a witness coming along behind you who
is involved in one of these mergers who is going to dispute that. We
will have someone testifying for Standard Oil of California who is
going to take issue with you on this.

Senator WALLOP. If I may say, I don't think it has been estab-
lished as a prima facie case. And that is not the reason we are
having the hearings. The reason we are having the hearings is to
determine if there is public interest that is being misserved, badly
served, or if the public interest is adequately protected. But we
haven't determined that yet. I think the case has to be made before
we can make that assumption. I mean, to date nobody has-to my
satisfaction, or even to my knowledge-yet made the case as to
why the public interest is badly served. I think that is step No. 1,
and so I would say the purpose of the hearing is to find out wheth-
er the public interest is being served, or misserved? I don't think it
has been established, and I would hope that before we did anything
different than the status quo, that we would do it on the basis of
something that has been established.

Senator SPECTER. The question which is addressed to me is what
is my opinion. That is all that I can offer, and it is my opinion and
my judgment that it is contrary to the public interest. I base that
conclusion on the hearings which were held before the Judiciary
Committee about 3 weeks ago, where many of the witnesses who
will testify here appeared before the Judiciary Committee. Mr.
Keller from SoCal was present. Mr. Lee from Gulf was present. Mr.
Boone Pickens from Mesa Petroleum was present. I presided at
those hearings. During the testimony of Mr. Keller and Mr. Pick-
ens, and as the scenario unfolded-for example, as it relates to
Gulf Oil-there you have a corporation which has a book value at
$118 a share, you have the market value as low as $38 at some
point and rising when Mr. Pickens comes into the picture and exer-
cises his rights in a free market society to make that acquisition.
My opinion is that it is undesirable to have large segments of the
capital and credit in this country being devoted to acquisitions of
oil companies. It costs something like $10 to $15 billion for each
one when you have an acquisition of Getty by Texaco, and about
that range when you have SoCal acquiring Gulf. I understand the
consideration that the stockholders get this money and have it
available for reinvestment, but it seems to me that when we have
about $240 billion available in the credit market, aside from what
the Government borrows-because of thE large deficits-that there
is a very big dilution of available credit. My conclusion is-after
hearing Mr. Keller testify and Mr. Pickens testify-that where
these purchases are made by SoCal, that there are going to be
fewer assets available for exploration. The public interest is served
in my judgment where the assets are used for exploration as op-
posed to acquisitions in these kinds of arrangements where you can
buy oil for $4 or $5 or $6 a barrel as opposed to exploring for it for
twice the amount of money.
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I understand that the oil is still in place, and when it is neces-
sary we may go out and get it, but I think the consequences are
undesirable. When Mr. Pickens testified and I asked him the ques-
tion as to what would be the consequence if we modified the divi-
dends received credit and what would be the consequence if we dis-
allowed interest, he said, in his own words, that it would substan-
tially change the deal. That he might not be able to make these
acquisitions if the tax laws were changed. Now, the Internal Reve-
nue Code is a very complex document, which has developed over
decades. Each time we add a provision, we do so because we think
it makes sense as we see the facts in a specific case. Then there are
astute attorneys and astute businessmen who use their rights as
free citizens in a free enterprise society to find ways to utilize the
law, which they have every right to do. As a result we have hear-
ings. The conclusion that I have come to is that the efforts by Mr.
Pickens and Mesa-we use the word "predatory"-whether that
advances the cause very much I don't know, but I believe it is
against public policy to have that kind of an acquisition. The acqui-
sition is really possible because of the provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code, and that is a form of public subsidy-they have the
dividends received credit and the deductions. This committee is
going to have to decide whether it is against public policy or not. I
would suggest to this committee that probably a majority of the
U.S. Senate-when this matter was considered 2 weeks ago-con-
cluded that these acquisitions were against public policy.

Senator Johnston got 39 votes. I think the vote was 54 to 39. I
can tell you that I think they are against public policy. I think a
lot of you other Senators who voted to table the Johnston moratori-
um thought so too. So, when I say there is a prima facie showing
that they are against public policy, my sense is that I speak for a
majority of the Senate. I don't expect you to agree necessarily, Mr.
Chairman-but the hearings which we had in Judiciary-and we
are going to have more-explored this further.

(Senator Specter's prepared statement follows:]
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On March 20, 1984, 1 introduced S.2447 the Corporate

Distribution Tax Reform Act of 1984 to discourage predatory

corporate takeovers for the purpose of liquidating corporate

assets. This legislation would inhibit such takeovers by better

ensuring that distribution of corporate assets do not escape tax

at the corporate level.

The recent rash of mergers between big oil companies - and

the fear that additional mergers may be imminent - has generated

concern that these mergers may not be in the public interest. In

the past few weeks debate in the Senate has centered around the

question of whether or not to impose a moratorium on these

mergers. I voted against a moratorium because in my judgment the

Senate had not yet had a sufficient opportunity to consider all

the consequences of a moratorium. Instead, as I stated then, I

believe the preferable course was to hold hearings and act on

specific bills, like S.2447, which are designed to inhibit

harmful takeovers.

Given the Senate action of last month, it is unlikely that

legislation will be enacted which will bar the proposed merger

between the Gulf-Oil Corporation and Standard Oil of California

(SoCal) . However, that merger - and other similar mergers which

may follow - pose a number of potential problems:

First, will the merger lead to foreign interests replacing

domestic ownership? No one needs to be reminded that our

economic well being and even our national security would be

severely undermined if petroleum supplies were disrupted. Major

American energy companies now hold millions of barrels in

reserve. We cannot allow these reserves to be bought out by

foreign interests. Nor, should we allow our drilling and

36-161 0-94---2
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refining capacities to become captive to foreign owners who may

decide to divert supplies away from American markets.

Second, will the merger tie up large amounts of credit,

driving up interest rates and closing off credit supplies from

other business interests? Texaco payed! $10.1 billion to purchase

Getty. Arco recently arranged for $13 billion in credit to bid

for Gulf, while SoCal's credit arrangements totalled $14

billion. Although much of this money will eventually be

reinvested, with only $216 billion available to cover all of this

nation's private transactions, even the temporary dislocation

caused by these multibillion dollar mergers is unacceptable.

The enormous debt incurred to support these mergers leads to

another basic problem - decreased research and exploration. In

the SoCal-Gulf context for example, the debt service on this $14

billion will exceed Gulf's earnings by $200 million a year.

Although, I understand that SoCal has pledged that the merger

will not lead to a decrease in exploration, I do not understand

where the revenue will come from to support exploration in a

combined SoCal-Gulf entity equal to SoCal's and Gulf's existing

spending for exploration.

Indeed, I believe the greatest danger presented by these oil

mergers is that their potential for a reduction in new

exploration and development efforts. Oil companies are

attractive takeover objects because they offer an opportunity to

purchase oil and gas reserves at a fraction of current production

costs. For example, by acquiring Gulf, SoCal would double its

crude oil supply - at a price of about $4.52 a barrel. Today,

the average exploration and production costs for purchasing a

barrel range between $10 and $15.
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It is not only the mergers between giants like SoCal and

Gulf, Texaco and Getty which threaten to deplete petroleum

reserves and cut back on exploration and development. The Mesa

Petroleum Company's bid to purchase control of Gulf and convert

its production assets into royalty trusts is premised upon

drawing down existing resources and limiting exploration

spending.

In addition to considering the broad economic and security

implications of the foreign ownership, credit lock ups and

reduced exploration, I believe these mergers must also be

evaluated in two other ways. First, will the merger result in a

disruption of supply to retailers and consumers? The proposed

merger between Mobil and Marathon was barred in large part

because the merger threatened Marathon's position as an important

supply source for independent retailers. SoCal is a major source

of supply for independents in a number of states where SoCal's

supplies are not needed by its retail operation. If SoCal merges

with Gulf, will Gulf retdilers take the place of those

independents now supplied by SoCal?

Disruption of supply can, in fact, be encouraged as merging

companies struggle to meet antitrust concerns. In order to

obtain FTC clearance, Texaco was forced to give up Getty's

interest in selected pipelines and refineries, and to sell nine

Getty wholesale terminals and 1900 gas stations. According to

the Wall Street Journal, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait rate high among

the prospective purchasers for entities spun off in engergy

mergers.

A fifth and final factor which I believe must be considered

in determining whether or not oil mergers are in the national
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interests is the impact on employment a merger will have. Except

in the rarest of circumstances mergers cost jobs. Not all of the

Getty assets which Texaco was forced to spin off continued as

goinq concerns. As a result in more than one case, jobs

disappeared. As I have noted, I have no doubt that a Gulf merger

will cost my constituents in Pittsburgh jobs.

One way to prevent such mergers - and the attendant adverse

consequences - is to enact legislation to eliminate the

motivation for the mergers.

The Gulf-SoCal mergers was caused by Mr. Boone Pickens' and

Mesa Petroleum's attempt to gain control of Gulf in order to

liquidate substantial corporate assets. According to press

reports, Mr. Pickens, Mesa Petroleum and affiliates will

receive a profit of approximately $780 million from SoCal for

their Gulf stock. I think it likely that Mr. Pickens will

reinvest this new capital in another oil company, thus setting

the stage for yet another merger unless the Congress acts

promptly.

My legislation, S.2447, contains three provisions which if

enacted would, in Mr. Pickens words, "change the economics" of

the royalty trust takeover in which Mr. Pickens specializes.

The first provision would reduce the allowable deduction for

dividends received with respect to debt-financed portfolio stock.

Under current law, a corporate shareholder can deduct 85

percent of dividends received from other corporations. When this

is applied against a maximum corporate tax rate of 46 percent,

the maximum effective tax rate on corporate dividends is only 6.9

percent. This low tax rate is further diminished where the

acquisition of the dividend producing stock was debt financed
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since the interest on the debt is deductible against ordinary

income.

Where takeovers are highly leveraged, this double deduction

generates a negative tax, yielding considerable tax free income

to the acquiring corporation.

This bill would restrict the dividends-received deduction by

the extent to which the purchase was debt financed. A merger

would therefore offer a much less attractive opportunity for

generating tax free income.

This same provision - with one exception - is contained in

Section 31 of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 recently reported

by the Senate Committee on Finance and in Section 51 of the Tax

Reform Act of 1984 reported by the House Ways and Means

Committee. Both the Senate and the House bills would make this

provision applicable to stock obtained after enactment. S.2447

would apply to stock obtained after March 20, 1984 (the date

S.2447 was introduced). In my opinion, if this provision is to

have the needed impact in dampening the current merger fever it

must have immediate applicability.

The second provision of S.2447 would prohibit a corporation

which owns the stock of another corporation from claiming a short

term capital loss when the corporate shareholder sells its stock

after receiving an extraordinary dividend.

Currently a corporation may take control of another

corporation and liquidate its most valuable properties by

spinning off a royalty trust. When the corporation then sells

the stock for a price that reflects the royalty trust

distribution, the decline in the stock value is deductible as a

short term capital loss against corporate income. At the same
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time, the royalty trust distribution would be largely tax-free to

the corporate shareholder because of the 3ividends-received

deduction. For example, if Corporation A paid $50 a share for

Corporation B's stock and distributed a portion of B's production

assets as a royalty trust interest worth $20 a share, B's stock

would then be worth approximately $30. If A then sold this stock

for $30 it would have a $20 short term capitAl loss deduction to

be applied against its corporate income, while the $20 royalty

trust disbribution would be largely tax-free. S.2447 would

eliminate Corporation A's ability to claim this loss for all

stock acquired after March 20, 1984.

Similar provisions are contained in the Senate's Deficit

Reduction Act of 1984 at Section 35 and in the House's Tax Reform

Act of 1984 at Section 53. Those provisions, however, allow the

corporation to take a loss on a stock sale if the stock has been

held more than one year and will only be applied to stock

acquired after the bills are enacted. Again, I believe that

unless this provision is applied immediately, its untimely

effective date will limit its beneficial impact.

The final provision contained in S.2447 applies only to

integrated oil companies. It would require that for tax purposes

an integrated oil company recognize appreciation on assets in

liquidating or nonliquidating distributions. Without this

provision, the appreciation of assets while held in corporate

solution can escape tax completely.

Under current law when a corporation distributes appreciated

assets through a royalty trust, for example, the corporation pays

no tax on that distribution. If the law were amended to require

that the corporation pay tax on this appreciation, estimates
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suggest that any significant royalty trust spinoff from large oil

companies (as for example the spinoff of certain Gulf assets

proposed by Mesa) could generate tax revenue in excess of $1

billion.

Section 36 of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 and Section

54 of the Tax Reform Act of 1984 contain a provision similar in

concept to my proposal but with a different scope. The provision

in those bills apply to all corporations but reach only

nonliquidating distributions. I understand this Committee's

reluctance to propose a provision that could, for example, impose

a large tax burden on the liquidation sale of a small business.

But, I believe this concern could be adequately addressed by

limiting this provision to integrated oil companies.

In closing, I would like to commend the Chairman for holding

these most timely hearings and for focusing attention on our need

to react responsibly and expeditiously to the current explosion

of merger activity. Whether it is S.2447, The corporate

Distribution Tax Reform Act of 1984 that I have introduced or the

language of similar proposals reported by the Committee, it is

lipor.ant that we act promptly and remedy this continuing problem

)y the passage of effective legislation.
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Senator LONG. I simply looked at the letter by the Attorney Gen-
eral. The best I could make of it, was that, if the merger or the
acquisition does not have the effect of reducing competition in any
meaningful way, so that it does not result in a concentration that
would conflict with the intent of the Sherman Antitrust Act, or
any other antitrust act dealing with concentration, then the Attor-
ney General's view was that there is nothing improper about the
acquisition. There is nothing contrary to public policy about it, any
more than if you went out and bought the majority of stock in
Sears, Roebuck & Co. In the absence of showing any concentration
of economic power-which the Attorney General says is not the
case-that is adequate under the antitrust laws as they stand
today, and I fail to see where it is against the public interest.

Senator SPECTER. Senator Long, the antitrust laws are only one
definition of public policy. As we debated this matter on the Senate
floor, representations were made-I do not know whether they are
true or not-that if you had a merger of seven major oil companies,
you wouldn't trigger the concentration necessary that would consti-
tute a violation of the antitrust laws. Whether it triggers a viola-
tion of the antitrust laws or not, I think hardly anybody would say
that a merger of seven major oil companies would be in the public
interest.

Senator LONG. Now, I challenge that. I just don't believe that it
is correct that, if you merged those seven major companies, you
would not trigger those antitrust laws. I think that is completely in
error when you say that, and I suggest that you see if you can find
some support for that. People would contend, I should think, that
Exxon is as big as the next three companies put together, and that
if two companies of lesser size should merge-the No. 2 or 3 should
merge with the No. 8 or 9-that that is really putting them in a
position to compete with the No. 1 that is the largest. Even that is
not a monopolistic concentration that is going to adversely affect
competition.

The Federal Trade Commission has the job of looking at that,
and my understanding is that they are going to do their job. Where
there might be any one company dominating a market in a certain
area, the company would have to spin those operations off and sell
them to someone else. But I would weigh with interest any argu-
ment establishing or proving that this merger is against the public
interest because, if it is, it seems to me that you have laws in effect
right now, requiring the Justice Department, the Federal Trade
Commission, or both to proceed against it.

Senator SPECTER. Senator Long, I was careful in my statement
that the representations which were made in the debate that the
merger of the seven companies would not trigger violation of the
antitrust laws. I do not know whether that is so or not, but I do say
this emphatically and would defend this proposition that the anti-
trust laws are only one statement of public policy. There are other
concerns of public policy, and if these acquisitions and mergers dis-
courage exploration, then that would be a significant factor which
would be counter to public policy and ought to be discouraged.

Senator WALLOP. If they did, that would be the case, but there is
no demonstration that that has been the case. There has been one
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instance-and one instance alone. I think somebody has to give us
more than a ghost on the horizon that that might be the case.

In only one instance has it proven to be the case, and in the
others it has been exactly the opposite-exploration budgets have
actually increased.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Chairman, these are judgments which each
of us who has to vote on these measures makes, depending on our
evaluation of the facts and what motivates conduct. They are not
susceptible to mathematical certainty. My judgment, after having
studied this subject at some length, is that it does discourage explo-
ration. It may be that even the statement of the antitrust laws in
their current form do not discourage some mergers, we may have
to revise the antitrust laws. When Senator Long says that the laws
ought to be in existence at the present time to prohibit it, we are
not wise enough to anticipate in 1983 all the things that are going
to happen in 1984. That is what keeps us in business.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you very much.
Senator DOLE. I don't have any questions, but I do think that

Senator Specter has rather properly stated the responsibility that
we have in this committee. There is no doubt in my mind that
there would be an 11-month moratorium in place had it not been
for the substitute that was offered. So, I don't think anybody ought
to make-there is no question in my mind that we ought to have a
moratorium around here, and if you turn the House loose on it, it
is hard to tell what you have. They would like to put oil companies
out of business all together, a lot of them in the House.

So, we have a rather serious responsibility and we are going to
obviously approach it that way. It seems to me that the primary
question is maybe, if in fact there are depleting reserves, is it
better to acquire another company or go out and look for them?
And they take a look at the tax advantages in each case. Maybe
there are greater advantages taxwise through mergers than there
are through explorations. There will be later witnesses. Texaco
didn't pay any tax at all in 1982, so they will say, well, it wasn't
tax motivated. On the other hand, SoCal paid a fairly high tax
rate, so I think we have to look around and determine whether or
not there is anything that should be done.

I do think your testimony has been very helpful.
Senator SPECTER. Senator Dole, as I understood you, you stated

that you thought there would have been an 11-month moratorium
had your substitute not been offered. I agree with you. I think
there would have been a moratorium, and I believe that the mora-
torium was not voted by the Senate because of concern of wide-
spread disruption of the stock market, the consequences of which
we could not figure out.

A lot of people hold stock, and if there had been a moratorium,
we just wouldn't know all those consequences and those ramifica-
tions. If you approach the threshold question as to whether a ma-
jority of the Senate prima facie has concluded or feels that these
mergers are contrary to public policy, I would assert before this
committee that there are more than 51 Senators who feel that they
are contrary to public policy. What the Senate has done by tabling
the Johnson amendment is to say to the Finance Committee and
the Energy Committee and the Judiciary Committee "You go take
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a look; maybe we are right, and maybe we are wrong. You tell us,
and if it is contrary to public policy, and our feeling is correct, you
tell us what the answer should be, and we won't disrupt the
market by this moratorium which is a drastic remedy that we don't
want to undertake without that kind of study." But I believe the
consensus of the Senate is that these mergers are contrary to
public policy.

Senator DOLE. I think there is a majority in the Senate and una-
nimity in the media that they are contrary to public policy, which
has some impact on members from time to time. But that is a prob-
lem we have to deal with, and I think you have stated the case
very well.

Senator SPECTER. Sometimes the Senate has some impact en the
media.

Senator WALLOP. Can I just ask one question? Energy is clearly
one of the basic industries in this country, but so, too, is steel. And
steel has a concentration factor which far exceeds that in the
energy industry, and yet it is my understanding that it is your feel-
ing that public policy is better served by mergers within the steel
industry, which would increase that concentration. How do we
devise a standard that works for the steel industry and is consist-
ent with the standards that we would apply to the energy indus-
try?

Senator SPECTER. Senator Wallop, I am not sure that mergers
within the steel industry are desirable. I think that is something
that has to be explored further, and there are other considerations
on public policy as to the merger impact. It may be that in a fail-
ing industry, when you have companies like Republic and Jones
and Locklin that there ought to be some different application of
the antitrust laws-that concentration is not the final answer. We
need a steel industry for basic industry in time of defense, and we
are finding that our steel industry is being eroded by foreign im-
ports, so that steel has many different considerations.

But I am not prepared-and I haven't jumped to the conclu-
sion-that we ought to have mergers in the steel industry. That is
something that requires a lot of careful thought.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you very much.
Senator SPECTER. Thank you.
Senator WALLOP. Just a moment, please.
Senator BENTSEN. Senator Specter, I don't happen to share the

viewpoint that mergers are against public policy. I think what you
are seeing is a recognition of undervalued assets in the market-
place-investors understand that.

I think the undervaluation is self-correcting. Mergers are a con-
sequence-or a result-and not a part of the problem. I think some
of the mergers are obviously justified. During the debate on the
floor last week I listed a group of companies that had been ac-
quired and mergers made where there had been an absolute in-
crease in drilling.

Robert Samuelson in his article in the Washington Post about a
month ago made a comment that there was a lot of fuzzy thinking
about mergers, and he made a very valid point. One of the situa-
tions that you are seeing today is that many management groups
are trying to protect not just the shareholders, but in many in-
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stances, they are just trying to protect their jobs. We have seen sit-
uations where they will rotate the board one-third each election to
try to deter any kind of an acquisition. We have also seen them
establishing golden parachutes for themselves.

I can recall in times past when investment trusts, when pension
funds, when mutual fund management companies-if they had a
management of a company they were investing in that really
wasn't doing its job, they just sold the stock.

Now, you are seeing a much more active group of investors that
are putting a new discipline on the management. And I think that
is good. It's making them shape up in many instances. The greatest
defense against a tender offer is to get the price of your stock up,
that is to get your price earnings multiple high, and to increase the
profits of that company. Now, if you get into an industry that is
having a decline-as the oil industry is-you are going to have
some mergers and acquisitions, and I think that can serve a useful
purpose. When you get into a position where competition is per-
haps hindered, then I think that is for the FTC, the Justice Depart-
ment to decide whether that merger should continue.

I don't happen to share the view with the chairman that we did
not have the votes to defeat the Johnston amendment. He is an
awful good head-counter. But I think we might have won that vote.
On the other hand, the risk of having it pass and having an 11-
month moratorium, which would have had, I think, a most disrup-
tive effect on the marketplace and on investors, led to the prudent
option as sponsored by the chairman. I was delighted to have co-
sponsored it with him.

Mr. Chairman, we have taken a number of steps, in the Finance
Committee markup of the Tax bill which, frankly, I didn't agree
with. In particular, I did not like the idea that you could tax a cor-
poratioi, on the nonliquidating distribution of property. I think
that was bad economics. By adopting such an amendment you are
locking a lot of property into a corporation. In addition, we did
some other things, like disallowing part of the corporation's 85 per-
cent dividend received deduction-when a corporation receives divi-
dends on portfolio stock and pays interest on a directly related
debt. We saw some abuses there, and I think we made some real
progress with that provision. We did some other things that had to
be done. But overall, I would argue with you, Senator, that the
marketplace makes a pretty good adjustment on these things.

And finally, we have seen where if you bid up the price on these
particular undervalued stocks, and they reach a point where it is
self-correcting, they are no longer decent takeover candidates.

Senator SPECTER. Senator Bentsen, I agree with you about reli-
ance on the marketplace. The issue is whether there are unfair ad-
vantages possible through the Internal Revenue Code, which make
some of these actions possible where they ought not to have that
kind of a boost. I agree with you also on the complexity of the
matter. I know that from my own State-within the course of the
past couple of months-we have had two incidents which require a
lot of study. I do not like what has happened to Gulf Oil, not only
as a Pennsylvanian but as an American. I think that there has to
be a close look at the events which lead to Gulf seeking a white
knight in SoCal because they are about to be taken over by what
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they consider to be a predatory takeover. Before you arrived, I re-
ferred to a situation involving Quaker State where Mr. Quentin
Wood, the president, contacted me about a week ago raising con-
cerns about a takeover effort against his company. There was a
venture into the field, some of the stock was acquired, and there
ended up with a profit of $10 million to those who had made the
initial steps toward a takeover. The cost to Quaker State of $10
million. That is very involved, and I have asked him for the details,
and I intend to take a look at it. But I think this is a matter which
requires our very close attention. I have a sense that if there is
something wrong with the construction of our laws which make
some of these activities possible.

Senator BENTSEN. Senator, let me give you an example of the
other extreme. I now refer to the State of the Chairman, Kansas. I
can recall looking at a company that I frankly thought the man-
agement was doing a very poor job, where the company was not
growing, so I decided I wanted to make an offer on that company to
the stockholders. I couldn't even get the stockholder list. What the
management of those various companies did was to go to the State
legislature and convinced them that, in order to stop any offers
that would disrupt their situation, that a law should be enacted
preventing the stockholder list from being given out. Now, that is
the other extreme of how far management sometimes goes to try to
protect their jobs, and not necessarily their investors.

Senator SPECTER. We agree. We have got to stop the extremes.
Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, before Arlen leaves, let

me just add a compliment and a comment-a compliment to his
thoughtfulness-I don't necessarily agree with all the conclusions,
and it just may be that you are farther, much farther ahead on
this process than I am-but on the last question that the Chairman
asked you-thc comparison of steel mergers and oil mergers as one
who has dealt with the former industry more than the latter, I
would say there is quite a difference in the approach, and differ-
ences that are most appropriate for the consideration of this par-
ticular committee. I don't know that there is an oil merger that
isn't, in some way-at least in part-tax motivated-and I don't
know a lot of steel mergers that are. This committee has done its
bcst to make sure that that would be the case by getting rid of any
access to tax benefits in the steel industry from safe harbor to the
various financing rules, and we have made sure that the steel in-
dustry is as far from the oil industry in this economic playing field
out there as possible. And as one member of this committee, if they
were both on the same playing field, then we both had the same
tax treatment and both had the same economic environment in
this country in which to operate, I wouldn't mind having the same
rules for both of those industries.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you very much, Senator Specter.
Senator SPECTER. Thank you.
Senator WALLOP. The next witness is Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Tax Policy, the Honorable Ron Pearlman.
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE RONALD A. PEARLMAN,
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR TAX POLICY, DEPART-
MENT OF THE TREASURY, WASHINGTON, DC.
Mr. PEARLMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning. I ap-

preciate the opportunity of being here this morning to address both
the question of whether tax motivations are the principal incentive
to the rash of oil mergers to which this committee is giving atten-
tion, and in addition, to discuss certain tax provisions relating to
corporate acquisitions in general. Our analysis to date does not in-
dicate that these mergers are primarily tax motivated.

They may be motivated by decreases in demand for oil, and
therefore reduction in oil prices--

Senator WALLOP. Mr. Pearlman, would you state that again? I
am sorry. I didn't hear it-was it your statement that they are not
motivated?

Mr.. PEARLMAN. That they are not primarily motivated by tax
considerations. They may be motivated by increased exploration
costs or simply by the undervaluation of oil reserves in the stock
market. For this analysis, I think it is best for us to defer to others
with greater industry expertise. I would like to focus my comments
on the tax aspects.

Generally, corporate acquisitions involve either the direct acqui-
sition of target corporation stock or assets and may either be tax
free if the reorganization requirements of the Internal Revenue
Code are met, or taxable to the selling corporation or its sharehold-
ers. If the transaction is tax free, the basis of the target corpora-
tion's assets will carry over-that is, there will be no upward or
downward adjustment in the bases of assets to reflect the purchase
price paid for the target corporation's stock. The purchase price is
normally in the form of stock of the acquiring corporation-or an-
other corporation that controls the acquiring corporation.

In a taxable asset acquisition, gain generally will be recognized
to the selling corporation, including recapture and other tax bene-
fit items, and the basis of the target corporation's assets will be ad-
,justed to reflect the purchase price.

, In 'a taxable stock acquisition, gain generally will be recognized
to the selling corporation's shareholders currently and the pur-
chase price of the stock becomes the basis for the target stock in
the hands of the purchasing corporation. Here there is no step-up
in the basis of the assets and no recapture of any tax benefits items
unless the purchasing corporation makes the so-called section 338
election which I will come back to momentarily. Shortly before
TEFRA, considerable publicity was given to major corporate trans-
actions in which the partial liquidation and consolidated return
rules were utilized to attain a step-up in the bases of assets follow-
ing a taxable stock acquisition but without current recognition by
the Target Corporation of recapture or other tax benefit type
income. TEFRA responded to this publicity-to these transac-
tions-by precluding basis step-up without the recognition of recap-
ture and tax benefit items. TEFRA also provided a new system for
governing when and how a purchasing corporation may obtain a
step-up in basis following a taxable stock acquisition. These rules
are contained in section 338.
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Without going into the details of that section, essentially the ap-
proach of section 338 is to provide an election to the purchasing
corporation to either adjust the tax basis of the assets of the target
corporation to reflect the purchase price paid for the stock at the
cost of recapture and the inclusion of other tax benefit items in
income or to choose not to pick up any income items and to retain
the target corporation's historic basis in its assets. N.w, these rules
apply on an all-or-nothing basis, that is, the purchasing corporation
is not permitted to pick and choose which assets are to be adjusted
and which are not. These are referred to as the consistency or the
antiselectivity rules.

If one oil corporation purchases the stock of another, section 338
normally would apply and the purchasing corporation would have
the option of either carrying over the historic basis of the target
corporation's assets or making the section 338 election and step-
ping up the basis. We understand that in one or more of the re-
cently announced oil corporation acquisitions, the purchasing cor-
poration may choose not to make a section 338 election and there-
by step-up basis because of the tax cost of recapture. In these trans-
actions, it appears therefore that the consistency rules of section
338 are achieving their intended purpose.

Even when an election is made under section 338, there is not a
full corporate level tax imposed in exchange for the basis step-up.
Only recapture and certain other ordinary tax benefit income
items are recognized. Other unrealized gain is not. This result
stems from the codification in sections 311, 336, and 337 of the
Code of the Supreme Court's 1935 decision in the General Utilities
case. The General Utilities doctrine has received considerable at-
tention over the past several years, and indeed Congress has re-
duced, and both the Finance and the Ways and Means Committees
have proposed further reductions in, the scope of this doctrine. For
example, distributions of appreciated property in certain redemp-
tions are taxable to the distributing corporation. TEFRA extended
that treatment to distributions of appreciated property in partial
liquidations, where again the appreciation is taxable in full to dis-
tributing corporations, and in both the Ways and Mean Committee
bill (H.R. 4170) and the Finance Committee's Deficit Reduction Act
of 1984, dividends of appreciated property generally will result in
gain recognition by the distributing corporation, with the exception
for distributions to certain qualified stockholders-an exception
which was designed to respond to the concern that Senator Bentsen
mentioned a moment ago. We are pleased that the administration
was able to propose these changes, which I should note were based
in large part on the preliminary report of the staff of the Finance
Committee on the reform and simplification of subchapter C.

We think those are constructive changes, and we are pleased
that they are contained in both the Ways and Means and the Fi-
nance Committee's bills. One major remaining area in which the
general utilities doctrine remains in the law, is the complete liqui-
dation and the deemed asset sale in connection with the 338 elec-
tion. It has been suggested that the repeal of the general utilities
doctrine is appropriate here as well.

While we recognize that such repeal would aid in the simplifica-
tion of the corporate income tax, as we have indicated in previous
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testimony before the Finance Committee, we believe consideration
of the repeal of general utilities in liquidating transactions must
also include consideration of relief from the double taxation of liq-
uidating proceeds.

Under current law, one of the assets which can be distributed
without corporate level gain is the royalty trust. The restriction on
general utilities imposed by H.R. 4170 and the Finance Commit-
tee's proposed legislation would subject the royalty trust, and any
other distribution of appreciated property, to corporate level tax-
ation. As a result, if H.R. 4170 and/or the Finance Committee pro-
posal is enacted, there will be little remaining tax incentive al-
though there might be other incentives for the distribution of such
interests.

Under current law, the gain on the disposition of mineral proper-
ty is taxable as ordinary income under section 1254 of the code to
the extent intangible drilling costs were deducted after December
31, 1975. No recapture exists with respect to mineral property for
which intangible drilling costs were deducted prior to that date.
Similarly prior to 1975, integrated oil companies were able to
deduct percentage depletion at a rate of 22 percent with respect to
mineral property. Since 1975, integrated oil companies have been
required to use cost depletion. Upon the disposition of the mineral
property however, current law does not require recapture of either
cost or percentage depletion.

Some have suggested that recapture rules should be applied to
the intangible drilling costs deducted with respect to mineral prop-
erties regardless of when the deductions were taken. We cannot
support such a change. The recapture of intangible drilling costs
was considered extensively by the Congress in connection with the
1976 legislation. Congress enacted legislation to preclude the con-
tinued deduction of intangible drilling costs without the benefit of
recapture. We believe it would be inappropriate to revisit that leg-
islation in which Congress established an effective date, by retroac-
tively, if you will, imposing recapture.

With respect to percentage depletion, although integrated oil
companies are no longer permitted to utilize percentage depletion,
and even though there are no recapture provisions in the code with
respect to percentage depletion as it relates to any taxpayer, some
have suggested that it would be appropriate to impose a recapture
of pre-1975 percentage depletion deducted in excess of bases on the
disposition of mineral properties by integrated oil companies. In
1975 when Congress dealt with the subject of percentage depletion
for integrated oil companies, it determined that subsequent to that
date, percentage depletion would not be available. Again, we be-
lieve that it would be inappropriate to go back now and seek to
reduce the benefit of percentage depletion prior to that date by im-
posing a recapture rule on pre-1975 percentage depletion.

Others have suggested that the income tax law encourages
highly leveraged buy-outs of oil corporations by permitting the ac-
quiring corporation to deduct interest paid or accrued on debt in-
curred in connection with the acquisition. Currently, section 279
disallows an interest deduction under very limited circumstances
where certain types of debt are used to acquire stock or assets of
another corporation. I might note that section 279 is really directed
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to the kind of debt that looks somewhat like an equity invest-
ment-convertible debt or debt that has other features that are
more in the nature of equity investments.

Outside of the limitation of section 279, there are no unusual tax
consequences to using debt for acquisitions. The corporation is enti-
tled to an interest deduction on the acquisition debt, and such in-
terest is paid to a bank or some other person who generally is sub-
ject to tax on the interest income received. Because the use of debt
for acquisitions is not significantly different from debt used for
other corporate purposes, we do not believe there should be any un-
usual tax consequences to using debt for acquisitions.

I do want to point out that in the case of acquisitions in which
installment sale treatment is used, while we are not talking about
a concern for the interest deduction, there is a problem we believe
where the installment treatment to the selling shareholder gives
the shareholder the benefit of deferi'lLg the gain on the sale where-
as, at the same time, the purchasing corporation has the ability to
obtain an immediate step-up in the basis of the assets, and begin
immediately to depreciate or deplete those assets. This is we be-
lieve a mismatch, which is somewhat reduced to the extent recap-
ture income is recognized, but a mismatch which is not unique to
oil company mergers but, rather, is present throughout the system
in installment sales. We believe this problem is appropriate for
subcommittee consideration.

Senator BENTSEN. Is it appropriate to ask. questions as we go
along?

Senator WALLOP. Surely.
Senator BENTSEN. Didn't we address that problem in another

field as part of the installment sales, which I recognized as an
abuse?

Mr. PEARLMAN. That is correct, Senator Bentsen. In the real
estate provisions of the Senate bill, there is a provision that ex-
cludes recapture income from installment sale treatment so that
the recapture income has to be recognized immediately even if the
seller sells property on the installment sale basis.

Let me just suggest that the mismatch goes beyond depreciation
recapture.

Senator WALLOP. Just for the sake of what brings us here, is in-
stallment sales method being used in any of the oil mergers that
we are talking about?

Mr. PEARLMAN. Senator, as best we can determine, the install-
ment sale option is an option described in the offering materials
that we have reviewed. That is, the purchasing corporation has re-
tained the opportunity to issue bonds or notes or installment obli-
gations as a form of consideration. Whether in fact those transac-
tions will be consumated as purely cash transactions or not, I
simply cannot answer you.

I would like to mention very briefly some aspects of the divi-
dends received deduction because that, too, is one or the items that
is referred to frequently in connection with oil merger acquisitions.
In general, the Internal Revenue Code allows corporations, other
than a subchapter S corporation, the deduction equal to 85 percent
of a dividend received. A 100 percent dividend received deduction is
allowed for dividends paid by affiliated corporations and, in addi-
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tion, if corporations file a consolidated return, intercompany divi-
dends are totally eliminated. The purpose for the intercorporate
dividend received deduction is to preclude multiple taxation of
income at the corporate level. If a corporation borrows funds for
the purpose of making a portfolio investment in stock of another
corporation, interest on the borrowing generally is deductible
under current law by the corporation making the investment, and
that creates the opportunity in effect for double deductions to the
extent of the dividends received deduction. This is not an inconsist-
ency with respect to controlled corporations or where consolidated
returns are filed, but to deal with the portfolio investment situa-
tion, both H.R. 4170 and the Finance Committee's Deficit Reduc-
tion Act of 1984 contain an administration proposal which, in addi-
tion, was the subject of discussion by the preliminary staff report
on subchapter C, to disallow interest on debt that is directly attrib-
utable to portfolio investment in stock provided that the stock own-
ership is not greater than 80 percent. Let me note that I think that
that proposal, as I understand it, is the same as Senator Specter's
proposal, with the exception of the effective date provision that he
mentioned to you earlier.

I should note, however, that this proposal generally would not-
according to our understanding-impact on the most recently pub-
licized oil corporation mergers because to the extent that those cor-
porations acquire 80 percent or more of the stock of the target cor-
poration, this leveraged portfolio stock deduction restriction would
not apply.

It has also been suggested that in the acquisition of an oil corpo-
ration, there is an advantage to be gained under the windfall profit
tax through a transfer of oil producing properties. I don't intend to
go into the details of that orally. We have included a discussion of
that in our statement. Let me just say that we do not think that is
the case, and we are neutral or indifferent to the transfer of assets
among taxpayers as far as the windfall profit tax goes.

In conclusion, let me say that the current tax rules do not
appear to be propelling the recent flurry of oil corporation acquisi-
tions. We do not believe that the Congress should amend the tax
laws for the purpose of discouraging these mergers. Nevertheless,
we think that, if the subcommittee should determine as a result of
these hearings, that improvements in the tax laws generally are
appropriate with regard to corporate acquisitions, without regard
to whether current law serves as an incentive to oil corporation
mergers, we certainly look forward to working with the subcommit-
tee in trying to develop and improve the law. Thank you very
much.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Pearlman.
[Mr. Pearlman's prepared statement follows:]

36-161 0-84---3
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to appear before you tcday to discuss some of
the more significant Federal income tax consequences affecting
acquisitions of oil and gas corporations. The number of highly
publicized .quisitions (and proposed acquisitions) of large,
publicly held corporations primarily engaged in the oil and gas
business has renewed concern that our tax laws may encourage
these transactions. Although we do not know the motivations for
the recent flurry of merger activity, we doubt that it is
primarily tax motivated. Rather, these acquisitions may be
motivated by sucn other factors as a decrease in demand for oil,
an increase in costs of exploration for new oil and the shrinking
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of reserves, the undervaluation of such reserves in the stock
market, or any number of other factors. The determination of the
anticompetitive aspects of these acquisitions is a matter for the
Justice Department and the Federal Trade Commission, and we defer
to their expertise in that area.

The first part of my testimony summarizes the alternative
structures that are most frequently employed to effectuate these
acquisitions and the associated tax consequences of those
structures to the acquiring corporation, the target corporation
and the shareholders of the target corporation. The second
part of my testimony describes those provisions of the Tax Equity
and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 ("TEFRA") that were
directed at unwarranted tax benefits attainable under prior law
in corporate mergers and acquisitions, and describes the effect
of those provisions on oil and gas corporation acquisitions.
Finally, the third part of my testimony describes other
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code that have a direct
bearing on acquisition transactions.

I. Tax Treatment of Cororate Acquisitions

The acquisition by one corporation of the business of another
corporation can be accomplished in a variety of ways, and the tax
consequences of each alternative acquisitive structure may
differ significantly. Most acquistions, however, involve the
direct acquisition of the target corporation's assets or its
stock. 4n either case, the acquisition can be structured either
as a tax-free *reorganization" or as a taxable transaction.

A. Tax-Free Reorganizations

If a transaction qualifies as a statutorily defined
"reorganization," it generally will be tax-free to the target
corporation, even if that corporation has appreciated assets.
Depending on the application of sections 381, 382, and 383, the
tax attributes of the target corporation generally will survive
the reorganization and carryover to the acquiring corporation.
Most significantly, the target corporation's tax bases for its
assets "carryover" to the acquiring corporation and are not
*stepped-up" (or down) to fair market value. Furthermore, no
gain or loss will be recognized by the selling shareholders to
the extent of qualifying consideration received (generally stock
of the acquiring corporation). Receipt of qualifying
consideration permits these shareholders to defer recognition of
the gain or loss that was built into their stock.

B. Taxable Asset Acquisitions

If a transaction is a taxable acquisition of assets from a
non-liquidating corporation, gain or loss will be recognized by
the selling corporation. If, however, the sale is an installment
sale, gain is deferred and reported as the installment payments
are made. In either case, the tax bases of the assets acquired
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are adjusted to reflect the purchase price paid for those assets.
The acquiring corporation does not succeed to any of the target
corporation's tax attributes. The shareholder of the selling
corporation generally does not recognize gain or loss, unless the
proceeds of the sale are distributed.

If a transaction is a taxable acquisition of assets from a
corporation that has adopted a plan for complete liquidation
within a 12-month period, generally no gain or loss is recognized
by the selling corporation (except to the extent of recapture
income and other tax benefit items). Gain or loss is recognized,
however, by the shareholders of the liquidating corporation based
upon the difference between the amount of the liquidation
proceeds received and their stock basis. If the corporation
sells its assets for installment notes and distributes the notes
in liquidation, the shareholders of the liquidating corporation
qan report the gain on the installment basis to the extent they
receive installment notes. The tax consequences to the acquiring
corporation are the same as in the case of an acquisition of
assets from a non-liquidating corporation.

C. Taxable Stock Acquisitions

If a transaction is a taxable acquisition of stock of the
target corporation, gain or loss generally will be recognized by
the selling shareholders. In addition, recapture income and
other tax benefit items may be taxed to the target corporation,
depending on whether the purchasing corporation makes an election
to adjust the bases of the target corporation's assets. If no
election is made (or deemed made), the target corporation, which
becomes a subsidiary of the purchasing corporation, continues its
historic asset bases, along with its other tax attributes. An
election gives the purchasing corporation cost bases for the
acquired assets and generally extinguishes the other tax
attributes of the target corporation.

It. TEFRA

A. Corporate Partial Liquidations

TEFRA altered the tax rules for corporate acquisitions to
eliminate some unwarranted tax benefits obtained in corporate
acquisitions and to align more closely the tax consequences of
taxable asset and taxable stock acquisitions. For example, prior
to TEFRA, a common scheme involved the acquisition of the stock
of a target corporation in a taxable transaction followed by a
distribution by the target corporation of a portion of its assets
in a partial liquidation. If the plan were structured properly,
the distribution to the acquiring corporation might be treated as
a payment in exchange for stock rather than as a dividend
distribution, with the result that (i) the bases of the
distributed assets in the hands of the acquiring corporation
would be stepped-up to their fair market values, (ii) neither the
target nor the acquiring corporation would currently recognize
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any recapture or other gain on the transaction (the recapture
income generally would be deferred and recognized only in future
periods pursuant to the consolidated return regulations), and
(iii) the tax attributes of the target corporation would continue
to be available. In TEFRA, the tax treatment of these corporate
partial liquidations was changed to ensure that the acquiring
corporation generally would not obtain a step-up in the bases of
assets distributed unless recapture income were recognized.

B. Section 338

TEFRA also contained measures to simplify and improve the tax
treatment of taxable stock acquisitions. These improvements,
found in section 338, provide that where a corporation purchases
at least 80 percent of the stock of a target corporation over a
12-month period, the purchasing corporation may elect to adjust
the bases of the assets of the target corporation as though the
target corporation sold all of its assets to a new corporation in
connection with a plan for complete liquidation within a 12 month
period. The price at which the assets are deemed sold is
generally the purchasing corporation's basis in the target's
stock at the acquisition date. The target generally will
recognize the recapture income and other tax benefit items
corporations usually recognize when they sell their assets
pursuant to a plan of liquidation.

Section 338 also contains a number of consistency rules
designed to prevent a purchasing corporation that acquires the
stock of a target corporation from obtaining a step-up in bases
for scme of the target's assets, while preserving target's tax
attributes and historic bases for other assets. The typical case
addressed by these rules is one were target has one group of
high value, low basis assets which are more valuable to a
purchaser than to target by reason of the purchaser's ability to
take cost recovery and depletion allowances on a stepped-up
basis, another group of assets which may carry a significant
recapture or other tax cost upon disposition, and valuable tax
attributes (such as net operating loss or credit carryovers). If
the purchasing corporation were to acquire all of target's
assets, all assets would receive stepped-up bases, target
(assuming target liquidated within a 12-month period) would be
taxed only on the recapture and tax benefit items on all assets,
and the tax attributes of target would be extinguished. From a
tax planning perspective, the purchasing corporation would like
to step-up the bases of the first group of assets (for instance,
by a direct asset purchase), yet avoid the recapture tax and
maintain a carryover of bases for the second group of assets and
the valuable tax attributes of target (by acquiring all of the
target stock and not making a section 338 election).

To prevent tax motivated manipulation in cases of this type,
the consistency rules require that with respect to all of
target's assets acquired, the purchasing corporation must elect
either to step-up the bases of all acquired assets (with the
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associated recapture and loss of tax attributes) or to carryover
the bases of all acquired assets (generally with the continuation
of tax attributes). Section 338 generally provides that a
step-up in bases (and attendant recapture and other tax
consequences) will be triggered automatically if, within the
period (*consistency period*) beginning one year before the
beginning of the acquisition and ending one year after 80 percent
control is acquired, any member of the purchasing group acquires
the stock of any corporation affiliated with the target
corporation (target group) or an asset frcm any member of the
target group, other than in certain defined transactions. The
excepted transactions included transactions in the ordinary
course of business, carryover basis transactions, pre-effective
date transactions, and other transactions to the extent provided
in regulations. _/

C. Application of Section 338 to Oil Corporation
Acquisitions

If the acquisition by one oil corporation of another is
structured as a taxable stock acquisition, section 338 would be
applicable to che transaction if at least 80 percent of the
target corporation's stock is purchased within a 12-month period.
Accordingly, the acquiring corporation will have to decide
whether it wishes to obtain carryover bases in all of the
target's assets acquired or obtain step-up in bases in such
assets and pay tax on the recapture and other tax benefit items
that would be triggered by the acquisition. We understand that
in one or more of the recently announced oil corporation

j/ In some cases, the consistency rules can operate to require
taxpayers to take a step-up in basis and pay recapture taxes or
suffer other tax detriments where no manipulative scheme exists.
Treasury is considering allowing taxpayers to elect carryover
bases (or cost basis when less than carryover basis in a
particular asset) in all assets that a corporation acquires
during the consistency period. We do not believe that the
providing of this "carryover basis election' would create any
significant new tax incentives for corporate acquisitions.
Although Treasury may have the authority to provide such an
exception to the consistency rules in regulations under current
law, this would create the possibility of a whipsaw against the
Treasury. If such an election were provided in regulations, a
taxpayer may be able to elect a carryover basis for purposes of
section 338 to avoid a deemed election under the consistency
rules, and yet later claim the higher cost basis under the
general rules governing the determination of asset basis. We
believe that an appropriate statutory carryover basis election
would eliminate this whipsaw potential.
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acquisitions, the acquiring corporations may not make section 338
elections co step-up the bases of all of the assets of the target
corporations because the amount of the recapture tax liability is
disproportionate to the benefit of the step-up in bases. In
these transactions, it appears that the consistency rules added
by TEFRA are achieving their purpose.

D. General Utilities Doctrine

Some have argued that the section 338 rules and the
liquidation rules conflict with the general scheme for taxing a
corporation and its shareholders. Generally, a corporation is
subject to tax on the profits derived from its operations and
its shareholders are subject to a second level of tax on the
distributions of those profits as dividends. in a liquidating
sale of assets or sale of stock with a section 338 election,
there is a step-up in bases of assets with only a partial
corporate level tax; recapture income and tax benefit items are
taxed, but other potential gains are not. This result stems from
the rule attributed to General Utilities & Operating Co. v.
Helvering, 296 U.S. 200 (1935), that is now codified in sections
311(a), 336, anid 337. Under those provisions, a corporation
recognizes no gain (other than recapture and tax benefit items)
on distributions, including liquidating distributions, made to
its shareholders. These rules may give an additional incentive
to a corporation to sell assets in some cases because it
increases the likelihood that some assets may be more valuable to
a buyer than to a corporation that owns the assets. This could
occur whenever the present value of the tax benefits that go
along with property ownership (e.g., depreciation and drlocion
deductions) exceed the seller's tax detriment incurred on the
sale.

Congress has reduced this incentive to sell corporate
properties by limiting the scope of the General Utilities rule.
For example, TEFRA made distributions of appreciated property in
a partial liquidation taxable to the distributing corporation.
In addition, H.R. 4170 and the Finance Committee's Deficit
Reduction Act of 1984 will impose the same treatment on dividend
distributions of appreciated property. One major aspect of the
General Utilities doctrine remains, however. Nonrecognition of
gain by the selling corporation continues to be the general rule
in connection with a complete liquidation and a deemed asset sale
in connection with a section 338 election (although recapture and
tax'benefit items are taxed). While repeal of this last major .
exception would simplify the tax laws, we do not believe that the
failure of the corporate tax regime to impose two levels of tax
on liquidation transactions should be viewed as motivating oil
corporation acquisitions. Further, as we have indicated in prior
testimony before the Finance Committee, we believe that in
considering the repeal of General Utilities in liquidation
transactions, relief from double taxation of liquidation proceeds
must also be considered.
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1i1. Other Tax Aspects of Oil Corporation Acquisitions

A. Corporate Level Tax on Distributions of Royalty Trust
Interests.

As noted above, under current law the General Utilities
doctrine applies when a corporation distributes appreciated
property to its shareholders as a dividend. The failure of
current law to tax dividend distributions cf appreciated property
to the distributing corporation causes a reduction in the
corporate income tax base and is inconsistent with the treatment
accorded nonliquidating sales of appreciated property, since, in
effect, the amount of the appreciation occurring while the asset
is in corporate solution is never subject to corporate income
tax. Thus, when a corporation distributes property with a basis
to it of $100 and a value of $300, the resulting $200 of
appreciation is removed from the corporate income tax base.
Further, that appreciation may be removed entirely from the
income tax base, since a recipient individual shareholder takes a
fair market value basis for the asset received. Finally, all of
the future income to be derived from the assets distributed are
removed from the corporate tax base.

To deal with this problem, both H.R. 4170 and the Finance
Committee's Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 contain an
Administration proposal, which was greatly influenced by Lhe
preliminary report prepared by the Staff of the Finance Committee
on The Reform and Simplification of the Income Taxation of . I

Corporations, to subject dividend distributions (other than to an
80 percent controlling corporation and certain other cases) of
appreciated property to corporate level taxation. This proposal
would subject the distribution of an appreciated mineral property
interest held in a royalty trust to corporate level taxation. If
this provision is enacted, there will be little remaining tax
incentive for the distribution of such interests.

B. Corporate Level Recapture Tax on Mineral Property

Under current law, gain on the disposition of mineral
property is taxable as ordinary income under section 1254 to the
extent of intangible drilling costs that were deducted after
December 31, 1915. However, no such recapture exists with
respect to mineral property for which intangible drilling costs
were deducted prior to that date. Consequently, on the sale or
exchange of mineral properties, gain attributable to expenses
deductible against ordinary income as intangible drilling costs
prior to 1976 is taxable at capital gain rates even though the
drilling expenses were deducted against ordinary income.

Prior to 1975 integrated oil companies were able to deduct
percentage depletion at a rate of 22 percent with respect to
mineral property. Percentage depletion deductions were not
limited to the taxpayer's basis in the mineral property. Since
1975 integrated oil companies have been required to use cost
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depletion. Upon the disposition of mineral property, however,
current law does not require the recapture of either cost or
percentage depletion allowances; this rule applies equally to
that portion of percentage depletion allowances taken in excess
of the taxpayer's basis.

Some have suggested that recapture rules should be applied to
intangible drilling costs deducted in respect of mineral
properties regardless of when the deductions were taken. We
cannot support such a change. The recapture of intangible
drilling costs was considered extensively by Congress in
connection with legislation in 1976. Congress enacted a
recapture provision at that time and settled upon what It
considered to be a faith transition rule. We do not believe that
it is appropriate to change that transition rule retroactively.

Suggestions also have been put forth to apply recapture rules
to percentage and cost depletion allowances. The cost depletion
allowance is unlike other recapturable deductions such as
depreciation or cost recovery allowances in that it more closely
approximates economic depletion. Any gain realized upon a sale
or other disposition ot mineral property with respect to which
cost depletion was allowed relates mainly to an increase In value
of the undepleted remaining minerals and not to excess tax
benefits claimed with respect to the depleted minerals. Finally,
with respect to percentage depletion, Congress dealt with the
policy considerations involving the availability of this special
tax incentive to integrated oil companies by limiting such
taxpayers to cost depletion for taxable years ending after
December 31, 1974. We would not support a retroactive limitation
on these taxpayers' pre-1975 percentage depletion benefits.

C. Tax Aspects of Acquisition Indebtedness

Some have suggested that the income tax law encourages highly
leveraged buy-outs of oil corporations by permitting the
acquiring corporation to deduct interest paid or accrued on debt
incurred in connection with the acquisition and tn deduct cost
recovery and depletion allowances even though gain is deferred by
the seller through the use of the installment sale rules.

Section 279 disallows an interest deduction, under very
limited circumstances, where debt is used to acquire stock or
assets of another corporation. Outside of this limitation, there
are no unusual tax consequences to using debt for acquisitions.
The corporation is entitled to an interest deduction on the
acquisition indebtedness, and such interest is paid to a bank or
other person who generally is subject to tax on such amounts.
Because the use of debt for acquistions is not significantly
different from debt used for other corporate purposes, there
should be no unusual tax consequences to using debt for
acquisitions.
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However, the use of installment debt may lead to a
mismatching of the gain that is deferred by the seller and the
allowance to the purchaser ,of cost recovery o depletion
deductions. This mismatching of income and d ductions may create
a tax bias for installment-debt-financed acqu sitions. In a
taxable corporate acquisition (an asset acquisition or a stock
acquisition with a section 338 electLon),; thi4 mismatching is
reduced to some extent if the target corporat on's assets are
subject to recapture tax sLnce hhe recapture Income generally is
recognized immediately.

The mismatching problem with respect to installment debt is
present throughout our current tax system andis not unique to
oil corporation acquisitions. It should be noted that the
Finance Committee's Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 contains a
provision which precludes recapture income with respect to real
property from being reported on the installment method.

D. Dividends Received Deduction

In general, the Internal Revenue Code allows corporations
(other than an S corporation) a deduction equal to 85 percent of
dividends received. A 100 percent dividends received deduction
Is allowed for dividends paid by affiliated corporations (where
the recipient corporation has an ownership interest of 80 percent
or more), and in the case of dividends paid by certain small
business investment companies. In addition, where such
corporations file a consolidated return, intercompany dividends
are eliminated.

The purpose of the intercorporate dividends received
deduction is to prevent multiple taxation of income as it flows
from the corporation that earns the income to the ultimate
noncorporate recipient of the income. If a corporation borrows
funds for the purpose of making a portfolio investment in stock
of another corporation, interest on the borrowing generally is
deductible by the corporation making the investm nt. The
opportunity to create double deductions for the receipt of
dividends and the payment of interest in these transactions is
inconsistent with the purpose for the intercorporate dividends
received deduction. However, this is not an inconsistency with
respect to stock investments in controlled corporations, both
whero a consolidated return is filed and where separate returns
are filed.

To deal with this problem, both H.R. 4170 and the Finance
Committee's Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 contain an
Administration proposal to disallow interest on debt that is
directly attributable to a portfolio investment in stock (which
does not include 80 percent or greater interest in the stock of
another corporation). This matter also was discussed in the
preliminary report prepared by the Staff of the Finance Committee
on The Reform and Simplification of the Income Taxation of
Corporations. This proposal generally would not impact oil
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corporation mergers, although it could discourage leveraged
acquisitions of minority stock investments that are made with a
view to an eventual takeover or merger.

E. Windfall Profit Tax

There has been a suggestion that in the acquisition of an oil
corporation, there is an advantage to be gained under the
windfall profit tax through a transfer of oil producing
properties. This is not the case.

The amount of windfall profit subject to tax is the
difference between the base price of the oil and the price for
which the oil is sold, reduced by a severance tax adjustment.
The lowest base price and the highest rate of tax is applied to
tier I oil, which generally is oil produced from a property that
was in production before 1979. For integrated oil companies the
highest base price and the lowest tax rate applies to newly
discovered oil in tier 3, which is oil produced from a property
which began producing after 1976. Accordingly, under the
windfall profit tax, the amount of windfall profit subject to tax
Is primarily determined by the character of the property from
which it is produced.

In general, transfers of producing properties do not alter
the tax status of oil produced from those properties. Indeed,
certain transfers of producing properties may result in the loss
of the independent producer preference for the transferee. The
net income limitation (which is designed to apply the tax only to
properties where income exceeds expenses) is the only provision
in the tax that might be affected by an increase in an acquiring
taxpayer's basis in property. However, that provision
specifically provides that for purposes of calculating the
expenses attributable to a property, the transferee is required
to use the transferor's basis in property. Thus, for windfall
profit tax purposes, the Treasury is indifferent to the transfer
of assets among taxpayers. The tax burden is the same on the
transferee as it would be on the transferor.

IV. Summary

In conclusion, the current tax rules would not appear to be
propelling the recent flurry of oil corporation acquisitions. We
do not believe that Congress should amend the tax laws for the
purpose of discouraging these mergers. Nevertheless, we look
forward to working with the Subcommittee should it determine as a
result of these hearings that improvements in the tax laws are
appropriate without regard to whether current law serves as an
Incentive to oil corporation mergers.

This concludes my prepared remarks. I would be happy to
respond to your questions.
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Senator WALLOP. Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. I just wanted to ask one question. I know you have

a long witness list. You indicated at the outset that there-I can't
remember your exact statement-but primarily you concluded that
they were not tax motivated. Is that correct?

Mr. PEARLMAN. That is correct.
Senator DOLE. You haven't looked at the specific mergers, have

you?
Mr. PEARLMAN. We have reviewed the public information that

we have been able to obtain, including some materials from the Se-
curities and Exchange Commission, on several of the recent acqui-
sitions. We have looked at those. Now, I have to tell you that our
analysis has not been the type of analysis that could occur over a
longer period of time, and that is why I made the statement the
way I did-that based on what we have done to date, we do not see
indications that they are being primarily motivated.

Senator DOLE. Is there some way that-I think that may be the
crux of what finally may happen the next time we have a vote on
the floor. Somebody is going to take a look at the mergers. Is there
any way you can give us either privately, off the record-I mean,
in private session-an analysis of what the tax benefits were and
how you arrived at the conclusion that they were not primarily tax
motivated?

Mr. PEARLMAN. Yes, we would be happy to do that.
Senator DOLE. You probably wouldn't want to do that in open

session, but I think that might be helpful if, in fact, that is your
conclusion. Because we are going to need to make the case, if that
is the conclusion of the subcommittee and the full committee-the
majority in the committee-then obviously, that would be very im-
portant.

Is it because there are so many tax benefits now that it is not tax
motivated?

Mr. PEARLMAN. No, I don't think so. Let me say that we are
making an assumption, that is, that section 338 is working. What
Congress did in TEFRA was extremely significant in evaluating
these mergers. If it weren't for TEFRA perhaps we wouldn't be
saying that. Basically, what we are saying is that we think TEFRA
is working.

Senator DOLE. At this point, you recommended maybe one minor
change. Otherwise, you don't see any need for an across-the-board
approach. It is your conclusion, and I assume it is the administra-
tion's conclusion, that TEFRA is taking care of some of the areas,
and that maybe only minor changes need to be made at this time.
Is that correct?

Mr. PEARLMAN. That is correct. We certainly look forward to the
enactment of the legislation pending currently because it does con-
tain several provisions that are important to this subject. Assum-
ing the enactment of legislation currently, then I would say that
what we are talking about are minor changes and ones that should
be looked at across the board, as to whether they make sense from
a tax policy standpoint with respect to all acquisitions.

Senator DOLE. What is the effective date of the change we made
in the Senate bill? Do you know?
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Mr. PEARLMAN. The effective date on the intercorporate divi-
dends received deduction, I think, is stock the holding period for
which begins after the date of enactment. The effective date on the
distributions of appreciated property is distributions declared after
the date of committee action.

Senator DOLE. That may be something you will want to check on.
Senator WALLOP. Senator Bentsen?
Senator BENTSEN. I want to congratulate Mr. Pearlman on what

I think is a very evenhanded presentation on a tough subject. Let
me ask you one specific question. Senator Specter has suggested
that distributions of appreciated property for oil companies that
all-not just those in liquidation-should be taxed at the corporate
level tax. Do you think that kind of a special rule makes sense
from a tax policy perspective?

Mr. PEARLMAN. No. We would not support a special rule from a
tax policy standpoint. Further, as I mentioned a moment ago, we
have some problems with that rule unless it deals-even on an
across-the-board basis-with the very difficult issue of the double
taxation of liquidating distributions.

Senator BENTSEN. I know the juices get flowing when we talk
about oil companies, so what you are saying is that they should not
be singled out for that kind of treatment?

Mr. PEARLMAN. That is correct.
Senator BENTSEN. If you are talking about doing it overall, well,

that is quite another subject.
Mr. PEARLMAN. That is correct.
Senator WALLOP. Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Nothing.
Senator WALLOP. Senator Symms?
Senator SYMMS. I want to thank you also for a very thoughtful

report, and I have just one brief question, Mr. Chairman. I know
you want to get moving on here. On your-page 9-statement, I
would like to just go back on this 85-percent dividend-the 85-per-
cent dividend received that you pay a tax on. Now, is this when
one company buys another company stock, then the one company
pays the dividend? Could you explain to me how that works?

Mr. PEARLMAN. Sure. If one corporation buys a second corpora-
tion's stock-it doesn't make any difference what the percent of
the stock is as long as it is under 80 percent-then to the extent
dividends are declared on that stock, the recipient corporation-the
corporate shareholder, if you will-will be entitled to an 85-percent
deduction-a deduction equal to 85 percent of the dividend that
that corporation receives.

Senator SYMMS. But the corporation that pays the dividend is
still double taxed?

Mr. PEARLMAN. The corporation that pays the dividend receives
no deduction. That is correct.

Senator SYMMS. Somehow or another, that doesn't sound right to
me. I thought that where I have seen it, if a corporation owns stock
in another corporation, they have to pay tax on the dividends.

Mr. PEARLMAN. The way current law operates the payor corpora-
tion would include its earnings in income and then, when it makes
a dividend distribution to another corporation, it receives no deduc-
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tion, and the recipient corporation pays a tax on 15 percent of that
dividend.

Senator SYMMS. Yes. I don't know whether you have had a
chance to look at the Joint Tax Committee's Report on Tax Consid-
erations of Oil and Gas Acquisitions, but on page 5, they make a
point here that the present law generally imposes a double tax on
corporate source income distributed as dividends. And to a large
extent, the summary of it is that the double tax system gives rise
to these incentives. Would you want to comment on that? Senator
Specter talked about doing away with the deduction on interest on
oil takeover mergers. If we are going to do that, maybe we ought to
do away with the tax on dividends, and then it would at least
equalize it.

Mr. PEARLMAN. Yes, Senator. We think it is desirable that there
not be two taxes at the corporate level, that is we think the legisla-,
tive objective of the 85-percent dividend received deduction, which
was to make sure that there is just one corporate level tax on cor-
porate earnings, makes sense. And so, we would not be in favor of
an elimination of the intercorporate dividend received deduction.
We can quarrel with whether the percentage is correct, that is, it is
conceivable that maybe 85 percent is not the right percentage of
deduction, but the concept that is reflected in that provision is one
with which we agree, and we would not be in favor of changing it.

Senator SYMMS. I think what the Joint Tax Committee-if I un-
derstand what their point is-is that where there is an underval-
ued stock with an asset out there, if the corporation pays out divi-
dends to the stockholders, it is taxed twice. So, there is a disincen-
tive for any corporation to pay dividends as far as capital accumu-
lation is concerned in the whole American system-whether oil
companies or widget companies-it really doesn t matter.

Mr. PEARLMAN. You are talking about distributions to individual
shareholders presumably?

Senator SYMMs. Yes, but one way to equalize this whole thing
would be to do away with the tax on dividends, and then there
wouldn't be this big gap-isn't that correct?

Mr. PEARLMAN. Certainly, one of the things that is frequently
discussed in terms of broad-based-I am reluctant to use the word"reform," so I will say changes-changes in the corporate tax
system is the so-called integration of the individual and corporate
tax system which would provide some kind of relief from the
double taxation of corporate income.

Senator SYMMS. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you,
Mr. Pearlman, for an excellent presentation.

Senator BENTSEN. Isn't it a clear case of abuse that you would be
directing that at?-I think you have made a valid point there. Isn't
what you are concerned about is where one corporation is buying
stock from another on margin?

Mr. PEARLMAN. Yes, and that is why we were supportive of
the--

Senator BENTSEN. They get the full deduction on one side and
then 85-percent credit on the other?

Mr. PEARLMAN. That is right. We think in any case in which the
debt is related to the acquisition, then, yes, you have to look at the
interest deduction as well as the dividends received deduction.
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Senator BENTSEN. All right.
Senator WALLOP. Mr. Pearlman, thank you very much. I just

would say that your testimony has been helpful. Again, the level of
misunderstanding that swirls around this is devoted more toward
emotion than sometimes is the fact, and your statement tends to
lessen the effect of the point that was made here this morning and
was made on the floor-that you know of no oil company merger
that is tax motivated. That is not to say that there are not tax con-
sequences from mergers, but to say that they are strictly motivated
by tax consequences is certainly an untruth. There are other fac-
tors in that equation thac are there, and I appreciate your testimo-
ny. Thank you, sir.

Mr. PEARLMAN. Thank you.
Senator WALLOP. The next panel is Mr. George Keller, chairman

and chief executive Officer, Standard Oil Co. of California and Mr.
James Murdy, executive vice president, Gulf Oil Corp., Pittsburgh,
PA.

Good morning to you both. Mr. Keller?

STATEMENT OF GEORGE KELLER, CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXEC.
UTIVE OFFICER, STANDARD OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA, SAN
FRANCISCO, CA
Mr. KELLER. My name is George M. Keller. I am chairman and

chief executive officer of Standard Oil Co. of California. I am here
to provide any information I can about the merger of Standard Oil
Co. of California and Gulf Corp. I have submitted a prepared state-
ment and request that it be made part of the record. Accompany-
ing me is Jim Murdy, executive vice president of Gulf Corp., who
has his own statement. In my prepared statement, I discuss several
aspects of the merger that I believe will be of interest to the sub-
committee. First, why conditions in the oil industry make mergers
desirable. Second, why SoCal merged with Gulf. Third, some gener-
al thoughts on taxes and mergers. And fourth, how SoCal plans to
implement the merger, and fifth, the effects of the merger on vari-
ous groups and on the national interest.

In this oral statement, I would like to focus on four aspects of the
merger that I think may be of particular interest. The first is the
role tax considerations played in the merger. I would like to start
off L- saying unequivocally that the merger with Gulf wag not
made for tax purposes. In fact, the situation was exactly the re-
verse. Our tax considerations about the merger centered on deter-
mining whether taxes would stand in the way of a merger that we
saw as beneficial for both companies and the Nation as a whole,
but the idea of gaining tax benefits from the merger played abso-
lutely no part in our thinking.

There has been some concern in the past over the way taxable
corporate acquisitions have been structured in order to step up the
tax basis of the acquired corporation's assets as much as possible
for purposes of taking greater future tax deductions, while mini-
mizing the required recapture of tax benefits previously taken on
the assets of the acquired corporation. These benefits include,
among others, accelerated depreciation, intangible drilling costs,
and investment tax credits. Past approaches have permitted pick-
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ing and choosing assets on which to take a stepped-up basis, thus
avoiding certain undesirable tax recaptures as well as deferring tax
recaptures on the assets selected.

I believe this approach is no longer possible under the Tax
Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982. TEFRA substantially
tightened the rules for stepping up assets. This new law provides
that, in corporate acquisitions which involve buying 80 percent or
more of the stock of a corporation, the acquiring corporation may
elect to have the value of the corporation's assets stepped up to the
purchase amount. However, the election must be made on an all-or-
nothing basis. More significantly, in order to take advantage of the
step-up election, the acquired corporation must pay recapture taxes
on previously taken tax benefits.

The all-or-nothing approach precludes picking and choosing
which assets to step up in the acquired corporation and addresses
the concerns of the past. I can personally attest to the strictness of
these new laws from our own company's experience. As a matter of
fact, this all-or-nothing approach tends to impede certain normal
business transactions between acquiring and acquired corporations
and their affiliates. I am hopeful that realistic regulations will be
written that will bring this potential overkill back into reasonable
perspective. We plan not to elect a stepped up basis for the SoCal-
Gulf merger because of the amount of recapture taxes that would
be due. Accordingly, we will be taking future tax deductions on
Gulfs substantially lower tax basis. I would also like to mention
that we will not receive special tax benefit carryovers from Gulf
when it is consolidated with SoCal on our Federal income tax re-
turns.

The present tax consolidation laws and regulations materially
curtail the use of an acquired corporation's premerger tax benefits
by the acquiring corporation. To sum up, I believe the current tax
laws-including TEFRA-minimize any special tax benefits that
might arise from friendly mergers of continuing businesses. A
second aspect upon which I would like to comment is whether we
will be reducing our exploratory efforts as a result of the merger.

Some people have said that we will be cutting back on explora-
tion because, now that we have drilled on Wall Street, we don't
need to drill anywhere else. Others have said that we will be
paying so much money in interest that we won't have enough left
for a strong exploratory program. Neither statement is true. We
view the reserves we will acquire in our merger with Gulf strictly
as an addition to our normal effort to add to our reserves by explo-
ration. We have what I believe is one of the oil industry's most effi-
cient and successful exploration organizations. We plan to keep it
fully employed. Gulf's reserves are simply a valuable asset that we
were able to acquire for our shareholders at an attractive price. We
also expect to have plenty of money to fund large exploratory pro-
grams. Gulf's earnings last year were $978 million. Their normal
operations generate a positive cash-flow. We expect that Gulf's
cash-flow will be sufficient to help meet our interest payments and
continue to finance a strong exploratory program. I believe the
bottom line on this question is a statement I have made in my
written submission to the subcommittee and also testified to before
three other committees. We plan to carry on an exploratory pro-
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gram for the combined companies that is at least equal in effort to
the programs the two companies would have carried on by them-
selves. The third aspect of the merger that I would like to address
is its effect on competition. The petroleum industry is well known
for its absence of economic concentration. After our merger with
Gulf, we will represent about 7 percent of U.S. oil production, 14
percent of U.S. refinery capacity, and 11 percent of product sales.
These are hardly numbers to cause concern. And the latter two
percentages will be smaller if-as seems likely-the Federal Trade
Commission requires us to divest some of Gulf s refining and mar-
keting operations. My written statement submitted by economists
at earlier hearings on the merger, provides additional information
on this subject.

Finally, I would like to comment on the idea that the U.S. Treas-
ury is subsidizing this merger, because interest payments are tax
deductible. It seems rather farfetched to me considering all the bor-
rowing that is done in this country and all the interest that is
taken as tax deductions to single out this legitimate business trans-
action as the one on which tax deductibility of interest payments
represents a subsidy. The criticism of the deductibility of interest
payments on funds borrowed for mergers really arises out of con-
cern over the use of borrowed funds in mergers. This apprehension
is usually based on two faulty premises-that borrowing to finance
mergers reduces the amount of credit available for other produc-
tive uses, and that using credit for this purpose drives up interest
rates. The first premise is false because such borrowing does not
reduce the amount of credit available, but rather recycles the pro-
ceeds to the shareholders of the acquired corporation, who, in turn,
reinvest or otherwise acquire assets. The second premise is false be-
cause even an amount as large as $13.2 billion represents only one-
twentieth of 1 percent of the $30 trillion gross transactions under-
taken in the equity market last year, as Mr. Leif Olson, chairman
of the economic policy committee of Citibank, testified at a recent
hearing.

Also, I think it is very questionable whether the Treasury will
lose money by this transaction. The main tax event from this
merger will be the payment by Gulf shareholders of the better part
of $2 billion in taxes on their gains. Also, we should remember that
our tax deductible interest payments are in most cases the lender's
taxable income, and that Gulf shareholders will no doubt put most
of the proceeds from their sale of Gulf shares into other invest-
ments yielding taxable income. So, while no one has enough infor-
mation on the money flows and tax payments to calculate exactly
how this will come out, it seems reasonable to expect that the
Treasury will do very well. In short, I believe this merger will be
beneficial to all of the parties involved and to the national interest.
I will be glad to answer any questions members of the subcommit-
tee may have.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Keller.
Mr. Murdy.
[Mr. Keller's prepared statement follows:]

36-161 0--84--4
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WRITTEN SUBMISSION OF MR. GEORGE M. KELLER, CHARMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER, STANDARD OIL CO. OF CAUFORNIA

My name is George M. Keller. I am Chairman and Chief Executive

Officer of Standard Oil Company of California. I am here to

provide any information I can about oil industry mergers and the

merger of Standard Oil Company of California and Gulf

Corporation.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear today and to discuss what

I understand are some of the subcommittee's .Jncerns.

Because of the subcommittee's interest in energy taxation, I

would like to begin today by saying unequivocally that in no way

was our merger with Gulf made for tax purposes. To the contrary,

our tax considerations about the merger centered on determining

whether taxes would stand in the way of a merger that we saw as

being beneficial to both companies and the nation as a whole.

But the idea of gaining tax benefits from the merger played

absolutely no part in our thinking. I will elaborate on this

point later in my statement.

I believe we can show that the merger of Standard Oil Company of

California and Gulf Corporation is an excellent merger and that

it will benefit the nation as well as the parties involved. My

reasons are as follows:
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o The merger will bring together the exploration and

producing resources of our two companies in a new combina-

tion that we believe will be stronger than the sum of its

parts. We believe it will result in a more effective

exploratory program, both in the United States and abroad.

We plan to continue an exploratory program comparable in

effort to the total of the programs our two companies would

have carried forward individually. However, we hope the

program will be even more effective because of the

stimulating effects of combining our technical and research

organizations.

o The merger will provide for a reorientation of Gulf's

refining and marketing operations in a way that offers the

best opportunity to preserve their viability as going

businesses. It will also conform to all government

requirements.

o The merger will preserve more jobs than any other realistic

alternative.

O The merger will preserve the competitiveness of the

existing industry structure. The oil industry is widely
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known for its absence of economic concentration. This will

not be significantly affected by the merger.

o The merger will not significantly affect either the cost or

the availability of credit.

o The merger will not have an adverse effect on taxes paid to

the U.S. Treasury.

We believe that mergers are in the national interest provided

they meet the test of antitrust limitations required by existing

legislation. New laws prohibiting or delaying mergers that do

not adversely affect competition would be a serious mistake.

As Assistant Attorney General, J. Paul McGrath, said in a recent

speech,

"Government merger policy strongly affects the economy.
The free movement of business assets is critical to
economic growth. For that reason, business managers
must be free from irrational antitrust constraints in
deciding whether to acquire or divest businesses.
Antitrust enforcers should only block mergers when they
conclude, based on sound economic analysis, that a
particular transaction will adversely affect
competition."
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You are aware that the FTC is studying the merger to see if there

are any adverse competitive consequences. We filed our Hart-

Scott-Rodino pre-merger notification on March 8. The FTC has

asked us for additional information. We have met their initial

requests and are responding promptly to their final request. We

will do whatever may reasonably be required to meet any antitrust

concerns.

I am here today to provide any information I can on the merger.

I do not, however, consider myself an authority on mergers other

companies have made or may make in the future. I plan, there-

fore, to confine my remarks to the facts surrounding our merger

with Gulf, and to the conditions in the petroleum industry that I

believe make such mergers desirable.

I would like today to testify on five subjects:

o Why conditions in the oil industry make mergers desirable.

o Why Socal merged with Gulf.

0 Some general thoughts on taxes and mergers.

0 How Socal plans to implement the merger.
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o Effects of the merger on various groups and on the national

interest.

Why Conditions in the 01l Industry Make Mergers Desirable

Most economists believe that mergers are a normal and healthy

part of our free economy. Through mergers, companies can become

more efficient, thus benefiting the consumer. Mergers are a part

of the process of reassessing the nation's resources of capital

and manpower and redeploying them to the most productive uses in

our changing economy. This process is not without risk to the

managements of the companies involved. Recent events in the oil

and other industries show that even the managements of very large

companies - probably including my own - are not immune to this

process. However, I believe this represents a healthy process of

competition and renewal which the Congress should encourage.

A number of recent mergers have involved oil companies. I

believe this is a desirable trend. There are two basic condi-

tions that have brought this about.

The first is the increasing difficulty and cost of finding oil.

I said publicly two years ago that I believed we in Socal could

find and develop oil and gas reserves more cheaply than we could
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buy them. I am not sure that is true today, particularly in the

United States. We have in our company what I believe is one of,

the most efficient and successful exploration organizations in

the oil business. Nevertheless, our oil and gas reserves have

been gradually declining. The difficulty and cost of finding 01.1

have increased rapidly in recent years for several reasons.

o First, the onshore continental U.S. has been pretty exten-

sively prospected. While many more wortvhile reserves of

oil and gas will be found onshore and offshore in the U.S.,

it seems likely that most large oil and gas fields will be

found in higher-risk, higher-cost frontier areas. But even

in these areas, recent exploratory results have h,, disap-

pointing, as the dry hole at Mukluk on Alaska's North Slope

showed. So the oil industry is finding fewer good

prospects for discovering new oil reserves in the United

States today.

o Second, actions by the United States government - and, to

some extent, other levels of government - have withdrawn

large areas of government land from exploration. As an

example, some 85% of the California offshore area is now

off-limits to oil and gas exploration because of moratoria.

Thus government has denied access to some of the more

promising areas where the industry was hoping to discover
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more oil and gas. We believe government restrictions play

an important role in reducing the number of prospects

available in the U.S. today.

0 Third, host country governments in foreign countries where

we try to negotiate exploratory concessions are making

demands that often make it uneconomic to do business. And

even those terms are often later changed to our detriment

in countries where exploratory efforts are successful.

Host governments in some cases have taken over our opera-

tions entirely.

These factors, combined with the belief that oil prices are not

likely to increase in the medium term, have led to a decline in

the number of active rigs in the United States from over 4,500 in

1981 to under 2,500 today.

Nevertheless, our company is continuing to carry forward a very

large exploratory program. We currently have active exploration

operations in 21 states and 38 foreign countries. And ds I said

earlier, we plan after the merger to conduct a major exploratory

program.

At this point, I would like to put to rest the concern of those

who see this merger as merely "drilling for oil on Wall Street."
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It is far from that. I am enormously proud of our company's

technical capability and track recorti as a leader in exploration

for oil and gas, and in the research that supports this program.

This capability, combined with the resources of Gulf and the

financial strength of the merged operations, will be applied to

Gulf's extensive reserves and landholdings. As a result, we will

be able to carry out an outstanding exploration program that will

combine the resources of both companies. I believe consumers are

well served when a merger of this kind results not only in the

acquisition of reserves, but also in a more effective exploratory

program than the two companies would have had on their own.

Beyond what we can accomplish by our own strong exploratory

program, we are constantly looking for opportunities to add to

our oil and gas reserves in other ways.

This brings me to the second reason why a number of oil company

mergers haye taken place in recent years. That is, the depressed

price of the common stock of many oil companies. These shares

are depressed for ;everal reasons:

o First, most government and industry economists believe that

demand for oil in the U.S. will increase only very

gradually for many years.
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o Second, there is a very large surplus of oil producing

capacity around the world today.

o And finally, there is a great deal of excess refining and

marketing capacity which must be consolidated if consumers

are to be served efficiently.

The chart attached to this statement (Attacoment 1) shows why

there is so much excess refining and marketing capacity in the

U.S. today. It shows demand for petroleum products in the U.S.

since 1950 and our estimate for the future. The different bands

show the major types of products.

As you can see, demand for petroleum products in the United

States rose almost continuously from 1950 until 1978. Since

then, it has declined sharply from a peak of almost 19 million

barrels per day to about 15 million barrels per day in 1983.

This is a drop of almost 20%. The decline was caused by the

consumers' response to the large petroleum price increases

triggered by the Arab Oil Emoargo and the Iranian Revolution.

These increases brought about more conservation, more efficient

use of petroleum products, and greater use of other fuels.

As the chart shows, we expect demand for petroleum products to

increase less than 1% per year through the year 2000, when it

will still be well below the 1978 peak.
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Thus the U.S. has a good deal of excess refining and marketing

capacity that was built to meet the nation's needs when demand

was higher - and some built in the expectation that demand would

continue to grow - that won't ever be needed.

Some of this excess capacity has already been shut down, and more

will be shut down in the future. Eventually this will leave the

U.S. with a modern and efficient refining and marketing plant

sized to its needs - including some reserve capacity. I would

say that some restructuring and consolidation of the oil industry

is both desirable and inevitable, and that mergers of this kind

are an efficient and humane way to accomplish it.

This has been a digression in my comments on why the prices of

oil company stocks are low. To sum up, they are low because

demand has flattened out and there is so much surplus capacity,

which led to lower earnings and earnings projections. Oil stock

prices tend to reflect this situation rather than underlying

asset values.

However, we, and apparently some others, believe that the true

value of the shares of some of these companies is considerably

greater than the value the market now places on them. Thus, we

have been alert for some time to the possibility that we might be

invited to participate in a friendly merger that would increase

our shareholders' values at an attractive price.
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Why Socal Merged With Gulf

We went into this merger because we saw it as having a number of

advantages:

0 It was made on a friendly basis, in response to an invita-

tion from Gulf. Thus, we look forward to good and produc-

tive relationships with Gulf's management and employees.

-. 0 It substantially increases our company's assets -

particularly oil and gas reserves - at an attractive price.

o The merged companies are an excellent match geographically

and functionally in most important categories. In terms of

oil and gas reserves, both Socal and Gulf are active in the

North Sea. Socal has a major position in Indonesia,

Australia, and the Sudan, and important historic ties in

Saudi Arabia, while Gulf's other foreign activities are

concentrated in West Africa. Domestically, Socal is an

industry leader in exploration in California, Louisiana,

and in the Wyoming Overthrust area. Gulf is strong in

Texas, and both have slgnif~cant operations in the Gulf of

Mexico. In marketing, Socal is the largest gasoline

marketer in the Southeast and on the West Coast. Gulf is

strongly represented in the Northeast and Southeast.
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0 The merger creates a stronger energy firm, technically and

financially able to compete more efficiently in the

domestic and international petroleum business.

Technical research on how to find and produce oil more

effectively will be a key to increasing the nation's oil

and g&s supplies in the years ahead. We believe the

combination of Socal's and Gulf's advanced research efforts

will enable us to show outstanding results.

The increasing costs and risks of developing reserves in

frontier areas, both in the United States and abroad,

require that companies be larger and stronger technically

and financially if they are to explore and develop these

prospects. In my view, large companies clearly serve the

national interest in developing these frontier areas. It

is also in the national interest to have companies that are

strong enough to compete with large foreign oil companies -

many supported by their governments - in acquiring and

developing concessions abroad.

These were the chief business and economic considerations that

motivated us to merge with Gulf. As I mentioned earlier, the

role of tax considerations was simply to assure that they did not

get in the way of the business considerations. I would like,
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however, to address the general subject of taxes and mergers

briefly because there seems to be some misunderstanding on the

subject.

Taxes and Mergers

There has been some concern in the past over the way taxable

corporate acquisitions have been structured in order to step up

the tax basis of the acquired corporation's assets as much as

possible for purposes of taking greater future tax deductions,

while minimizing the recapture of tax benefits previously taken

on the assets by the acquired corporation. These benefits

include, among others, accelerated depreciation, investment tax

credits, and intangible drilling costs. Past approaches have

permitted picking and choosing assets on which to take a stepped-

up basis, thus avoiding certain undesirable tax recaptures as

well as deferring tax recaptures on the assets selected.

I believe this approach is no longer possible under the Tax

Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982. TEFRA substan-

tially tightened the rules for stepping up assets. This new law

provides that, in corporate acquisitions which involve buying 80%

or more of the stock of a corporation, the acquiring corporation

may elect to have the value of the corporation's assets stepped

up to the purchase amount. However, the election must be made on

an all-or-nothing basis. More significantly, in order to take

advantage of tha step-up election, the acquired corporation must
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pay recapture taxes on the previously-taken tax benefits. The

all-,or-nqthing ap roach precludes picking and choosing which

assets to step uplin the acquired corporation, and addresses the

concerns of the past.

I can personally attest to the strictness of these new laws from

our own company's experience. As a matter of fact, this all-or-

nothing approach bends to impede normal business transactions

between acquiring iand acquired corporations and their affiliates.

I am hopeful that realistic regulations will be written that will

bring this potential overkill back into reasonable perspective.

We plan not to elect a stepped-up basis for the Socal-Gulf merger

because of the amount of recapture taxes that would be due.

Accordingly, we will be taking future depreciation and depletion

deductions using Gulf's substantially lower basis.

I would also like to mention that we will not receive special tax

benefit carryovers from Gulf when it is consolidated with Socal

in our federal income tax returns. Present tax consolidation

laws and regulations materially curtail. the use of an acquired

corporation's pre-merger tex benefits by the acquiring

corporation.

To sum up, I believe the current tax laws, including TEFRA,

minimize any special tax benefits that might arise from friendly

mergers of continuing businesses.
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How Socal Plans to Implement the Merger

Our merger agreement with Gulf was signed only a very short time

ago. I hope, therefore, that the subcommittee will understand if

I am not able at this time to provide a detailed plan on how we

will proceed from here.

We have, however, developed some guidelines that we believe will

result in an efficient and humane redeployment of Gulf's assets

and people.

o We believe that Gulf has a value as a going concern in

excess of the value of its assets alone. We mean to

protect this value by maintaining Gulf's operations as

going concerns until they are integrated with our own

operations or absorbed into some other company's

operations.

o Socal may be required to divest itself of some of Gulf's

refining and marketing operations in order to comply with

the antitrust laws. We plan to work with the Federal Trade

Commission and other government agencies to do whatever is

reasonably required to be in compliance.
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o If it becomes necessary to divest business operations, we

believe it is desirable to do so in "packages" designed to

be commercially viable, rather than in pieces that may not

have the strength to survive. To do this we may divest

some additional parts of Gulf beyond those required to

comply with antitrust laws.

o So far as we know, there are no antitrust problems

associated with merging all of Gulf's exploration and

producing operations with ours. As I indicated earlier, we

expect to conduct a very strong exploratory program in the

future. We view the acquisition of Gulf's reserves as an

addition to our ongoing exploration program.

o Gulf Corporation has been negotiating for the sale of its

60% interest in Gulf Canada. We will continue to explore

this possibility.

o We have not had the opportunity to determine how Gulf's

coal, chemical and nuclear operations may fit with Socal's

operations. We will be giving this careful study as soon

as possible.

36-161 0-84--5
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Effects of the Merger

I would like to say a few words about some groups of people that

will be affected by the merger. I would also like to comment on

its effect on competition in the oil industry, on the cost and

availability of credit, and on tax payments to the U.S. Treasury.

First, the people involved in the merger. Mergers of this kind

inevitably involve some consolidation of operations. Also, the

FTC may require Socal to divest some of Gulf's operations to

comply with the antitrust laws.

It Is impossible to know now just how employees will be affected.

But I would like to assure you - as well as Gulf's employees -

that we will do all we can to make the changes required with full

consideration for the people involved. Our company has a long-

standing reputation for treating its people well, and for

handling people involved in organizational changes of this kind

with consideration. We value this reputation, and we intend to

handle this merger in a way that will entitle us to keep it.

I would also like to comment on the impact of the merger on

Gulf's jobbers, retail dealers, and customers. Gulf serves

gasoline markets in 26 states. As with other aspects of the

merger, it is impossible now to say exactly what arrangements
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will be made with respect to these operations. But I would like

to assure the subcommittee - as well as Gulf's Jobbers, retail

dealers, and customers - that we will attempt to assure, insofar

as we reasonably can, that they will continue to have access to

an adequate supply of petroleum products. All of Gulf's current

supply contracts with Jobbers and dealers will be honored by Gulf

and Socal consistent with FTC requirements.

The impact of a merger on competition is, of course, a matter of

public concern. The-petroleum industry is well-known for its

absence of economic concentration. After our merger with Gulf we

will represent about 7% of U.S. oil production, 14% of U.S.

refinery capacity, and 11% of U.S. petroleum product sales.

These are hardly numbers to cause concern. The latter two

percentages will be smaller if, as seems likely, the FTC requires

us to divest ourselves of some of Gulf's refining and marketing

operations.

As I believe you know, the United States oil industry is very

unconcentrated in terms of the percent of the market held by the

larger companies. It also has an extremely large number of

participating companies. There are about 10,000 active explora-

tion and production companies of all sizes. There are over 130

separate companies that own and operate refineries. There are

about 15,000 wholesalers and countless independent trucking
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companies involved in distributing and marketing petroleum

products. And finally, the vast majority of the nation's 140,000

retail service station outlets are operated as separate

businesses by independent dealers. These high participation

rates suggest that barriers to entry are relatively low and that

smaller companies can compete effectively in all phases of the

business.

Many oil companies, of course, are large. They are large because

vast amounts of capital are needed to find and develop reserves

of oil and gas, to refine crude oil into useful products, and to

make it available wherever it Is needed.

The oil industry as a whole is large because the energy needs of

the nation are large. The value of petroleum products shipped

from this nation's refineries amounts to over half a billion

dollars a day - nearly three times the value of the cars and

trucks shipped daily from our automobile factories.

Moreover, U.S. oil companies compete with very large oil

companies headquartered abroad. Many of these companies are

backed by the resources of their governments. It is interesting

to note that Japan has recently discussed requiring a number of

its oil companies to combine so that each group will have a

minimum of 10% of the market. Similar trends toward increasing

size can be seen in other foreign oil companies.
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I would also like to comment on the concern which has been

expressed that Socal's borrowing in connection with the merger

will deprive other borrowers of credit and drive interest rates

up -- a concern which usualy is translated into arguments that we

enjoy a tax *subsidy* because interest on our borrowing is

deductible against our income taxes.

With respect to the tax 'subsidy" arguments, it seems rather far-

fetched to me, considering all the borrowing that is done in this

country, and all the interest that is taken as tax deductions, to

pick out this legitimate business transaction as the one on which

the tax deductibility of interest payments represents a

"subsidy."

We believe Socal's borrowing for the merger will have a negli-

gible effect on the credit markets, even if we borrow the entire

$13.2 billion required.

First, such borrowing does not reduce the amount of credit

available, out rather recycles the proceeds to the shareholders

of the acquired corporation. Gulf's shareholders will pay

federal and state taxes on the $13.2 billion they receive. Of

course, we do not know the exact amount of taxes that will be

raid, but we estimate that they will be approximately $1.5 to $2

billion. These taxes will reduce government borrowing, so they

will not add to credit demand. The rest of the $13.2 billion
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will continue to be regarded by Gulf shareholders as capital, and

will be reinvested in the capital markets, including oil

exploration and production ventures. Acquisitions, whether they

are made tor stock or cash, do not destroy capital. The capital

is still there. Stockholders are not going to put the cash they

receive from selling their stock in the attic and take It out of

circulation. They are going to reinvest it. The proceeds will

remain a part of the nation's capital resources, available to

meet other capital needs.

Second, the impact on interest rates of borrowing even an amount

as large as $13.2 billion will be minimal since even this amount

represents only one-twentieth of one percent of the $30 trillion

qross transactions undertaken in the equity market last year, as

Mr. Leif Olsen, Chairman of the Economic Policy Committee of

Citibank, testified at a recent hearing.

Moreover, I think it is very questionable whether the Treasury

will lose money by this transaction. The main tax event from

this merger will be, as I mentioned earlier, the receipt of the

better part of $2 billion in taxes on the gains of Gulf share-

holders. It should be remembered that our tax-deductible

interest payment is in most cases some lender's taxable income.

Also, as I mentioned earlier Gulf's shareholders will no doubt

put most of the $13.2 billion they will receive, after paying

their taxes, into other investments. Income from most of these
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investments will be taxable, so here again the Treasury will

gain.

No one has enough information on the money flows and tax payments

resulting from the merger to estimate accurately how this would

come out. Even without such a calculation, however, it should be

clear that the "subsidy" question is much more complex than its

proponents believe, and there is reason to believe the Treasury

will do very well.

With respect to a further argument that the interest we will pay

on our borrowings will somehow shortchange our exploration

programs, let me say two things:

The first is that I have already assured the subcommittee that we

place a very high priority on exploration, and that we plan to

conduct an exploratory program in the future comparable in effort

to the programs the two companies would have carried forward by

themselves.

The second is that, as you can imagine, we have done rather

careful cash flow studies to be sure the merger is financially

feasible. Gulf's earnings last year were $978 million. Their

normal operations generate a positive cash flow. Also, we will

not be paying dividends to Gulf's shareholders after we purchase

their stock; Thus we anticipate a strong positive cash flow from
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Gulf's operations that will help meet our interest payments and

finance a very strong exploratory program.

Some people seem to feel that a merger between oil companies

should be viewed with suspicion because of a general misunder-

standing that all oil companies are unusually profitable. I wish

that were true. The fact is, however, that the average rate of

return on equity for U.S. industry as a whole in 1982, the most

recent year available, was 11.0%. The figure for Socal was

10.6%, and for Gulf 9.1%. The relationship is similar if one

measures the return on total capital employed. Thus Socal and

Gulf were slightly less profitable than U.S. business as a whole.

Conclusion

I would like to close by expressing my view that the interests of

all the parties concerned, and the national interest, are better

served by a merger between Socal and Gulf than by any other

realistic alternative.

As I said earlier, the Socal-Gulf merger will result in an

exploratory program of at least the same level of effort as the

combined programs of the two companies before the merger,

strengthened by the stimulating effects of combining our

technical and research resources. Gulf's refining and marketing

organizations will be operated as going businesses until they are
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merged into Socal or reoriented in new directions. A large

number of Gulf's employees will continue to enjoy stimulating and

productive Jobs in the merged companies, and all employees

affected by the merger will be provided for in keeping with

Socal's long-standing personnel practices. Gulf's jobbers,

dealers, and customers will be assured that Gulf's contracts will

be honored and that insofar as possible they will have a reliable

supply of petroleum products.

Looking at the nation as a whole, there will be no change in the

very active competition that exists at all levels in the oil

industry. There will be no significant impact on the nation's

money supply, or on the cost or availability of credit. The tax

deductibility of our interest paynients represents no more of a

subsidy than the deductibility of interest payments on other

business and personal borrowing. And there should be no loss of

revenue, and perhaps even a gain, in payments to the U.S.

Treasury.

And finally, and perhaps of particular interest to the

subcommittee, tax considerations were not a motivating factor in

the merger, and in fact were significant only in that they proved

not to be a deterrent.

I will be glad to answer any questions members of the

subcommittee may have.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES L. MURDY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
GULF OIL CORP., PITTSBURGII, PA

Mr. MURDY. Good morning. I am Jim Murdy, executive vice
president of Gulf Corp. Thanks for letting us give our views on Fed-
eral tax laws and mergers. I have prepared a written statement
that discusses the benefits of the SoCal-Gulf merger from our point
of view, and I request that that statement be included in the
record.

For this hearing, my remarks will be only on the tax aspects of
mergers. Although the SoCal-Gulf deal was not driven by tax con-
siderations, the circumstances that led Gulf to seek a friendly
merger with SoCal were largely a result of tax considerations
which Congress is already trying to change. The provisions this
committee recently adopted and those adopted by the House Ways
and Means Committee amendment to H.R. 4170 would correct the
tax provisions which were used over the past several months to put
Gulf in play in the market.

We looked for the friendly merger with SoCal because specula-
tors had forced the market price of our stock to a level that
couldn't be sustained by current earnings or by near-term pros-
pects. Gulf was forced to realize that its survival as a strong inde-
pendent company was no longer a viable alternative. My board of
directors faced two choices. One was the partial offer of $65 a
share. The other choice was a friendly merger with SoCal, which
provided fair value at $80 per share to all of our shareholders. It
also assured continued employment for most of our people and of-
fered maximum protection to our jobbers, dealers, suppliers, and
customers. The friendly merger with SoCal was the only sensible
choice. As I mentioned, tax rules did play a major role in the earli-
er attempts to take over Gulf. That attempt got the attention of
the investment community by demanding that Gulf spin off most of
its production into a royalty trus This proposed maneuver was
touted as a tax dodge to avoid the corporate tax on production. For
Gulf, it meant eventual liquidation by taking away the heart of the
cash-flows necessary to maintain a strong oil company.

What really attracted speculators were the big advantages they
thought they would receive in the royalty trust distribution. Those
advantages come from special dividends and capital gain and loss
rules that are available only to corporations, not to individual
shareholders. A corporate speculator was able to buy stock in a cor-
poration like Gulf just before it made a royalty trust distribution
and then sell the trust units and the remaining stock right after
the distribution and get three tax breaks. First, the corporation
would pay a very small tax when.the trust unit was distributed.
Second, the corporation would receive a long-term capital gains
treatment at a 28-percent rate on the subsequent distribution-or
the subsequent sale-of the trust units. And third, it would get a
deduction worth 46 percent when they immediately turned around
and solid the stock in the remaining corporation. They get that de-
duction because the stock in the corporation would drop in value
after the creation of the trust. Those are the key characteristics of
the tax arbitrage play that looked so attractive in our situation.
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In essence, those provisions attracted speculation in Gulf stock
based solely on liquidation value. Now, once short-term profiteers
entered the bidding contest, our share price was driven to a point
where a merger with SoCal was the only acceptable answer to give
fair value to all of our shareholders and assure that Gulfs critical
operation would continue in strong hands. The tax bill recently ap-
proved by the Committee on Finance will for all practical purposes
put an end to royalty trust by taxing the corporations that estab-
lish them. Also, the tax arbitrage play will be closed down by the
proposed amendment. These changes will make short-term profit-
eers look for gains in economics rather than simply in the tax
tricks in something like a royalty trust.

Thanks for your attention, and I will be pleased to answer any
questions you may have.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Murdy.
[Mr. Murdy's prepared statement follows:]
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WRITTEN SUBMISSION OF MR. JAMES L. MURDY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, GULF
CORP.

THE GULF/SOCAL MERGER

A WHITE PAPER

BY

GULF CORPORATION

The Merger

On March 5, 1984, the Standard Oil Company of California (Socal)

announced its intention -- after full and in-depth negotiations with the

management of Gulf Corporation (Gulf) -- to purchase all outstanding

shares of Gulf's stock. Through a friendly tender offer, Socal agreed to

pay $80 for each share of Gulf stock. This followed a decision in

principle by Gulf's Board of Directors on February 24 to explore the

possibility of a merger. The Socal cash offer of $80 per share is a

strong, fair offer to all of Gulf's 260,000 shareholders.

Gulf's decision represented the best available alternative to a

liquidation plan, which a minority shareholder was trying to impose on

the company. Gulf's Board of Directors approved the proposed merger,

recognizing that it would preserve and utilize the company's assets for

their full, long term economic potential and prevent the liquidation of
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the company for short-term financial gain. Both companies believe that

the merger will provide the maximum possible benefits to their

shareholders and the nation.

Gulf's decision, and those before and after it, was guided by

underlying management philosophies to which it is deeply committed. One

is to protect the investment of its stockholders and to increase the

value of their investment. Another is a commitment to strengthen the

energy security of the nation.

The Companies

Gulf has played a central role in the petroleum industry during its

83 year history. Headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Gulf markets

products primarily in the eastern and southern United States. Its

domestic exploration and production activities have centered in Texas and

the Gulf of Mexico. Gulf's foreign producing operations currently are

concentrated in West Africa and the North Sea.

Socal is a major producer, refiner and marketer of petroleum. with

operations throughout the world. Headquartered in San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, Socal markets refined products primarily in the western United

States and in the Southeast. Socal's domestic exploration and production

activities are concentrated in California, Louisiana, the Gulf of Mexico

and the Wyoming Overthrust area. Its international activities have

focused on Indonesia, Australia and the North Sea.

The merger of Socal and Gulf will result in a single company with

more than $50 billion in annual sales and assets of $42 billion. For
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comparison, in 1983, Exxon had sales of $95 billion and Mobil Oil

Corporation's sales exceeded $58 billion.

The Origins of the Merger

The energy industry experienced a tremendous economic upheaval

throughout the 1970s. Dependence on insecure foreign oil, dramatically

higher fuel prices, and the threat of the "oil weapon" moved Congress to

enforce price and allocation controls on the petroleum industry.

Following decontrol, the return to a market-driven system for oil

permitted the nation and the petroleum industry to make necessary adjust-

ments. Higher prices spurred oil drilling rates to record levels,

halting the decline in domestic production.

However, along with decontrol came the Windfall Profits Tax. Rather

than permitting the industry to make full use of the cash flows a com-

petitive market produced, those dollars were siphoned away from both

increases in exploration and development, and from the returns earned by

investors.

While oil decontrol is recognized as contributing to national energy

security, the industry is still significantly directed by government

policies. Natural gas remains controlled under the Natural Gas Policy

Act. Dollars which should be earmarked for future development, such as

alternate fuels, have been redirected to other projects. Severe

restrictions have been placed on some of the most promising areas for

exploration, especially in offshore federal lands in Florida, California,

and New England.
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And still, the free-market continues to operate. Decontrol

permitted petroleum prices to rise to world levels. The reaction to

higher prices was reduced demand. Reduced demand has forced prices back

down in the world market. Increased security of supply has further

reduced the risk premium for that supply. Ample supply, although a

temporary phenomenon, exists in world crude markets today.

The same supply and demand forces acting on crude markets have

forced price reductions in product markets. Retail margins which were

never large are now miniscule or nonexistent. Refineries, distribution

systems and marketing properties -- built in the days of ever-growing

demand -- are being shut down or now operate at a fraction of their

capacity. This rationalization of operations also includes market

withdrawals, divestiture of low-profit or marginal operations, and

mergers and acquisitions.

Gulf's Response to a New Market Place

During the last two years, Gulf made significant progress in its

efforts to restructure itself in line with the marketplace. In 1983, it

replaced over 60 percent of its U.S. production and, thanks to recent

discoveries, the estimate for 1984 is a replacement rate of more than 80

percent.

Gulf also is turning around its refining and marketing business.

New refining equipment now permits the processing of some of the world's

cheapest crude oils, while extensive belt-tightening is improving com-

petitiveness at the gasoline pump. Gulf also eliminated over $100

million a year of administrative and overhead costs in 1983 and sold
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marginal or unprofitable businesses such as European refining and

marketing operations.

The Stock Market's Response to Gulf

Yet, this progress did not significantly affect Gulf's short-term

profitability. These steps were chosen for their long-term effect on

future Gulf operations. The redirection was based on a belief that the

long-term appreciation of shareholder's value and the long-term energy

security of the nation were the most important goals.

Although Gulf was making great strides, market forces and events

overtook it. Gulf stock remained undervalued and the company became the

target of a well-financed and aggressive group of speculators.

Speculative Attacks

The centerpiece of the speculators' plan was the formation of a

royalty trust. Under their plan, Gulf would have spun off at least 50

percent of all its domestic oil and gas production. The income stream

from those properties would have been diverted from Gulf to avoid cor-

porate taxes. The revenue loss to the federal government would have been

about $1 billion over the next four years and $5 billion over the life of

the oil and gas reserves.

However, Gulf was not solely concerned about the impact on the

Treasury Department's receipts. Rather, it was the effect such a plan

would have had on its stockholders and on its long-term viability that

mattered most. Because of the difference in the way that shareholders

S6-161 0-84--6
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would be taxed compared to arbitrageurs and corporate holders, Gulf

concluded that royalty trusts were a disservice to most of its

shareholders.

If Gulf had been forced to distribute 50% of its U.S. production to

its shareholders in the form of a royalty trust, there would have been an

extreme difference between the tax treatment of the distribution for

individual shareholders and for corporate speculators. The individuals

would pay a tax based on the fair market value of the distribution, while

the corporate speculator would pay a tax based on Gulf's tax basis in the

distributed profits.

If you assume a royalty trust unit is worth $30.00, the individual's

tax would be based on $30.00 while the corporate speculator's tax would

be based on only $1.33 - Gulf's basis. Moreover, corporations are

provided with a dividend received deduction of 85% which results in only

taxing 15% of the $1.33 or 20 cents. In other words, on a distribution

worth $30.00 the corporate speculator would pay a tax of only 46% of 20C

or less than a dime.

The rules permitting receipt of a $30.00 dividend for less than a

dime is only one of many beneficial tax rules granted the corporate

speculator. When the corporate speculator sells the $30.00 trust unit,

the approximately $29.00 of gain would be taxed as a capital gain. Also,

the sale of the stock of a diminished Gulf would produce a short term

capital loss which would have a substantial offset value to the corporate

speculator.

The aggregation of all the tax benefits accorded the corporate

speculators insured that, if the speculators' royalty trust liquidation

plan is adopted, the corporate speculator would realize a significant
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after tax profit even if its original investment did not appreciate in

value.

Each and every one of the preferential tax provisions which drew the

corporate speculators to the Gulf situation are to be eliminated under

the corporate tax reforms recently approved by the House Committee on

Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance. If that legislation

is enacted, the royalty trust-corporate speculator scheme will be

eliminated and, in the future, major corporate decisions will reflect the

interests of historic individual shareholder groups rather than those of

the corporate speculators.

While the royalty trust was technically not the issue of a proxy

fight waged with the speculator group last year, Gulf felt that the

results of that battle upheld its views on the royalty trust's inadvis-

ability for Gulf. However, the attention generated by the battle, and a

subsequent tender offer of $65.00 per share by this group for additional

Gulf stock, created a frenzy on Wall Street. Gulf's stock price was

forced up to a point that could not be sustained by current earnings or

near term prospects.

It his become almost a cliche to say that oil can be found cheaper

on Wall Street today than by drilling. Still, that fact is causing

investors -- particularly institutions -- to drive up the economic rent

on their positions in oil stocks. If oil stocks don't fully reflect the

value of a company's underlying reserves, the financial community is

demanding that corporate managements take drastic action -- even in-

cluding their own liquidation -- to close that gap.

Gulf's management was compelled to recognize that Gulf's survival as

an independent company was no longer a viable alternative. After
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weighing the alternatives, Gulf's best option was a friendly merger

consistent with its philosophies of increasing stockholder value and

strengthening the nation's energy security.

Why didn't Gulf erect elaborate defenses instead? In the stock-

holder's interest, the company decided that it could not buy out the

speculators at a premium while ignoring long-term investors. From that

same perspective, Gulf determined that any acquisition of another oil

company simply to save Gulf's in-place management was equally unfair and

inconsistent with the compdny's philosophies.

The Merger's Compliance with Applicable Law

Socal and Gulf will satisfy all requirements of Federal and State

law regarding their merger. Socal has submitted information to the

Federal Trade Commission (FTC) with respect to its tender offer and the

companies will comply with all requests for information from that agency

and all other Federal and state agencies.

The companies have reviewed their current operations and have

determined that the merger provides an excellent fit with very little

significant overlap in exploration, production, refining or marketing

activities. Historically, the companies have concentrated their explor-

ation and production activities in different areas of the wcrld and they

are currently active in distinct areas of the United States. In refining

and marketing, the two companies have concentrated their activities in

separate regions of the country.

Although the management and legal counsel of the two companies

believe the merger has no significant anti-competitive aspects, it is
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anticipated that the FTC may require Socal to dispose of certain market-

ing and, possibly, refining assets of Gulf or Socal where there is any

degree of potential concentration of operations in a particular local

market. Socal and Gulf are fully prepared to comply with all reasonable

requirements established by either the FTC or the Department of Justice.

In addition, Socal has initiated an internal review of the combined

company's operations and may proceed to negotiate the sale of marketing

assets in any local or regional area where there appears to be any

potential for market concentration in excess of Federal guidelines.

During the transition period, Gulf's jobbers, retail dealers, and

customers will continue to have access to an adequate supply of petroleum

products. All of Gulf's current supply contracts with jobbers and

dealers will be honored, consistent with FTC requirements.

The Need For Large Oil Companies

It has been claimed that large companies, especially oil companies,

are inherently bad solely because of their size. However, people who

believe this find themselves on the other side of well-respected opinion.

For example, when the New York Times commented on the Texaco-Getty

merger, it said that the potential for takeovers at premium prices is a

valuable incentive to look for energy resources.

This energy search requires large oil companies, like a combined

Gulf/Socal , that can generate the needed investment capital, and can

develop new frontier technology.

The positive technological implications of the Gulf-Socal merger

should not be overlooked, especially because of the increasingly
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important role of technology in finding new reserves. For example, re-

search found only at companies such as Gulf and Socal now enables the

production of oil and gas from water depths that were uneconomic two or

three years ago.

The synergism created as a result of the merger of Socal and Gulf

research and development groups will lead to more and better research

discoveries. Larger budgets will permit more ambitious research pro-

grams. The nation will enjoy the benefits of a higher level of expertise

over a wider spectrum of fields. Moreover, a longer term commitment to

research will be possible.

Empl oyees

Gulf employees have been a major concern in this situation from the

very start. As this merger moves forward, there will be attrition among

the 42,000 people who work for Gulf. Every merger involves attrition to

achieve greater productivity.

For Gulf's part, the assets of all the benefits that Gulf employees

and annuitants have accrued over the years.. .pensions, savings plans and

various others.. .have been secured. Severance packages for use in the

event of employee terminations have been established. Socal has said

that when these two companies are combined, they will draw from Gulf's

excellent workforce. The merger assumes continued employment for most of

Gulf's people.
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Senator WALLOP. Senator Long?
Senator LONG. No questions.
Senator WALLOP. Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. No questions.
Senator WALLOP. Senator Bentsen?
Senator BENTSEN. No questions.
Senator WALLOP. Mr. Keller, if the Congress were to enact, as

some have suggested, legislation which would deny the interest de-
duction for loans on acquisition, what impact would you anticipate
that having on future merger activities and what impact would it
have had on your decision to acquire Gulf?

Mr. KELLER. Certainly, one of the key considerations is that we
could have afforded to pay a lower price to the Gulf shareholders
for Gulf. We would have had a cost-a legitimate business cost-
which under the premise you make would not be considered a le-
gitimate business cost, and therefore it would be punitive really
either to the acquiror or to the shareholder of the acquired compa-
ny, and obviously, it would be the latter because we couldn't afford
to offer the same price if there was a penalty associated with such
an acquisition.

Senator WALLOP. Given that statement,-even with this acquisi-
tion, based on what other people have said is the underlying value
of the reserves of Gulf, the shares are still not to the $113 or $118
value figure, so that the stockholder in essence would have had less
of an opportunity than presently to acquire reasonable value for
the interest he held.

Mr. KELLER. May I comment on that $118 number? There is an
organization known as Harold's which, using a series of artificial
devices, comes up with a value periodically for the shares of vari-
ous companies. The only companies who, in my experience, have
actually traded near that price have been those which are domestic
producing businesses only. There is a serious distortion because of
the necessity to estimate what the value of future crude reserves
will be-what the price will be in the year 2000. For example, Har-
old's number happens to be twice as big as ours. So, what happened
here was the marketplace, represented by my company and an-
other major company and another group, which concluded that this
was the maximum value that we could assign. This other series of
numbers, as I say, is more an index than a value. I think Gulf
shareholders are getting full value for their share.

Senator WALLOP. Whatever, they are getting a better value than
they would have had, had the interest deduction denial been in
place.

Mr. KELLER. Yes.
Senator WALLOP. Or were it to be in place at some future time, it

would be denying other stockholders opportunities to realize the
full value of their shares. Given that, though, could either you or
Mr. Murdy give us some indication as to what happens that keeps
a stock in the $30 range that ultimately ends up at the $80 figure?

Mr. KELLER. I think both of us can, Senator, because my shares
are in the same position. My shares were at $37 a share yesterday.
Our liquidation value is probably 21/2 times that. The problem is
that the stock market in our industry at the present time is willing
to pay the participants in the market a relatively low price earn-
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ings factor on earnings which are relatively low. The industry, at
the moment, is on the margin of being cutthroat, and the reason is
the tremendous excess of capacity that we have in both refining
and marketing. This is the negative part of our shareholding value.

Senator WALLOP. One other thing in your full statement that is
of interest to me, and I think is not related to tax policy but is re-
lated to energy policy, and one of the reasons why we are having a
difficult time replacing reserves is because of the policy of with-
drawing the most prospective-or most promising prospects-for
finding significant reserves, and that is the new exploration that
could take place offshore of the United States. Could you comment
a little more fully?

Mr. KELLER. I would be delighted, Senator. I think people often
forget-particularly people not directly involved in the industry-
that the degree of exploration is a function, first of all, of the pros-
pects that are available for acquisition. Second, the value of the
commodity that you hope to find-in other words, what is the
future value of crude oil. And third, the cost and tax environment
that will apply when those reserves are produced. We have some 85
percent of the west coast now under a moratorium-the offshore
west coast. We have tremendous restrictions on many public lands.
The net result is that the number of opportunities is not what it
should be, and of course, the price end of it is something which we
have to judge, and frankly we don't anticipate very sharp increases
in the value of the crude oil in the next 10 years.

Senator WALLOP. But that withdrawal also ultimately has a sig-
nificant effect-perhaps a greater effect-on the consumer of these
products in the country than does merger activity.

Mr. KELLER. I don't know that I can quite say that in that I
think the big effect that this withdrawal has is on the amount of
oil which we will import. In other words, the consumer may not
pay a very different price in the short term. In the longer term, he
will.

Senator WALLOP. I am glad you used the word ultimately.
Mr. KELLER. You are certainly right, Senator, with the word ulti-

mately. I very much agree.
Senator WALLOP. Isn't there yet another aspect of the cost of dis-

covering new reserves which is the incredible sort of bureaucratic
jungle that is laid on top of it once you do get an opportunity to
prospect offshore to a greater extent than onshore, but in either in-
stance?

Mr. KELLER. Senator, you must have been reading some of my
press conferences in California. We have an almost insurmountable
problem with the combination of agencies, both Federal and State,
particularly State, in the west coast-particularly as contrasted
with the gulf coast-in the permitting process, and the real prob-
lem is delay.

The enormous amounts of money that are spent in developing an
offshore resource are essentially all spent before there is any reve-
nue. We are talking billions of dollars in looking at the Point Ar-
guelo discovery, the large discovery we have made off California.
And we are looking at 6 to 8 years to bring that into a revenue
position. If that were in the gulf coast, it might be at least 2 years
less.
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Senator WALLOP. That is 6 to 8 years after it is opened for pros-
pecting in the first place?

Mr. KELLER. Yes, sir.
Senator WALLOP. And to the extent that that doesn't take place,

surely that adds to the cost of finding new reserves. Mr. Murdy,
you might want to comment on the difficulties that you have faced
in your company and especially with the very high cost of the
Mukluk dry hole--

Mr. MURDY. Those are the very same factors that Mr. Keller has
commented on. They affect every company trying to prospect in the
business today.

Senator WALLOP. Senator Long?
Senator LONG. First, let me ask Mr. Keller: Can you explain why

oil in the ground would be selling so cheaply? My impression is
that it is selling for around $5.00 a barrel, and oil sells for a great
deal more than that above the ground. As I understand it, you
have got the wells, but it is going to take some time to get the oil
out of the ground. In many instances it comes out by pressure.

Why does the oil in the ground sell for so much less than what it
is worth above the ground?

Mr. KELLER. Senator, as I arn sure you know very well--
Senator LONG. Now, wait a minute. Don't assume anything. I

want an answer that I can go tell a layman out there who doesn't
know anything about the oil business.

Mr. KELLER. All right, Senator. What we are looking at here is a
series of barrels in the ground, as you described, which will typical-
ly be produced over perhaps a 20-year period. So, the first effort
that has to be made in appraising the value of oil in place is to
estimate what the production rate will be. In other words, how
many barrels do I get this year, next year, and over the 20-year
period.

Senator LONG. Aren't they pulling it out a lot faster than that
now? My impression is that in the United States now the depletion
goes a great deal faster than that.

Mr. KELLER. Senator, we are depleting our current reserves in
the typical field at perhaps 10 percent a year, but the second year
that means you would only have 9 perccnt of what you started
with. Jn other words, it is a decline curve. An oilfield with 100
units would produce at something like 10, 9, 8.1, 7.3 per year. It is
the value of that flow of oil which we attempt to appraise. Having
done so, of course., a great many of the barrels and therefore the
associated dollars are 5, 10, or 15 years down the road.

We have to bring those values back today. We have the same
thing to do, of course, with regard to costs-the operating costs-
and then the biggest costs by far are a combination of royalty,
income taxes, and the so-called-I hate to say it-windfall profits
tax, which is just an excise tax. And that combination says that we
are effectively having a cost in the 70 to 75 percent range typically
of the revenue going to various agencies-either the royalty owner
if it is a private person, the State, or the Federal Government, and
then of course we have severance taxes in many areas, as well as
the typical income taxes and the excise taxes.

Senator LONG. But my impression is that a barrel of oil at your
refinery would be what-about $29?
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Mr. KELLER. For a typical light crude oil, yes, sir. Let me give an
indication here because I asked my people to do it for me. In look-
ing at Gulf s reserves and appraising their current value, there
were fields in which the current appraisal worked out to less than
$2 per barrel, others in which it was as high as $9, and the differ-
ence had to do with the crude oil quality, the cost of production,
the tax environment, and also the time over which it would be pro-
duced. And by the way, there is considerable misunderstanding,
too, in looking at the cost to find and produce oil versus this oil in
the ground. We are looking at two different kinds of numbers.
Somebody says you found oil on Wall Street for $6 and it costs you
$12 or $13 to find-using your own annual report records-and
produce it. Both of those numbers are right, but they have no rela-
tion to one another. The one number is a cost. It is typically a
before-tax investment or expenditure cost. It occurs at a different
time. It results in an income stream over a different period, and
those numbers can be very competitive. Order of magnitude
again-they can vary as much as by a factor of 2 in a competitive
situation. In this instance, because of the nature and extent of
Gulfs reserves, we were able to justify a particular value and
assign that along with the value of their other assets to an $80
share price. If we had anticipated a significantly higher oil price in
the future, we could have offered a significantly higher price, but
the price and tax environment are the key items in the valuation
of these reserves.

Senator LONG. It may be covered in your statement-I had to go
make a speech myself while you were making your statement-but
would you respond for my benefit to the suggestion that you are
borrowing a huge amount of money for this acquisition-which
money will not be used in drilling and which would be better used
for drilling or housing or some otiier purpose. The argument is that
that is helping to push up interest rates and denying the money
that could be used more effectively somewhere else. What is your
reaction to that?

Mr. KELLER. Senator, I have addressed that both in my written
and oral statements. But to summarize, I guess one word would be
nonsense. We are dealing here in the first place with an insignifi-
cant amount of the transactions which occur in the markets in the
United States in the course of a year. The $80 which the sharehold-
ers of Gulf will receive isn't removed from the market at all. Pre-
sumably, if any of us here own Gulf shares, we would reinvest that
in some sort of asset and very probably a good part of it in either
the stock market or in lending source funds. So, as far as affecting
the credit market, it is de minimis, and as far as affecting interest
rates, I guess if one looked at what happened to Treasury rates or
other comparable figures a few days after this transaction, they
went up a little, but interestingly enough they have gone down a
litte more than that since. To me, $13 billion is the most I have
ever talked about in my life, but nevertheless, it is insignificant in
the credit market.

Senator LONG. What is your thought about the economic concen-
tration that results?

Mr. KELLER. This is one that I guess sheer size is the factor, Sen-
ator. I found it interesting in some of my conversations with some
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of the proponents of the moratorium legislation that they had a
problem deciding whether there were 50 or 100 giant oil compa-
nies. It seems to me that either number is more than enough to
provide a rather satisfactory element of competition in the market-
place, and whether 5, 10, or 15 of the 100 merged with one another
in order to improve their efficiency, in an environment in which
we do, particularly in the refining and marketing business, have an
enormous excess of capacity, I think it is a matter for business
judgment for the market to determine, and I think it will do so.

Senator LONG. I have not been too impressed by the argument
because one simple matter affects me as an individual. Exxon is
bigger than the two merged companies put together, is it not?

Mr. KELLER. By quite a bit, sir, yes.
Senator LONG. All right. I hate to say this because I like your

company, and I like Gulf. I think they are both good competitors. I
like Texaco. I have nothing against Getty. I think they are all nice
people, but as a practical matter, Exxon is bigger than the whole
bunch put together, is it not?

Mr. KELLER. I think they would probably be about the size of the
four that you have described.

Senator LONG. So, by the time you get through with this merger,
if you merged again with Texaco, and you would then be about the
same size as your No. 1 competitor.

Mr. KELLER. Yes, sir. And I can assure you that is not in our
plan. [Laughter.]

Senator LONG. I am not advocating that you do that, but one
simple fact sticks in my mind. Most companies-and I guess yours
as well as Gulf-have credit cards. And I would be happy to do
business with any of you, but as a practical matter when I go down
the highway, I don't want to carry a whole pocketful of credit
cards-it loads down my wallet. [Laughter.]

So, I am not going to carry 15 credit cards for 15 different compa-
nies. and my wife is the same way. We carry one. And I hate to say
it. I know it might be discouraging to you, but I carry Exxon for
the simple reason that they have got more filling stations out there
than anybody else. So, if I am low on gas, the chances are that if I
am anywhere in this area, I can find an Exxon station. The same
thing is true in Louisiana. So, if you want to really be an even-
steven competitor with Exxon, you need as many filling stations as
Exxon has, so that your filling station will help the customers just
as much as theirs will. I can't say that you have created any mo-
nopolistic problem as long as you are only half the size of your No.
1 competitor. It seems to me that if they want to go after some-
body, they ought to go after them. Bless their hearts-they are
laying low. They are not taking any position about all this, and I
don't blame them at all. [Laughter.]

I find difficulty in thinking that here people have quietly sat
there and said nothing while all these railroads merged-they had
mergers all over the place. Connecticut General merged with INA
in the insurance business-and who said anything about it? Noth-
ing. Not a word. It was just as quiet as a tomb. And then, somebody
in the oil industry merges, and all of a sudden, you would think
the world was going to come to an end. So I don't understand why
if the interest expense is a legitimate expense of doing business,
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and if you can borrow money to buy something, why you can't
borrow money to buy an oil company as well as borrowing money
to buy something else. Can you explain to me what the difference
is?

Mr. KELLER. Obviously, I can't, Senator. I think if I were to be
asked again for a very simple answer I would say it is that six
letter word BIG OIL. It is kind of in the sam category as damned
yankee and a fe"' others that I won't mention. As a result, the fact
that we are big and have to be-just look at the amount of invento-
ries, the amount of assets, the number of people that are involved
in conducting a competitive oil business in this country-and you
end up with a very large number of very large companies. And it is
the shear size, I am sure. It is not the fact that the competition is
remotely being reduced.

Senator LONG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Keller and Mr. Murdy. A

couple of other Senators would like to ask some questions. Senator
Bentsen and Senator Bradley would like to. I have asked that who-
ever comes back from the vote-we have a vote on the floor right
now-merely start us back up again and begin to ask the questions,
in the interest of time.

So, if you will forgive us, we will stand in recess for just a couple
of minutes, and the first Senator back I hope will begin to ask
questions.

Mr. KELLER. Fine, Senator.
[Whereupon, at 11:20 a.m., a short recess was held.]

AFTER RECESS

Senator BOREN. We will now resume. Mr. Wallop will be back
very briefly and other members of the committee will be returning,
too. In the interim, I think I will take advantage of this opportuni-
ty to go ahead and lodge some questions. Let me just ask this ques-
tion: there are many of us on this comittee who have worked very
hard when we had the windfall profits tax up for consideration to
reduce the burden of that tax, which we felt was unfair. One of the
arguments that we used was that we would have increased explora-
tion as a result of reductions in the windfall profits tax. We con-
stantly provided the committee with production response figures,
as we were able to cut the rate, for example, for new oil. I can un-
derstand, in the independent sector, we were able to show some-
thing like a 105 percent ratio of funds being put back into addition-
al exploration and production from any reduction in the tax. Now,
we are having the argument thrown up to us that, well, what do
you have to say now about the windfall profits tax and other tax
incentives-the large companies are simply taking the money and
they are not doing any additional exploration. In fact, they are cut-
ting back on their exploration budgets so they can acquire other
companies. How would you answer that argument that is now
thrown up to so many of us? Are you simply using this to acquire
each other or to acquire nonenergy related companies and the pro-
duction response figures which you have been giving us simply
don't hold any water. How would you answer that political chal-
lenge that is lodged to some of us on this committee?
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Mr. KELLER. Senator, I have tried to answer that in my written
submission, but let me comment orally. The borrowing of funds for
the purpose of major exploration efforts, such a we carry out, is
something that just isn't in the cards for us. We are borrowing
money here to acquire known reserves. In other words, we have a
more or less known interest bill, a bill to pay back principal, and
we have acquired assets in refining and marketing and then very
sizable assets in the form of oil in the ground. The efforts in explo-
ration are almost completely related to the combination of opportu-
nity and net cash recovery from the venture. The reason that the
fluctuations have taken place in recent years have revolved to a
very considerable extent around the opportunities, the moratorium
for a large part of the offshore, the withholding of very significant
domestic lands. And then, on the other side of the fence, two
items-one the anticipated value of oil when produced. If you go
back a few years, there were a great many people looking at $50.00
oil-we haven't sold any in that ballpark for a long time-we never
have, in fact. And we don't anticipate that we will see it before
some time after the year 2000. So, the economic driving force in
terms of value is lower, and then the tax burden is very consider-
able. The windfall profits tax is a very major factor in the marginal
exploration that might or might not take place, if there were an-
other dollar or two, net, available to the producer. Exploraion par-
ticularly in the frontier areas-the areas where it is more expen-
sive-is seriously inhibited by tax policy.

Senator BOREN. What about the combined exploration budgets of
Gulf and Standard? What has been the effect of the combined ex-
ploration budget under the merger? Has it gotten to be as large as
the premerger exploration budget of the two companies?

Mr. KELLER. I have assured this committee and three others that
our exploration effort will be at least comparable to the two. Now,
you can't add the $2 together and come out with quite the right
answer because there are some overlaps. But setting that aside, I
have no doubt that, based on the opportunities available to both
companies from the prospects which we have at hand and plan to
acquire, the additional technological support that the two compa-
nies working together can bring to bear, and the financial strength
of the going business. I can assure you that we are going to main-
tain the same aggressive program that the two companies planned
previously.

Senator BOREN. On the question of the amount of credit con-
sumed-when you look at credit supply-something like $400 mil-
lion and some, or close to $500 million, and the Government taking
something like $270 or $280-if we look at the total of these merg-
ers in recent times, I think it comes to something like $29 million,
which is about 10-percent of credit-available credit-that has not
been consumed by the private sector, so it has to be a rather signif-
icant amount. I heard you say that there is no loss of credit at all
because it immediately turns around and flows back in. Have you
had an economic model run on that to see in what way it flows
back in, or how rapidly it flows back in, at least in terms of short-
range effects on the credit market?

I find it a little hard to believe that it is instantaneous or that it
flows back in quite the same way when you look at the interest
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rates-at least the short-term rate-it is certainly a product of
supply and demand in credit, just like it is in anything else. Have
there been some studies made based on economic models?

Senator WALLOP. Let me just say that-and I would be interested
in your answer, Mr. Keller-we do have a couple of witnesses who
are sort of designed to address themselves to that question.

Senator BOREN. Yes. All right.
Mr. KELLER. We have asked Leif Olson of Citibank-their chief

economist-to comment on this point. In fact, he has delivered a
paper to an earlier hearing in the Judiciary Committee. His conclu-
sion-and I certainly assume that you will hear some similar com-
ments from those behind me-are that you are looking, in terms of
the total amount, at an insignificant time, whether it is days or
weeks is really quite immaterial. For example, I guess one could
argue that the optimum place for this cash flow in terms of credit
would be if everybody put it in the bank. As a practical matter,
maybe for a short time, that is what will happen.

And at that point, it is in the credit market. To the extent one
reinvests elsewhere in stocks or bonds or other financial instru-
ments, it again is in the credit market in one form or another. So,
realistically, I think there are only two kinds of transactions where
borrowings tend to disappear. One is if someone buys a desert
island somewhere and the money stays there, and the other is with
the Government. [Laughter.]

Senator BOREN. I will turn it back to you, Mr. Chairman.
[Lauqhter.]

Senator LONG. Let me see if I understand what you are saying.
You are saying that for most people, they will deposit it in their
bank.

Mr. KELLER. I think that would be my circumstance if I hap-
pened to own any Gulf shares, which I am sorry to say I don't.

Senator LONG. So, the first impact would be that the people get
money for the stock. The money is borrowed out of the bank, and
then it goes right back in the bank.

Mr. KELLER. That is the first cycle, yes, sir.
Senator LONG. So, in general terms, it goes right back where it

came from.
Mr. KELLER. Sure. Different banks, different circumstances.
Senator LONG. It came from the bank, and it is going right back

to the bank. So, assuming that at that the borrowed funds came
right back to the bank, there is no disruption at that point. There-
after, I should think that one would tend to invest the money.
Down my way in Louisiana, I don't know of anybody who is rich
who didn't make it in oil-there may be some, but I just don't
know of anybody. You might find a plantation owner or a sugar-
cane planter. If he is rich, it is because they found oil underneath
that plantation. So, generally speaking, in my part of the world, if
people in that kind of business make a lot of money somewhere-or
sell something-where are they going to put it? Right back where
they made it to begin with-right back in the oil industry. There
are those kind of people, and that is exactly what they have been
investing in.

Mr. KELLER. I think that is exactly right, Senator, and of course,
no matter what it is invested in, there again, here is a new recipi-
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ent of income who is going to put it someplace else. Money is a tre-
mendously fundgible commodity-it just moves all through our so-
ciety, fortunately.

Senator WALLOP. I think it might be fair to say that this $13 bil-
lion-if it had been expended to construct some kind of a capital
asset whereby the money wouldn't flow so immediately-it might
have had a greater impact-I don't think in either instance the
effect would have been great on interest rates, but it might have
had a greater one in that instance than it does going directly to a
pocketbook to a market to a pocketbook and so on.

Mr. KELLER. Right. This was basically a financial transaction.
The funds will move that way, and in the other case, we have the
other very valuable contributions, of course, to the economy and
through services and materials.

Senator WALLOP. Right. The others haven't come back. I would
simply ask that if they have questions that they feel are overriding
that they would be able to submit them to you in writing and you
would respond to them. There is just one last question, and it goes
to Mr. Murdy. As you know, Mr. Pickens will testify in a later
panel, but from the perspective of the board of directors, could you
tell me what you think would have happened to Gulf had that
tender offer been successful? And at the same time, would you
comment whether it is appropriate for corporations to adopt so-
called "shock repellant" provisions in order to prevent acquisition?

Mr. MURDY. Just to respond to your last question first, Gulf did
not have any--

Senator WALLOP. No, I am not accusing you of having had them.
I am just bringing that up as a general thought.

Mr. MURDY. I just want to say that that was considered, and we
felt that in the best interests of the shareholders and others that
those kinds of provisions were not necessary, and therefore they
weren't put in place. On the options that the Gulf Board had to
consider, with the tender offer from the Mesa group and out in the
marketplace, from the very beginning, the way we looked at the
suggestion from Mesa, we considered that to be, in effect, liquida-
tion, and in this business you can liquidate in any number of ways.
You can liquidate by selling off assets. They had a specific proposal
that they were using to raise money in the marketplace that called
for the sale of all Gulf assets by the end of 1986. So, that was a
document that we had to see and consider.

Now, whether they would have done that or not, who knows? But
that was that document. Another way is to simply cut way back on
your capital programs and not try to renew your reserves but
produce out over the life of the current reserves, and then increase
your dividend payouts, which is again a degree of liquidation. An-
other way was the spinoff of the royalty trust. And as proposed in
our case, it would have involved more than half of our domestic
crude oil reserves which is the most significant source of cash flow
in the company, and would have significantly reduced the ongoing
earnings of Gulf-our earnings by about $400 million a year, and
our cash flow by about maybe as much as $1 billon-$700 million
to $1 billion. So, we saw those proposals as one way to run an oil
company, but they weren't consistent with the strategies that our
board had put in place, and we felt that there were better ways to
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get the value for shareholders and, therefore, never adopted those
proposals.

Senator WALLOP. Senator Bentsen. Thank you, Mr. Murdy.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman. Mr.

Keller, there are a lot of charges that mergers reduce drilling. It
seems to me that over the last 3 or 4 years there has been a reduc-
tion in drilling because you have had a lowering of the price of oil,
you have had fewer good prospects, and you have had a substantial
increase in the cost of drilling. That is a pretty tough hill to climb.
Isn't that about the net result of why you have seen such a sub-
stantial reduction?

Mr. KELLER. Senator, there is no question about it. I commented
on that in your absence, and exploration is without a doubt the
most volatile of all the activities an oil company involves itself in.
It is also one in which we and thousands in the industry are always
looking for new opportunities. But they do have to meet some rea-
sonable economic test.

Senator BENTSEN. I noted in your statement that you said that,
assuming this merger goes through, your overall drilling budget-
combined budget of Gulf and SoCal-will actually probably be at
least as much, and maybe a net increase. Is that correct?

Mr. KELLER. Senator, yes. I have assured this committee and
three others that our combined effort will be at least as great, and
I would expect, certainly as we get to know each other and work
together better, to be greater. When you consolidate the resources
economically and resources technologically that the two companies
have-and it is our plan to maintain an effort at least as great as
the sum of the two.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce into
the record a series of acquisitions-U.S. Steel of Marathon, Dupont
Steel of Conoco, Shell's acquisition of Belridge-in each of these in-
stances, they actually ended up with an increased exploration
budget. I would like, if I may, to put this in the record.

Senator WALLOP. By all means.
Senator BENTSEN, Now, Mr. Murdy, educate me a little on one of

your comments. You cited a number of reasons why you felt a roy-
alty trust was a problem. One of the reasons, I thought I heard you
say, was that a distribution of an interest in such a trust would be
taxed more heavily through individual shareholders than it would
be for the corporate shareholder, with the 85-percent exclusion. But
isn't that the case of all dividends?

Mr. MURDY. There is another difference in this case.
Senator BENTSEN. Isn't that the case with all dividends-the 85-

percent exclusion to corporations-it is not just to a royalty trust.
Mr. MURDY. That is right. But could I explain the difference in

this, though, Senator?
Senator BENTSEN. Sure.
Mr. MURDY. The value of this dividend would also be different,

because for the individual he would have to value it at the market
value of the royalty trust. That would be the measure of the divi-
dend. For the corporation, he simply-the corporation simply-rec-
ognizes the tax basis of the properties included in that. And that
was a very large difference in our case.

Senator BENTSEN. I see. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator WALLOP. Thank you both very much. I think you have
provided a good insight in some of the issues that I had highlighted
at the beginning.

Mr. Keller. Thank you, Senator.
Senator WALLOP. The next witness is Prof. Martin Ginsburg of

the Georgetown University Law Center in Washington.
Good morning, Professor Ginsburg.
[The prepared acquisitions from Senator Bentsen follow:]

ACQUISITIONS FROM SENATOR BENTSEN

Mr. Bentsen: Mr. Chairman, if we look beyond the rhetoric and examine the reali-
ty we can see that mergers do not diminish exploration activity. When U.S. Steel
acquired Marathon in January 1982, it saddled itself with $5.5 billion in new debt,
an increase of nearly 200%. Its debt/equity ratio went from 46% to 134%. Yet, its
1982 exploration expense budget increased over 20% to a record high $211 million.
When DuPont acquired Conoco in August 1981, it added over $6 billion in debt and
the debt/equity ratio increased from 31% to 78%. Yet, expenditures for U.S. explo-
ration increased from $185 million in 1980 to $371 million in 1981. Shell's acquisi-
tion of Belridge Oil in 1979 is even more convincing, Mr. Chairman. Belridge had
extensive reserves, especially heavy oil, but, as a private company, could not finance
the huge development expenditures and did not have access to the appropriate tech-
nology to exploit those reserves. Despite incurring a huge debt burden to complete
the acquisition, Shell's development cost soared from $485 million in 1978 and $640
million in 1979 to $1.153 billion in 1980 and $1.409 billion in 1981. Its exploration
costs increased from $369 million in 1978 and $372 million in 1979 to $499 million in
1980 and $611 million in 1981. Output per day from Belridge's oil fields more than
doubled due to Shell's efforts and expenditures.

STATEMENT OF PROF. MARTIN D. GINSBURG, GEORGETOWN
UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER, WASHINGTON, DC

Professor GINSBURG. Good morning. Mr. Chairman. Having the
advantage of the testimony of the prior speakers, I thought it
might be useful if I set aside my written statement and focus on a
few of the matters that the committee has discussed with these
people.

Senator WALLOP. That will be fine. The written statement will be
made part of the record in its entirety.

Mr. GINSBURG. Thank you. Mr. Pearlman said this morning that
oil mergers in the Treasury's view are not primarily tax motivated.
I think that is true. I think that even if the tax advantages to be
gained from the acquisition of one large oil company by another
large oil company were greater than they are, these transactions
still would not be primarily tax motivated simply because the mar-
ketplace differentials are such that the acquisition is just plain at-
tractive as a commercial matter. I think more generally that there
are problems in the tax field with respect to the acquisition by one
company of another, not at all focused in a particularized way on
oil company acquisitions, and those are the issues that really merit
consideration here this morning. That is, if the question on the
table is whether as a tax matter there is something special in the
acquisition of one large oil company by another large oil company,
something that merits some sort of special legislative response-a
tax response-then as I said in my written statement, the answer
seems to be no. There is not. So, if I may turn to what i believe are
the more generally interesting issues. The committee has this
morning, in its questioning of prior witnesses, fairly focused these.
The first I think is acquisition indebtedness-the interest expense
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on acquisition indebtedness when there is a large corporate acquisi-
tion. My own view and it is one of the few notions I have a quite
clear view on, is that there is no reason to disallow the interest ex-
pense deduction as a matter of proper tax law. There is a problem,
but it is a different kind of a problem. And it is not too difficult to
see really.

If large X corporation is selling off a division to large Y corpora-
tion for $100 million, it really doesn't make any difference whether
Y corporation has borrowed that money or is purchasing those
assets out of funds accumulated in prior operations The transac-
tion is wholly taxable to the seller. X corporatien will take the
money it receives, invest it, make more money, and pay tax. Y cor-
poration, if it has borrowed the $100 million, ought to be able to
deduct the interest expense because it is going to get taxed on the
income from the business it has acquired. L. seems to me that, in
terms of the interest expense deduction, y 3u can generalize across
the board the conclusion in favor of deductibility. The real problem
in the acquisition field is when Y corporation is buying all of a
target company-buys all of its assets and the target liquidates, or
buys all of the stock of the target whether or not Y makes a section
338 election. The problem is that money, in the form of borrowed
funds or accumulated funds, hris left corporate solution, has gone
out to the shareholders-the individual shareholders-of the target
company, and we tax that as a capital gain transaction. Now,
nobody is here today to propose a cosmic change in all of the corpo-
rate tax field, generally to eliminate shareholder capital gains. But
if there is a discontinuity here, it is not that we have created an
interest expense deduction for borrowed money-that is what inter-
est expense is for-it is that we have allowed money to come out of
corporate solutions on a capital gain basis rather than on an ordi-
nary income dividend basis, and unless we are prepared to address
that question, then I think we ought to just put this whole issue
aside. And I take it we are not prepared to address that question.

Senator WALLOP. I would agree with that. I am not prepared to
raise that issue. [Laughter.]

Mr. GINSBUaG. I take it too that Treasury is of the same mind.
The second issue that was focused-I think it was Mr. Pearlman
whe, focused it in part of his testimony-has to do with a particular
kind of acquisition indebtedness. It is the installment obligation
problem, which is addressed in a small way in the pending legisla-
tion in the Senate. This is the case in which somebody sells an
asset, sells the stock of a target corporation to a purchasing compa-
ny, and takes back a nice debt obligation-something attractive-a
$100 million note, secured by a standby letter of credit, that will
remain outstanding for 12 years at 12 percent interest. That is a
very attractive transaction. Mr. Pearlman pointed out that we
have a discontinuity here in that the buyer can immediately step
up basis because the buyer is treated as having paid $100 million.
On the seller's side there is a deferral of gain recognition; in my
example if the $100 million were all gain, there would be about a
$20 million tax, but on the installment method the tax will not be
paid for about 12 years.

It is quite true this is a discontinuity. It is approached in the
pending bill by saying that, to the extent of depreciation recapture
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on that sale, we will disallow the installment method to the seller.
My own view is that is an unfortunate way to approach this prob-
lem-one, because it only picks up a narrow part of the problem,
and two, there will really be people in the world who do install-
ment sales and won't have the money with which to pay the tax up
front.

Senator WALLOP. I was going to ask you, Professor Ginsburg, if
you could enlighten a genuine novice in this thing. Accepting the
fact, and I do, that there is a discontinuity, is that bad tax policy
because the consequences to one are quite different than the conse-
quences to another, anyway?

Mr. GINSBURG. The fact that there is a discontinuity doesn't
automatically mean that you are dealing with bad tax policy, but
in fact, in this case, you are. But, given the balance of our system,
it is not on the buyer's side. There is no reason to propose-that I
can think of-that the buyer should be denied asset the basis for
the borrowed money if he is borrowing in effect from the seller, but
gets basis if he borrows from a bank. It is hard to see how we
would make that distinction. I think the real problem here lies in
the way the neat piece of arithmetic works-if you take the $100
million transaction that I just did, and I regret that it is hypotheti-
cal-and think about the $20 million I didn't pay in tax today be-
cause I received that good 12 year note. If I had paid the tax, I
would have had $80 million left to invest. Because I received a note
and was awarded installment treatment, I am allowed to invest not
only my $80 million but the Government's $20 million, and I invest
that for 12 years by holding the note. You know, if I can invest $20
million for 12 years at 12 percent interest, and pay my tax on the
interest every year, and compound, at the end of the 12th year my
accumulated post-tax interest income earned on that $20 million is
going to be another $20 million. And so, you see, what happens
here is that in a practical sense nobody ever pays the $20 million
capital-gains tax, at least the seller doesn't truly pay it. Out of
the $20 million I accumlated over 12 years investing the Govern-
ment's money, the Government pays itself the $20 million deferred
tax at the end of 12 years. That is what is wrong. It hasn't got any-
thing to do with the buyer's side of the transaction. Now, if you
want to raise a lot of revenue to good purpose, you would make one
change in the tax law in this area. And it wouldn't just focus on
corporate acquisitions; it would focus any long-term installment ob-
ligation transaction. You would tax the privilege of deferral. You
would say that every year when I invest the Government's $20 mil-
lion, the yield on that deferred tax sum is the Government's earn-
ings, not my earnings. If you did that, I would hazard that you
would pick up, oh, $3 to $6 billion a year in revenue. I think it is
not a bad way to raise revenue if we are out to do that. But to dis-
allow the buyer's interest expense deduction, or to tell the buyer
that it can't have asset basis until the seller pays the deferred cap-
ital gain tax, just doesn't make a lot of sense.

The last concern I would like to address is one Mr. Pearlman
spent a good deal of time on, and to which I devote much of my
written statement. It is the General Utilities problem. The commit-
tee must be so tired of hearing of the General Utilities problem,
you get it in almost any good corporate tax hearing, but in truth it
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is a very major problem. It is not essentially different in the oil
company situation from any other, and it comes down to this. If a
target corporation is acquired in a cost-basis acquisition-its assets
are purchased, or its stock is purchased and a section 338 election
is made by the purchasing corporation-the purchVing corporation
is going to get a full basis in the assets. Now, that seems to me per-
fectly fine if a fair price-a fair tax price-is paid. A fair tax price
is recognition by the target company of the proper amount of gain
on the sale of its assets. As to what is proper, I would break down
the assets of target, and the appreciation in the value of those
assets, into three categories.

First, purely capital appreciation. It is often attributable to infla-
tion. The company bought a capital asset for $100 and the asset
shot up in value to $500. That exemplifies the first case. That we
do not now, in a corporate acquisition, tax the target company on
this capital gain does not seem to me wrong. That is, if we wish to
change that rule, as Mr. Pearlman was suggesting this morning we
should change it only incident to a major restructuring of the cor-
porate tax law that would afford some kind of reasonable relief to
the shareholders from what would otherwise be really oppressive
double taxation.

But the important thing is that this is just one class of problem.
The polar case that we do not now tax involves just plain ordinary
income assets, such as Fifo inventory. It is very hard to see why we
say that if the target company's Fifo inventory has appreciated in
value from, let's say, $1 to $1.5 million, in a corporate acquisition
the buyer will get asset basis of $L5 million and the seller won't
pay the tax on the $0.5 million gain. And surely there is little justi-
fication for present law's declaration that, in a corporate acquisi-
tion or distribution, Lifo inventory we tax, but Fifo we don't.tWe
ought to tax it all. Inventory profit, after all, is operating profit.

The interesting case is the middle case, and here the oil compa-
nies are implicated, although not in a terribly special way. We re-
capture depreciation under our tax law, completely with respect to
personal property, partly with respect to real estate. In part, since
1976 we recapture intangible drilling costs that were previously de-
ducted. To the extent we are focused on the difference between the
adjusted basis of the property, written down to reflect these tax
benefits, and a higher value up to but not in excess of a original
cost, then it seems to me there is a very strong argument for
saying that in a corporate acquisition. as in any transaction in
which the basis of the property is stepped up, to the extent of that
prior tax benefit we ought to tax that gain. In most cases, it would
be capital gain, and I would not propose to change that rule. What
I am saying is simply that it is difficult to see why this tax benefit
gain should be wholly tax exempt.

The remaining point I would like to address relates to what Mr.
Pearlman said about prior history. I think he is quite right-that
changes in the tax law were made in 1976 in which various indus-
tries, including the oil industry, gave up things and got things. It is
not entirely appropriate to redo bargains. But I do not suggest re-
doing th6 1976 bargain. I do not propose to change the rules for the
oil companies or any other specific class of taxpayers. I would
change the rules, explicitly the General Utilities rule, for every-
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body or for nobody. To me, that is not essentially different from
what we do here regularly, beginning in 1913.

Those are the three things I wanted to talk about this morning.
Senator WALLOP. Thank you very much, Professor Ginsburg.
[Professor Ginsburg's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF MARTIN D. GINSBURG

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND AGRICULTURAL TAXATION

OF THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

ON OIL CORPORATION MERGERS

APRIL 5, 1984

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

MY NAME IS MARTIN D. GINSBURG. I AM A PROFESSOR OF LAW AT

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER WHERE I TEACH VARIOUS SUBJECTS IN

THE FIELD OF FEDERAL TAXATION. OVER THE PAST FIFTEEN OR SO YEARS

IT HAS BEEN MY PRIVILEGE TO TESTIFY BEFORE THIS COMMITTEE ON A

NUMBER OF OCCASIONS, AT TIME AT YOUR REQUEST, AT TIMES ON BEHALF

OF A BAR ASSOCIATION GROUP. MORE OFTEN SIMPLY OUT OF AN INTEREST IN

THE SUBJECT, BUT NEVER ON BEHALF OF A CLIENT. I APPEAR TODAY AS AN

ACADEMIC BUT, I TRUST, NOT A DISINTERESTED WITNESS.

THE COMMITTEE TODAY IS CONSIDERING WHETHER, AS A MATTER OF

FEDERAL TAX LAW, SOMETHING SPECIAL IN THE ACQUISITION OF ONE LARGE

OIL COMPANY BY ANOTHER LARGE OIL COMPANY MERITS A SPECIAL LEGISLA-

TIVE RESPONSE. To THAT NARROW QUESTION, FOR REASONS I WILL BRIEFLY

SUMMARIZE, I WOULD ANSWER NO.

IF THAT WERE ALL I COULD THINK TO SAY THIS MORNING, I WOULD

NOT BURDEN YOU WITH THE PRONOUNCEMENT. BUT THE CURRENT CONCERN EN-

GENDERED BY THESE GIGANTIC TRANSACTIONS, COUPLED WITH THE PROPOSED

TAX REFORM ACT OF 1984 NOW BEFORE CONGRESS, OFFERS AN UNUSUAL

OPPORTUNITY. AS A TAX MATTER, WHAT TROUBLES US ABOUT OIL COMPANY
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ACQUISITIONS IS PRETTY MUCH WHAT TROUBLES US, OR OUGHT TO, ABOUT

CORPORATE ACQUISITIONS IN GENERAL- I AM NOT HERE TODAY TO URGE A

COSMIC RECONSTRUCTION OF SUBCHAPTER C -- THAT OVERDUE REVISION, IN

WORK IN THE COMMITTEE'S STAFF, TREATS ISSUES OF FAR GREATER DIFFI-

CULTY THAN TODAY S CONCERN -- BUT I DO URGE THAT THE COMMITTEE

CONSIDER TAILORED CHANGES IN THE GENERALLY APPLICABLE PROVISIONS

GOVERNING CORPORATE ACQUISITIONS-

ALTHOUGH THE HEADING/OF TODAY'S HEARING REFERS GENERICALLY TO

MERGERS, ARRANGEMENTS WHICH FOR TAX PURPOSES MAY BE ACCOUNTED

EITHER REORGANIZATIONS OR PURCHASES, REALISTICALLY WE ARE FOCUSED

ON THE LATTER. CLASSICALLY, REORGANIZATIONS IMPLICATE NO GAIN TO

THE TARGET CORPORATION AND CARRYOVER ASSET BASIS TO THE ACQUIRING

CORPORATION. ABSENT ENHANCED UTILIZATION OF A NET OPERATING LOSS,

NOT THE PROBLEM OF THE MOMENT, NO SPECIAL TAX ADVANTAGE INHERES IN

A CARRYOVER BASIS TRANSACTION. ACQUISITION BY PURCHASE IS ANOTHER

MATTER, AND IT IS VERY MUCH THE MATTER OF THE MOMENT-

WHEN PURCHASING CORPORATION ACQUIRES THE ASSETS OF A TARGET

CORPORATION THAT LIQUIDATES, OR BUYS THE STOCK OF TARGET AND FILES

A SECTION 338 ELECTION, ASSET BASIS IS STEPPED-UP TO REFLECT PURCHASE

PRICE. THAT, OF COURSE, WOULD BE WELL AND GOOD WERE TARGET

CORPORATION FULLY TAXED ON THE GAIN-

BUT IT IS THE NORMATIVE RULE IN OUR SYSTEM, THE SO-CALLED

GENERAL UTILITIES DOCTRINE, THAT NONRECOGNITION IS THE RULE, RECOG-

NITION OF GAIN THE EXCEPTION' COMMENCING IN 195L4, AND MORE RECENTLY

AT AN ACCELERATING PACE, CONGRESS HAS CARVED OUT MANY EXCEPTIONS TO
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THE GENERAL RULE OF NONRECOGNITION. EXAMPLES INCLUDE COMPLETE RE-

CAPTURE OF DEPRECIATION IN THE CASE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY, RECAPTURE

OF ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION FOR REALITY, AND THE RECENTLY ENACTED

TRIGGERING OF LIFO INVENTORY RESERVE.

LET ME RETURN FOR A MOMENT TO THOSE OIL COMPANIES. SINCE

1976, SECTION 1254 OF THE CODE HAS TREATED AS RECAPTURABLE ""

REQUIRED RECOGNITION -- THE BULK OF INTANGIBLE DRILLING AND DEVELOP-

MENT COSTS PREVIOUSLY DEDUCTED WITH RESPECT TO OIL AND GAS PROPER-

TIES. IT IS LARGELY IN LIGHT OF THAT PROVISION I EARLIER SUGGESTED

THERE IS NO IMPELLING REASON OF TAX LAW TO DENIGRATE OIL COMPANY

ACQUISITIONS RELATIVE TO OTHER CORPORATE ACQUISITIONS.

THERE IS, HOWEVER, AMPLE REASON TO CHANGE THE LAW, TO CIRCUM-

SCRIBE FURTHER THE GENERAL UTILITIES DOCTRINE, FOR ALL CORPORATE

ACQUISITIONS. UNDER CURRENT LAW, IN AN OTHERWISE TAXABLE ICOST

BASIS M ACQUISITION THE TARGET CORPORATION IS NOT TAXED, ORDINARILY,

ON A SIGNIFICANT PART OF THE APPRECIATION IN THE VALUE OF ITS

ASSETS. THE ASSETS AND APPRECIATION THUS BENEFITED MAY BE LOOSELY

GROUPED THIS WAY.

-" APPRECIATION IN EXCESS OF ORIGINAL COST, OFTEN ATTRIBUTABLE

LARGELY TO INFLATION, EXEMPLIFIED BY INVESTMENTS IN UNDEVELOPED

LAND, PORTFOLIO SECURITIES, BUILDINGS HELD FOR INVESTMENT OR PRO-

DUCTIVE USE, AND INTANGIBLE ASSETS SICH AS GOODWILL.

"" APPRECIATION, ABOVE ADJUSTED BASIS RUT NOT IN EXCESS OF

ORIGINAL COST, ATTRIBUTABLE TO DEPRECiATION OR AMORTIZATION OR COST

DEPLETION OF OTHER PREVIOUSLY ENJOYED TAX DEDUCTION THAT DID NOT
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MIRROR AN EQUIVALENT DECLINE IN ECONOMIC VALUE- I CONCENTRATE HERE

ON APPRECIATION THAT IS NOT SUBJECT TO THE RECAPTURE RULES OF

CURRENT TAX LAW, FOR EXAMPLE THE VALUE OF REAL ESTATE, ABOVE ADJUSTED

BASIS BUT BELOW ORIGINAL COST, WHEN DEPRECIATION WAS TAKEN ON THE

'STRAIGHT LINE.'

-- THE APPRECIATION IN ORDINARY INCOME ASSETS, DOMINANTLY

FIFO INVENTORY, THAT IS NOT SUBJECT TO CURRENT RECAPTURE OR OTHER

RECOGNITION RULES.

AGAIN LOOSELY, THE FIRST CATEGORY OF TAX EXEMPT APPRECIATION

MIGHT BE DENOMINATED CAPITAL APPRECIATION, THE SECOND TAX BENEFIT

APPRECIATION, AND THE THIRD OPERATING PROFIT APPRECIATION.

IF THE LODE PROVISIONS THAT CURRENTLY SUBSUME THE .EERAL

UTILITIES DOCTRINE, SECTIONS 336 AND 337 AND, TO A LESSER EXTENT,

SECTION 311,0 WERE AMENDED MORE APPROPRIATELY TO BALANCE THE STEPPED-

UP BASIS BENEFIT, THE IMPROVEMENT IN OUR TAXING SYSTEM, MOST

PARTICULARLY IN ENHANCED NEUTRALITY, WOULD BE MARKED INDEED.

AT THE LEAST, OPERATING PROFIT APPRECIATION OUGHT NEVER ESCAPE

TAX WHEN BASIS IS STEPPED-UP. THE PENDING TAX REFORM BILL EMBRACES

THIS CONCLUSIO34 -,'IN A-PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SECTION 311, FOR PRO-

PERTY DISTRIBUTIONS UNRELATED TO A CORPORATE ACQUISITION. THAT

WISDOM OUGHT TO BE GENERALIZED. SECTIONS 336 AND 337 DESERVE

EQUIVALENT AMENDMENT-

WITH ONLY SLIGHTLY LESS FORCE, I BELIEVE TAX BENEFIT APPRECI-

ATION ALSO MERITS RECOGNITION WHEN ASSET BASIS IS STEPPED-UP. I

BELIEVE THAT IS SO WHETHER THE OPERATIVE EVENT IS A SIMPLE DIVIDEND
I
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DISTRIDUTION,o A STOCK REDEMPTION, A PARTIAL OR COMPLETE LIQUIDA"

TION, OR A CORPORATE ACQUISITION SUBJECT TO A SECTION 338 ELECTION.

THE PENDING TAX REFORM BILL, IN ITS HOUSE VERSION, IN EFFECT EMBRACES

THIS CONCLUSION FOR ORDINARY DISTRIBUTIONS, ALTHOUGH WITH A COMPLI-

CATING EXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN QUALIFIED DIVIDENDS-" AS RECENTLY

CONFIRMED BY THE SUPREME COURT'S BLISS DAIRY. DECISION, THE SENSIBLE

DIRECTION OF OUR TAX LAW IS TOWARD THE RECAPTURE OF TAX BENEFITS

WHEN SUBSEQUENT EVENTS CONFIRM AN EARLIER DEDUCTION TO HAVE BEEN

CONVINCINGLY INCONSISTENT WITH LATER REALITY. I DO NOT SUGGEST A

CHANGE IN THE QUALITY OF THE INCOME, WHICH UNDER CURRENT LAW IN

MANY CASES WOULD BE CAPITAL GAIN, BUT I DO URGE THAT TAX BENEFIT

INCOME OUGHT NOT BE EXEMPTED, AS IN MOST CASES IT NOW IS, FROM ALL

CORPORATE TAX.

CAPITAL APPRECIATION, VALUE IN EXCESS OF THE ORIGINAL COST OF

CAPITAL ASSETS AND TRADE OR BUSINESS PROPERTY, SEEMS TO ME DIS-

TINGUISHABLE. IN CORPORATE ACQUISITIONS, CURRENT LAW'S NONRECOG"

NITION TREATMENT SHOULD BE CHANGED, IF AT ALL, ONLY AS PART OF A

COMPLETE RESTRUCTURING OF SUBCHAPTER C, A RESTRUCTURING THAT WOULD

AFFORD SHAREHOLDERS APPROPRIATE RELIEF FROM OVERLY BURDENSOME DOUBLE

TAXATION-

I EARLIER REFERRED TO ENHANCING THE NEUTRALITY OF THE TAXING

SYSTEM. THIS SEEMS TO ME THE MAIN POINT. WE OUGHT NOT FURTHER

CONFOUND OUR AWESOMELY COMPLEX TAX LAW BY ASKING THE INTERNAL

REVENUE CODE TO SHOULDER THE BURDEN OF ANTITRUST POLICY. BUT, IN

AID OF NO PERCEPTIBLE TAX POLICY, WE OUGHT NOT MAINTAIN A TAX LAW
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THAT RUNS COUNTER TO SENSIBLE MARKET NOTIONS. AS NEARLY AS CAN BE,

THE TAX LAW SHOULD BE NEUTRAL IN BUSINESS COMBINATION DECISIONS-

IN FACT, I BELIEVE, THE TAX LAW CURRENTLY FUELS MANY BUSINESS

COMBINATIONS. IT DOES SO IN A NUMBER OF WAYS. THE TAX EFFICIENCY

OF DEBT FINANCING OVER NEW EQUITY FINANCING IS ONE, A COMPLEX

PROBLEM THAT DEFIES A SIMPLISTIC, ONE-EYED SOLUTION. ANOTHER IS

THE GENERAL UTILITIES RULE ALLOWING A TAX FREE STEP-UP IN ASSET

BASIS' HERE NEITHER THE PROBLEM NOR ITS RATIONAL SOLUTION IS

COMPLEX, AND HERE -- OPERATING PROFIT APPRECIATION CERTAINLY, TAX

BENEFIT APPRECIATION IN MY VIEW AS WELL -- CONGRESS CAN AND SHOULD

PROCEED WITH ECONOMY AND DISPATCH- CORPORATE MERGERS THAT MAKE

GOOD BUSINESS SENSE WILL NOT BE DETERRED, BUT CORPORATE MERGERS

THAT MAKE MAINLY OR EXCLUSIVELY TAX SENSE WILL BE SIGNIFICANTLY

INHIBITED-

SINCE I ADDRESS A TAX WRITING COMMITTEE, LET ME CLOSE ON A

PURELY TAX NOTE-

IN AND OUT OF GOVERNMENT, NEARLY EVERYONE DEPLORES THE AWFUL,

PROLIFERATING COMPLEXITY OF THE TAX SYSTEM AND CRYS FOR SIMPLIFICA-

TION. TAX SIMPLIFICATION IS A PROTEAN CONCEPT- IT MEANS ONE THING

WHEN WE SPEAK OF INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYERS WHO DO NOT ITEMIZE DEDUCTIONS,

AND SOMETHING VERY DIFFERENT WHEN WE CONCENTRATE ON THE ACQUISITION,

DISPOSITION, OR DIVISION OF BUSINESS ENTITIES. SUBCHAPTER C, WHICH

GOVERNS THE TAX RELATIONSHIP OF CORPORATIONS AND SHAREHOLDERS IN

THESE MATTERS, IS MADDENINGI.Y DIFFICULT FOR A NUMBER OF REASONS"--

INAPPROPRIATELY BURDENSOME TO THE ILL-ADVISED WHILE ADVANTAGEOUSLY
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MANIPULABLE BY THE WELL-ADVISED -- BUT DOMINANT AMONG THOSE REASONS

IS THE GENERAL UTILITIES DOCTRINE- IT SPAWNED SECTION 341, THE

COLLAPSIBLE CORPORATION PROVISION, PERHAPS THE LONGEST AND SURELY

THE MOST COMPLICATED SUBSTANTIVE SECTION IN THE CODE. As TREASURY

CANDIDLY TESTIFIED IN THE 1982 TEFRA HEARINGS, THE GROSSLY UNFOR-

TUNATE CONSISTENCY REQUIREMENT THAT FORMS A PART OF OTHERWISE

CONCEPTUALLY SENSIBLE AND SIMPLIFYING SECTION 338 FUNCTIONS AS AN

INADEQUATE SURROGATE FOR THE REPEAL OR SUBSTANTIAL NARROWING OF

GENERAL UTILITIES.

IN COMPLEX COMMERCIAL MATTERS, TAX SIMPLIFICATION IS LARGELY

SYNONYMOUS WITH TAX NEUTRALITY- IF, IN THE CORPORATE ACQUISITION

ARENA, CONGRESS WERE TO WITHDRAW THE TAX EXEMPTION SECTIONS 336 AND

337 NOW AWARD ORDINARY INCOME ASSETS AND TAX BENEFIT APPRECIATION,

TAX MOTIVATED BUSINESS COMBINATIONS WOULD BE SIGNIFICANTLY INHIBITED

AND THE STAGE SET FOR SIGNIFICANT SIMPLIFICATION OF THE CORPORATE

TAX RULES. THAT, I THINK, WOULD QUALIFY AS A VERY GOOD DAY'S WORK.
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Senator WALLOP. It strikes me, and correct me if my assessment
of what you said is wrong, but if there are significant tax advan-
tages that occur out of these things, they primarily flow to the
seller not the buyer. And so, therefore, the Pearlman statement
that there are no significant tax incentives to induce these mergers
is probably correct. Is that right?

Mr. GINSBURG. If we are talking about the oil company merger
situation, I think that is right. There are tax advantages, but there
is nothing here special to this industry, more special than to any
other, and indeed one can argue that there is less here in some re-
spects than there is in some other industries.

In that regard, one could have a lot of fun with examples of cases
in which the target company's assets include a great deal of just
plain intangible good will. A company is never taxed on that in
connection with a corporate acquisition.

Senator WALLOP. There are some around where it would have
crossed their minds, if they could think that far ahead

Mr. GINSBURG. But on the buyer's side, you see, a buyer equipped
with a clever tax lawyer may determine that what looked like good
will on the target company's side really is about five or six differ-
ent intangible assets, four of which ought to be subject to capitaliz-
ing purchase price and writing off that allocated purchase price
over 5 or so years. There the advantage of the transaction to the
buyer is very substantial because you are creating all kinds of de-
ductions, but that tends to be more in some of the service business-
es and so forth, sometimes with companies with certain customers
lists and the like, but not in the oil company acquisitions.

Senator WALLOP. And so, in essence, there seems to be nothing
that is especially attractive and an inducement to oil merger
versus ordinary merger activity?

Mr. GINSBURG. Let me be precise. There is nothing, I think, going
on here in the oil company situations that is qualitatively different
from what is going on in a lot of other companies. If one were cre-
ating a spectrum of greater potential for tax abuse, it is over there
and not with the oil companies. That doesn't mean that there is no
tax advantage in oil company combinations. There is always a tax
advantage. It is just that it is not the major thing here.

Senator WALLOP. It is probably not so significant in and of itself
to trigger a merger.

Mr. GINSBURG. That is right.
Senator WALLOP. Just one last thing. The changes that we made

in TEFRA dealing with the stepped-up basis in acquired assets
have a significant impact on the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of
mergers versus what happened prior to that time. Is that right?

Mr. GINSBURG. Oh, yes. I am so glad you raised that. The TEFRA
changes were in the main very useful changes because they did
close down-as Mr. Murdy said this morning-some really abusive
transactions. I think none of us was sorry to see those go. But like
everything else, you trade problem-you rarely solve problems in
the tax field. Some of the problems you are approaching in the
present legislation-the 1984 tax reform provisions-were largely
created by the 1982 changes in TEFRA. That doesn't mean that
you did wrong in 1982-it just means that you run the Red Queen's
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race. You run as fast as you can to stay about where you are. So, in
1984 we deal with the next set.

But there was something said this morning that I really would
like to comment on,-and that was that section 338 and its consist-
ency requirement has put an end to selective step-up basis transac-
tions. It is possible that is true in the oil business-I don't know
enough about the technicality of the position to comment on it. But
I would like to assure the chairman that it is not true out there as
a general matter. One of the first things the tax bar figured out,
probably 2 or 3 weeks before you passed the statute in 1982, was
how to get around the consistency requirement when it is useful to
do so. And, nowadays, everybody in the tax field, having nothing
else to do, writes another article explaining how to get out of the
consistency requirement. The nice thing, you see, about approach-
ing the corporate acquisition issue as a General Utilities question-
cutting back on the free lunch on the target company side-is that
it is the one effective way to approach the problem, as the Treas-
ury fairly candidly testified in 1982. If you reduce the scope of Gen-
eral Utilities-if you say that you are going to require to a greater
extent recognition of gain as the price of basis step-up-then you
are indifferent to whether taxpayer pick and choose among the
assets because target is paying the full tax price. After all, if a
company has two assets, sells one and recognizes the gain, and
simply keeps the second one, it has done just that-it has picked
and chosen. We don't care about the retained asset as long as tax is
paid on the asset awarded the stepped-up basis.

Senator WALLOP. It is a curious thing. I would venture a guess it
has nothing to do with oil company mergers. If we either put the
Finance Committee out of business or drastically simplify the Tax
Code, the unemployment rate would rise by 2 percent if those who
find out before we act how they are going to get around on what
we have-and go to the streets for an honest living.

Mr. GINSBURG. I think the concern with unemployment certain-
ly-as one who has been in this end of the business almost 30
years-is appreciated, but frankly, Mr. Chairman, I think we are
safe. I have looked at the new tax bill and I do think it is an unem-
ployment relief act. [Laughter.]

Senator WALLOP. I wouldn't quarrel with that. I appreciate your
coming here very much, Professor Ginsburg.

Mr. GINSBURG. Thank you, sir.
Senator WALLOP. It has been very helpful to the committee. The

next panel is Mr. T. Boone Pickens, the president of Mesa Petrole-
um in Amarillo; Mr. Jon Rex Jones, president of the Independent
Petroleum Association of America; and Mr. Henry M. Schuler, di-
rector of energy security studies at the Georgetown University
Center for Strategic and International Studies.

We welcome you all here, and I would say for the last panel that
it is my intention to continue straight on through because this
chairman has another committee to chair this afternoon. So, we
will go straight through. Good morning, Mr. Pickens, and welcome.
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STATEMENT OF T. BOONE PICKENS, JR., PRESIDENT, MESA
PETROLEUM CO., AMARILLO, TX.

Mr. PICKENS. Am I first?
Senator WALLOP. Yes, please.
Mr. PICKENS. I would like to submit my statement for the record,

and I will briefly summarize the statement.
Senator WALLOP. By all means.
Mr. PICKENS. First, I would like to clarify for the record of this

hearing what I said before the Senate Judiciary Committee hearing
that Senator Specter rferred to earlier in his testimony this morn-
ing. Specifically, on March 15, what I did say and if I might I will
read from the record:

"Senator SPECTER. Mr. Pickens, what effect would there be on
your ability to take over a company like Gulf if there were a
change in the tax laws related to the dividends received credit or if
there were a new definition that you could not deduct interest pay-
ments or if there were a new rule as to capital gains treatment
after liquidation,?"

My answer. "I think that would certainly be a factor in looking
at any situation."

"Senator SPECTER. Would it put a pretty big crimp in your
sales?"

My answer was. "Pardon me?" And Senator Specter said:
"Would it put a pretty good crimp in your sales?"

My answer. "It would change the economics if you did not have a
dividend carry and you were not able to deduct interest." I would
like for that clarification to be in the record. I also would like to
discuss for the record the comments by Mr. Murdy with Gulf Oil,
who testified a few minutes earlier. Mr. Murdy confirmed by his
remarks that he never really understood the royalty trust-concept,
and I am available to discuss the details of the concept if you have
any questions for me as I finish my remarks here. Remember, we
did invest $1 billion in Gulf Oil and we were their largest stock-
holder, and we are their largest stockholder today. Gulf Oil's man-
agement has had a bit of a problem understanding this fact-that
we are their largest stockholder. Let me paraphrase Mr. Lee on De-
cember 2 before 3,000 people at a Gulf special stockholders meeting
in Pittsburgh. "We do not consider Mr. Pickens a stockholder be-.
cause he borrowed the money to buy the stock"-which I found to
be interesting. [Laughter.]

This is a prime example of why Gulf was taken over by another
management. [Laughter.]

Gulfs management doesn't even recognize who their stockhold-
ers are. They always believed that the management owned the
company. Management owned less than one-tenth of I percent of
Gulf Oil, and remember, this company had not replaced its domes-
tic reserve base for 12 straight years. Is this not liquidation? I come
from the free enterprise system, and this naturally brings me from
the stockholder's position. In America today, there are 42 million
stockholders-Americans that own stock in public-owned compa-
nies. That is one out of every six people. If you assume they have a
spouse, that would be 80 million people in America today who own
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stock in public-owned companies, which is one out of every three
people.

Senator WALLOP. Mr. Pickens, I think that is a very modest as-
sessment of who owns stock. Those are the direct shareholders. I
think when you put the indirect shareholders-those who are part
of pension funds and other institutional investments-that that
figure gets up close to 200 million.

Mr. PICKENS. My information is from a study that was done by
the New York Stock Exchange in mid-1983.

Senator WALLOP. But those are merely direct owners. There are
others whose interest through a variety of other investing mecha-
nisms would raise that figure considerably, and it only serves to en-
hance the point you are making.

Mr. PICKENS. That is correct. I am a geologist by education, and I
have been in the exploration for oil and gas for 33 years. That is
my whole life. I worked for a major oil company for less than 4
years, and then started the predecessor company to Mesa in 1956.
We started with $2,500 paid in capital, and we went public in 1964
with less than $2 million in assets at that time. At the end of 1983,
we had assets of over $2 billion. We started out with three employ-
ees in 1956, and presently employ 707. We made acquisitions along
the way. We acquired Hugston Production Co. in 1969 in a cont'est-
ed takeover, and in 1973, we acquired Pubco Petroleum, and be-
lieve it or not, we were the "white knight." I think that has been
the one and only time for us. We did not release any people in
these acquisitions. We did not liquidate any parts of these compa-
nies. In fact, the stockholders of both Hugston and Pubco acquired
and received a premium over the market in exchange for their
stock. If they had retained the securities received, they would have
more than tripled their investment today. How can I be continually
characterized as a liquidator with that kind of record? I said my
wife ard I would move to Pittsburgh if we took over the Gulf Com-
pany. We had no intention of eliminating any parts or disrupting
Gulf Oil's business. We would have run it in a much more efficient
manner, and we would have run it for the benefit of the stockhold-
ers. As to mergers and acquisitions, in our industry, I believe it is
necessary for the industry to be restructured at this time and pre-
vent entrenchments of management in situations that have devel-
oped where managements in some situations own practically no
stock in the company. This restructuring causes assets to flow from
weak hands to strong hands-that is exactly what we have had
happening in the Gulf situation. SoCal is a much better managed
company than Gulf is-the record will prove that.

Don't worry about exploration. If the prospects are there, the
wells will be drilled. There is plenty of money to drill economically
fea 3ible prospects in our industry today. Just look at the rig count.
We hit a high water mark in December of 1981 of 4,531 rigs. Today
we have 2,047 rigs running. Why? The prospects are not feasible
for our industry to drill at this point, largely because of taxes. If
you want to drop the rig count another 500 rigs, then pass the gas
bill that is being proposed by Congress-Congressman Sharp-in
the House today. That concludes my formal statement. Thank you.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Pickens. Mr. Jones?
[Mr. Pickens' prepared statement follows:]
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MEGR
PErrhLEUM Co.

STATEMENT OF T. BOONE PICKENS, JR.
PRESIDENT AND CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

MESA PETROLEUM CO.

UNITED STATES SENATE
ENERGY SUBCOMMITTEE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

APRIL 5, 1984

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify before

your Subcommittee to address the important income tax issues

described in the March 23, 1984 press release of the Senate

Finance Committee announcing today's hearings.

The Committee press release requests comments on whether

recent energy company mergers are "tax motivated." In addition,

the press release asks for comments on the impact of such mergers

on oil and gas exploration and development.

Let me briefly summarize the points I intend to make:

First, recent corporate acquisitions in the energy industry

are motivated primarily by the need of companies to economically

replace diminishing reserves and are essentially "basket"

property acquisitions. That is, they are the acquisition of

numerous assets wherein the buyer must bid for all of the assets

in the basket and not just for those assets of most interest or

value. Market realities are the motivating force for these

acquisitions rather than income tax considerations.

36-161 0-84--8
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Second, energy acquisitions, whether through corporate

acquisitions or direct property acquisitions, receive no special

or different tax treatment than acquisition transactions in other

industries. As a tax matter, the transactions are essentially

indistinguishable. Accordingly, there is no theoretical basis

for changing the tax laws with respect to such transactions

without having such changes apply to all industries.

Third, corporate acquisitions have not diverted capital from

exploratory and developmental drilling. Recent cutbacks in

drilling simply reflect the realities of exploration economics;

that is, stable energy prices, high drilling costs and the

shortage of good prospects. Drilling cannot currently satisfy

the need of companies to economically replace diminishing

reserves. Accordingly, punitive legislation with respect to

corporate acquisitions simply will divert capital from corporate

acquisitions into direct property acquisitions and/or diversifi-

cation out of the energy business. The legislation will not

result in additional exploratory and developmental drilling.

Fourth, restructuring in the energy industry, whether by

corporate acquisitions, property acquisitions or diversification

will not have an adverse impact on the availability of credit for

business or consumers.

Fifth, inefficient management of assets, which results in a

low value for a company's stock, is one of the primary causes of

merger activity.
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Sixth, proposals to deny interest deductions with respect to

debt incurred to purchase energy companies are extremely discrim-

inatory and will prevent the most efficient allocation of capital

in our economy. The efficient allocation of capital in a free

market economy requires mechanisms to match willing buyers and

sellers and the freedom of sellers to sell to the highest bidder.

Income tax rules should not attempt to dictate credit allocation

in this free market, thereby causing the removal of the highest

bidders in a targeted industry from the market. Enactment of

these types of rules is bad tax policy and would create an

extremely bad legislative precedent.

Seventh, the effect of tax legislation impeding corporate

acquisitions on industries outside the energy industry could be

severe. Corporate acquisitions are an important goal of entre-

preneurial activity in our economy. Private entrepreneurs,

financed by venture capitalists, are the primary creators of new

jobs and new businesses in our economy. The miscellaneous manu-

facturing, retailing, health care, services, high tech and res-

taurant industries are particularly dependent on the private

entrepreneur for growth and continued vitality. A substantial

portion of the value of companies in such industries is repre-

sented by their people, organizational structure and other intan-

gible assets. They are not easily sold on an asset-by-asset

basis. The founders and other owners of these companies must be

able to sell their companies intact to the highest bidders
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through the sale of stock, or venture capital and associated

entrepreneurial activity will significantly contract. This

contraction would have serious implications for the level of

employment in our economy.

Eighth, several other tax proposals pending before Congress

will have an adverse impact on the efficient allocation of capi-

tal in our economy. One proposal would impose a new tax on a

distributing corporation if such corporation makes a distribution

of appreciated property to certain shareholders. Another pro-

posal would reduce, by the amount of certain extraordinary divi-

dends, the basis in stock held by certain corporate investors.

Other proposals would effectively limit the 85 percent dividend

received deduction for leveraged stock investments by corporate

investors. With respect to energy companies, these proposals

will not raise federal tax revenues. They will result in eco-

nomic stagnation and a reduction in professional management

accountability to shareholders.

Ninth, the experiences of Mesa Petroleum Co. and other

companies demonstrate that the creation of oil and gas royalty

trusts can increase federal tax revenue substantially and be very

beneficial to shareholders. Oil and gas royalty trusts have a

strong record of enhancing shareholder value over both the long

and short term. Such trusts provide shareholders, in addition to

their shares of common stock, with a direct interest in the net

profits from oil and gas properties enabling them to receive and
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reinvest cash flows therefrom directly. This right is at the

heart of a free market economy such as ours and is essential to

our country's economic health.

Mergers Are Not Tax-Motivated

Mr. Chairman, restructuring of the energy industry, which is

currently underway, represents a response to existing market

forces. Oil and gas reserves are simply being depleted faster

than they can be replaced. Energy prices have been stable,

drilling costs are high and there is a shortage of good oil and

gas prospects. Thus, corporate acquisitions and other efforts to

maximize energy company efficiency -- such as the creation of

royalty trusts -- are motivated by market forces and not by

federal income tax considerations.

Let's look at Texaco's acquisition of Getty and Standard of

California's effort to acquire Gulf. Texaco's domestic reserves

declined by over 50 percent from 1978 - 1982 while Socal's domes-

tic reserves declined by 40 percent. Texaco paid no federal

income tax in 1982 and had an effective federal income tax rate

from 1978 - 1982 of only 26 percent. Socal's effective federal

income tax rate during that period was 38 percent. Thus, the

motivation for Texaco to acquire Getty and Socal to acquire Gulf

was the need to replace depleting domestic reserves and not the

desire to reduce federal ncome taxes.
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Current Tax Law

Energy acquisitions, whether through stock acquisitions or

direct property acquisitions, receive no special or different tax

treatment than other acquisition transactions. All acquisitions

face one fundamental issue -- is the acquisition taxable or non-

taxable? If it is non-taxable, no taxes are paid and the basis

of the acquired assets are not stepped up. In taxable property

acquisitions, the sellers pay recapture taxes and taxes on gain

for the amount received in excess of the tax basis of the

property sold. In a stock acquisition, the seller of stock pays

tax on the gain in his stock and the buyer of the stock cannot

step up the basis of the assets acquired uiiless all of the recap-

ture taxes are paid by the acquired company. Most corporate

acquisitions involve the acquisition of 80 percent or more of one

company by another. In such a case, all of the taxable income of

the acquired company is included with the acquiring company's

taxable income and intercompany dividends are not taxable

transactions.

Impact of Energy Mergers on
Exploration and Development

The Finance Committee press release announcing these hear-

ings inquires as to the impact energy acquisitions "may have on

the ability of oil and gas companies, including the merger compa-

nies, to continue the exploration and development activity we

have assumed as a national priority."
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The number of rigs working in the U.S. today is barely half

the number that were working at the end of 1981. But, this

decrease has not been caused by acquisition activity or a reduc-

tion in the financial capacity of the nation's energy companies.

The major domestic energy companies have net asset value in

excess of $300 billion according to J. S. Herold, an independent

energy industry appraisal service. That translates into an enor-

mous amount of financial strength and that is just the majors.

The problem is a scarcity of good drilling prospects, high

finding costs and stable prices. There is a serious question

whether or not current energy prices afford sufficient economic

incentive to explore in frontier areas and the natural gas market

is saturated. But there is no question that the energy industry

can go through this period of restructuring and still explore for

and develop every good prospect available. It is not currently a

growth industry but it does possess enormous financial capacity

and staying power. After restructuring, it will be better able

to provide for the nation's energy needs in the future.

Additionally, to the extent that any of the majors reduce

their drilling budget for any reason, whether it be a lack of

good prospects, a corporate or property acquisition or a decision

to diversify out of the energy industry, this simply provides a

greater opportunity for independent oil and gas producers to

negotiate for lease farm outs and other deals. The independents

are the real risk takers in the energy business and drill 80

percent of the exploration wells in the domestic U.S.
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But, it is not just we who are claiming that mergers will

not affect exploration. The New York Times of March 21, 1984

noted as follows

"The multibillion-dollar mergers reshaping the American oil
industry may also offer new economies of scale that make ...
exploration efforts more fruitful . . ." "Thus, when these
separate resources are thrown together in a merger, the
reasoning goes, the company that emerges can select its
drilling projects from a richer list using the combined and
presumably enhanced expertise that also results."

Energy Acquisitions Have Not Had
An Adverse Impact
On Capital Markets

To say that these acquisitions drain the resources of this

nation and result in a shortage of bank credit generally avail-

able to individuals and businesses just is not true. This is a

fallacy that is discredited by the recently publicized report of

the Securities and Exchange Commission Advisory Committee on

Tender Offers. Based on its own experience and study, and sup-

ported by the Federal Reserve Board, the SEC Advisory Committee

notes that transactions involving acquisitions of control do not

distort the credit markets or divert investment from new plants,

nor do they limit consumers' ability to obtain credit or deplete

credit otherwise available to would-be borrowers. Moreover, the

SEC Committee explained that takeover transactions fundamentally

involve a transfer of existing assets, not the absorption of new

savings, and because the shareholders who sell their stock to an

acquiring firm typically reinvest the proceeds, the capital

remains in the economy and is made available to others.
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Dr. Leif H. Olsen, Chairman of the Economic Policy Committee

at Citibank, N.A., recently testified before the Senate Judiciary

Committee. Dr. Olsen stated that viewing the capital market from

a true perspective, in 1983 the equity transactions were in

excess of 30 trillion gross dollars. Gross bank lending and

investing was more than $4 trillion. A transaction of several

billion dollars, while large in absolute terms, is not signifi-

cant in comparison to the total funds available. Additionally,

the trend today is to involve overseas sources as a means of

attracting credit and these funds do not impact domestic money

supplies for many months.

A Primary Cause of Mergers
Is Ineffective Management

Management inefficiency, and not the tax law, is one of the

basic underlying causes of corporate mergers, including some

recent, highly publicized ones. As Assistant Attorney General

for Antitrust J. Paul McGrath noted in a recent speech before the

National Association of Manufacturers;

"An active merger market is a healthy threat to incom-
petent management. If a firm is poorly managed, the
price of its stock will likely fall below the level that
it could be expected to reach with competent management.
This makes the firm an attractive takeover candidate. A
takeover in these circumstances is good for the economy
because it shifts corporate assets from poor managers to
more efficient ones."

Further support for this view has come from economist Michael

Jensen, quoted in USA Today on March 20, 1984.
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"The merger market is really part of the labor market
for top corporate managers . . . There's no unemploy-
ment bureau for CEO's of billion-dollar firms . . .
(Managers, directors, and consultants are) appealing for
help outside the market -- legislative help to protect
them from the market."

I think these views demonstrate that corporate mergers are not

motivated by the tax laws or by some kind of quick-profit

scheme. These mergers reflect the response of sensible share-

holders to market changes and problems with management. The

merger is one means by which shareholders exercise the right to

run the corporations they rightfully own.

Proposed Restrictions on Interest Deductions
With Respect To

Indebtedness Incurred to Acquire Energy Companies

Proposals to restrict interest deductions with respect to

indebtedness incurred to acquire energy companies are highly dis-

criminatory and will prevent the most efficient allocation of

capital in our economy.

The efficient allocation of capital in a free market economy

requires mechanisms to match willing buyers and sellers and the

freedom of sellers to sell to the highest bidder. Income tax

rules should not attempt to dictate credit allocation in this

free market, thereby causing the removal of the highest bidders

in a targeted industry from the market. Enactment of these types

of rules is bad tax policy and would create an extremely bad

legislative precedent.

/
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Current tax rules treat energy company shareholders the same

as other shareholders and that should not be changed -- particu-

larly not on the misbegotten notion that discriminating against

energy industry shareholders will cause energy industry manage-

ments to drill more domestic wells. There is no relationship

between the two.

Legislation of this type can only send a chilling message to

the private sector. A message that government has lost its sense

of cause and effect in the economy and has determined that it can

better provide for the economic health of the nation than the

private sector.

Stock Acquisitions
Provide an Important Source of Funds

For Growth

Mergers and acquisitions provide an extremely important

source of finance for existing companies to grow and for new com-

panies to get started. The enactment of arbitrary income tax

rules which restrict mergers and acquisitions will simply retard

economic growth.

Based on data in the 1983 "Mergerstat Review" published oy

W.T. Grimm & Co., the energy industry accounted for only 4 per-

cent of the number of mergers and acquisitions over the last

three years. So, tax legislation that is equitable 1.n its treat-

ment of corporate shareholders and not discriminatory against

energy company shareholders will also effect the 96 percent of

the mergers and acquisitions not in the energy industry.
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The effect of tax legislation impeding corporate acquisi-

tions on industries outside the energy industry could be severe.

Corporate acquisitions are an important goal of entrepreneurial

activity in our economy. Private entrepreneurs, financed by ven-

ture capitalists, are the primary creators of new jobs and new

businesses in our economy. The miscellaneous manufacturing,

retailing, health care, services, high tech and restaurant indus-

tries are particularly dependent on the private entrepreneur for

growth and continued vitality. A substantial portion of the

value of companies in such industries is represented by their

people, organizational structure and other intangible assets.

They are not easily sold on an asset-by-asset basis. The found-

ers and other owners of these companies must be able to sell

their companies intact to the highest bidders through the sale of

stock, or venture capital and associated entrepreneurial activity

will significantly contract. This contraction would have serious

implications for the level of employment in our ecomomy.

Congress Should Reject Tax Reform
Proposals Relating to the Taxation of the

Distribution of Appreciated Property to Shareholders

Congress should reject the proposal to tax distributing cor-

porations on ordinary distributions of appreciated property to

certain shareholders. Since a distributing corporation realizes

no gain on the transfer of appreciated property, no tax should be

imposed on the distributing corporation. In many instances, the

distribution will be taxed at the individual shareholder level on
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the receipt of these distributions. The imposition of this new

appreciation tax would simply result in "multiple" taxation which

has an adverse impact on capital formation. In particular, the

proposal results in the imposition of an excessive capital gains

tax burden in many instances and would have an extremely delete-

rious effect on the creation of royalty trusts.

The royalty trust is a method of enhancing shareholder

value. We believed that in 1979 when the first trust was created

by Mesa, and we continue to advocate the establishment of trusts

today. In fact, we see the trust as being of even greater impor-

tance to shareholders in 1984 when so many companies are deplet-

ing reserves faster than they are replacing them. Thls means the

primary asset base of the shareholder is rapidly eroding and, in

time, the company will be valueless.

There is nothing complicated about creating a royalty trust.

An oil and gas company selects some portion of its properties --

producing, non-producing, or a mixture -- and distributes these

properties to its shareholders in the form of a royalty interest.

The royalty trust interest is passive, and all decisions regard-

ing operation of the properties and the disposition of the oil

and gas produced therefrom are retained by the company. The

recipient of the royalty trust unit normally pays income tax

based upon the value of that trust unit, continues to pay annual

taxes based upon the income received and may pay a tax if the

trust unit is later sold. The trust usually is administered by a

national bank trustee, who receives and distributes the income to
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holders of the trust units and files all reports required by the

Securities and Exchange Commission, the stock exchange and other

regulatory authorities. The trustee must have its records exter-

nally audited and its reports distributed quarterly to the trust

unit holders.

As you know, the value of corporate securities is determined

by the stock market. Historically, the market ascribes a higher

multiple to a royalty trust unit than to a share of stock in most

energy companies. The shareholder who elected to hold the stock

through the effective date of the trust unit distribution, and

thereby receive the trust certificate, would have two stock

certificates -- the original corporate share and the new trust

unit. Experience has proven that the combined value of the two

certificates is considerably in excess of the value of the single

corporate security -- but, since the shareholder has received

something of value in the form of a trust certificate, there will

be a tax liability. That is fair enough. Value received by the

shareholder, tax paid by the shareholder.

Since the distributing corporation did not receive any value

by virtue of the royalty distribution to the owners, it should

hot be taxed. To impose a tax at the corporate level would

amount to imposing a penalty which would discourage the corpora-

tion from creating the trust. This tax would be a "deal killer."

We have observed that when a company announces the creation

of a royalty trust, the market price of the corporate shares

increases in anticipation of the distribution. The shareholder
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can elect to sell the corporate stock at the enhanced value

before the effective date of the distribution and not be subject

to a dividend tax on the trust unit. By selling before the

effective date, the shareholder would not be entitled to receive

the trust certificate. However, the transaction will be suscep-

tible to a tax on any capital gain incurred by the shareholder.

Again -- value received, tax due.

Last December, as the largest shareholder of Gulf Corpora-

tion, Mesa and its co-investors requested Gulf to create a

royalty trust consisting of 5) percent of its domestic reserves.

This trust would have provided the Gulf shareholders with income

equaling approximately 25 percent of Gulf's cash flow and would

have left Gulf with ample resources to continue a vigorous explo-

ration and production program. The creation of this trust would

have generated initial income taxes in excess of $1 billion.

Were similar trusts to be created by the ten largest domestically

owed integrated oil companies, the initial tax impact would be

in excess ofe $16 billion.

We strongly argue that there are no losers when a royalty

trust is created:

- The shareholders experience an enhanced value in their

investment and an increase in their annual income.

- The corporation retains control over the disposition of

the oil and gas produced from the properties and main-

tains the ability to look for oil and gas because cash

flows are not unreasonably diminished, and the borrowing
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base is not significantly reduced. Management, by

analyzing their prospects and decisions to budget funds

more carefully, will be more efficient.

- And, the U.S. Treasury receives increased revenues as a

result of the taxes. These are significant taxes.

If a royalty trust does so much for the shareholders, con-

tributes to the efficiency of an energy company and materially

increases revenues for the U.S. Treasury, there just is no way it

can be identified as a tax loophole. It is a tax producer

Congress Should Reject Other Misguided
Tax Reform Proposals

Congress should also reject the proposal to reduce, by the

amount of certain extraordinary dividends, the basis of certain

stock held by corporate shareholders. Enactment of this proposal

w3uld result in a new tax burden on corporate investors, reduce

stock market liquidity and aggravate the existing bias in the tax

law in favor of debt as compared to equity financing. (In gen-

eral, under present tax law, interest payments made by a corpora-

tion are deductible to the corporation whereas dividend payments

are not deductible.) The arbitrary one year holding period in

this proposal would add yet more complexity to the Internal

Revenue Code. In terms of the realities of today's capital mar-

kets, a one year holding period clearly cannot be considered a

short period of time since the performance of portfolio invest-

ments is often measured on a monthly or quarterly basis. Corpo-

rate investors provide an important source of liquidity to our
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capital markets which provides discipline and ensures greater

efficiency in pricing. Disincentives to corporate equity invest-

ment such as this proposal will discourage such investments and

reduce liquidity. The tax code, in many instances, encourages

the use of debt and this proposal would further encourage highly

leveraged capital structures which impair the ability of corpora-

tions to withstand adverse economic developments.

Restrictive proposals relating to corporate indebtedness and

the 85 percent dividend received deO:::t~in would also reduce

stock market liquidity, discourage equity investment and raise

the cost of capital for many companies. These proposals are

inconsistent with recent action taken by Congress to encourage

investors to take the types of risk needed to develop new prod-

ucts and processes in order to promote economic growth and to

boost productivity.

Experience of Mesa Petroleum Co.

Petroleum Exploration Inc., the predecessor company of Mesa,

was capitalized with $2,500 in 1956. The name was changed to

Mesa Petroleum Co. in 1964 and we became a public corporation at

that time, total assets were less than $2 million. Five years

later, we tendered for and acquired another public corporation

engaged in the production of hydrocarbons. This company was 20

times the size of Mesa. It had large gas reserves, considerable

cash flow and no exploration staff. It was destined to deplete

its reserves in a matter of years, which meant the stockholders

36-161 0-84--9
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would deplete their assets and income while the employees ended

up with no jobs.

This company was quickly assimilated into Mesa where the

cash flow was directed to expanding our exploration activities,

employing highly competent personnel and building the reserve

base for our shareholders. Three years later, we acquired

another energy company and the procedure was repeated. In each

instance, efficiencies of operation were greatly improved and

return on shareholders' investments was enhanced. No people were

laid-off. Some few employees elected to resign rather than move

to new locations.

Also, in each instance, the shareholders of those companies

merged into Mesa who elected to take Mesa stock in exchange for

their original shares enjoyed significant appreciation in both

market value and asset value.

We proved that through acquisitions, a larger, more profit-

able and vital company could emerge. We also demonstrated that

through expanded exploration budgets made possible by the larger

cash flows and borrowing base of the combined companies, more oil

and gas could be found.

Each year since its inception, Mesa has replaced and

enhanced its reserve base. Replacement has been achieved primar-

ily through intensive exploration and development. We have

invested over $1.5 billion in offshore exploration and develop-

ment in the Outer Continental Shelf and havi an average interest

of 28 percent in 49 offshore platforms. During the last five
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years, total additions to Mesa's liquid reserves represented 139

percent of production and additions to natural gas reserves rep-

resented 187 percent of production. Our total assets today are

in excess of $2.3 billion and our net income last year was $115

million on revenues of $422 million.

In 1981, our capital budget was $420 million; this sum was

considerably in excess of our cash flow. In 1982, the budget was

$320 million, in 1983 it was $223 million and our 1984 budget s

$110 million. This current budget represents about 40 percent of

our cash flow, which percentage is consistent with practice in

the industry. Our decision to bring capital expenditures in line

with cash flows was a calculated decision based upon our concern

over the near term future of the oil and gas business. It had no

relation to our having created royalty trusts or our having

invested in other energy companies.

We are proud of our record. We are less proud of our cost

in finding oil and gas in recent years. Industry-wide, the high

cost of finding hydrocarbons is the most serious problem facing

management. However, there was a time when managements refused

to disclose reserves and the shareholders had no knowledge of the

extent to which reserves were being depleted and replaced or the

cost of finding oil and gas. We initiated the policy of publish-

ing reserve data in our annual report in 1973. Six years later,

the SEC passed a regulation requiring all companies to disclose

this information. We led the way in providing stockholders with

this extremely important data.
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The most recent Fortune 500 comparison of companies shows

that Mesa would be included in the top five energy companies in

assets and net income per employee, and in net income as a per-

cent of stockholders' equity. An investor who purchased 1,000

shares of Mesa for $10,000 when the company was founded in 1964,

as a result of the stock splits and the creation of two royalty

trusts, would now have an investment with a market value of

approximately $240,000.

Our management has been recognized for its ingenuity,, its

expertise in finding oil and gas, and its dedication to the

shareholders. We have been selected as the best managed among 89

companies in oil and gas production, and the Wall Street

Transcript identified me as the best chief executive among oil

producers in 1981 and 1982. Lest year, Financial World selected

our annual report as one of the three best among companies in the

petroleum industry.

We believe our record testifies to the fact that we put the

interest of the shareholder first and we intend to maintain that

interest as our paramount concern in the future.

Should you have any questions which may arise as a result of

my testimony or the testimony of other witnesses, I would be most

happy to appear before you again.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF JON REX JONES, PRESIDENT, INDEPENDENT
PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. JONES. Mr. Chairman, my name is Jon Rex Jones. I am an
independent petroleum gas producer from Houston, Tex., appearing
here today as president of the Independent Petroleum Association
of America. We represent some 15,000 independent oil and gas pro-
ducers in the United States.

Obviously, there are those who fear that the recent wave of
mergers and acquisitions in the oil industry will reduce drilling
and exploration budgets and result in less reserve development in
the United States. We can find no evidence historically that peri-
ods of intense merger activities cause any measurable change in
exploration and development. At the outset, I would suggest to
those who are so concerned that they will find some real explora-
tion disincentives if they will examine discriminatory tax changes
of recent years.

For example, in 1969 the arbitrary reduction in the statutory de-
pletion rate for oil and gas alone among more than 100 industries
was followed in 1970 and 1971 by the two largest annual declines
in U.S. petroleum exploration history. Since then, our industry has
incurred additional disincentives, with the most destructive being
the infamous windfall profits tax in 1980. And so it follows that in
1982 the domestic oil industry was the largest U.S. taxpayer by any
standard one wishes to apply. And I suggest that if Congress wishes
to stimulate exploration, it could begin by reducing this enormous
tax burden. Now, these mergers themselves have very little direct
effect on the majority of independent producers. However, we
oppose any antimerger legislation that interferes with the free play
of market forces. Furthermore, it is dangerous for the Government
to esta lish such a precedent that could be used in the future to
justify other far-reaching economic interventions.

Actually, mergers are only a consequence of shifting economic
tides affecting the petroleum industry as a whole. In point of fact,
these mergers and acquisitions are not a new phenomenon but
rather a historical outcome of downturns in the business cycle, as
well as corporate growth in general. Independent companies have
been particularly hard hit by the depressed oil business to such an
extent that eventually mergers may be our only answer. A Govern-
ment ban on oil mergers and acquisitions would prohibit normal
industrial free structuring that could salvage many independent
companies nearing Chapter 11 proceedings. Moreover, it would be a
violation of a fundamental economic right which is the cornerstone
of our private enterprise system. That is the right to own, sell, ex-
change, or purchase properties and to run a business accordingly.
If a comprehensive antimerger law were enacted, America would
witness a substantial flight of capital away from an already over-
regulated industry and instead toward investment opportunities
where business can control their own transactions and stock
values. Now, only the participants in these transactions are able to
state with any certainty the extent to which the current law has
created incentives for the acquisitions themselves. However, it is
our opinion that the Internal Revenue Code has been designed to
treat the acquisition of assets in corporate mergers essentially in
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the same manner as if the assets had been acquired directly. We
therefore feel the present tax laws treat this whole matter from a
position of neutrality. In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would say
that many different schemes have been proposed from the 1-year
merger by the top 50 oil companies to the top 20 to a 6-month mor-
atorium with various retroactive provisions. So, where would the
impact of the moratorium end? Even if it just applies to large com-
panies, think of the loss of value and ultimate loss of capital, re-
sulting from the probability that this is only the initial signal from
Congress, that independents would someday be impacted by anti-
merger or acquisition legislation. The independent segment of this
industry, which drills 90 percent of the wildcat wells, 85 percent of
all wells, and finds 56 percent of the new reserves in America
would not be able to sustain this same high level of activity against
one more round of punitive legislation, even though this time it
comes as a byproduct of legislation aimed at the larger companies.

Finally, with foreign oil supplies becoming increasingly unreli-
able as political tension mounts, it is even more important to main-
tain the viability of all U.S. petroleum companies. Thank you very
much.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Jones. Mr. Schuler.
[Mr. Jones' prepared statement follows:]
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Statement of Jon Rex Jones, President
Independent Petroleum Association of America
Before the Senate Committee on Finance
Subcommittee on Energy and Agriculture Taxation
April 5, 1984

Mr. Chairman:

My name is Jon Rex Jones and I am an independent oil and natural gas

producer from Houston, Texas appearing here as President of the Independent

Petroleum Association of America. The recent wave of mergers and acquisi-

tions in the oil industry which are the subject of these. hearings ha% little

direct effect on the majority of independent producers represented by IPAA.

However, on general principle, we oppose any anti-merger legislation that

interferes with the free play of market forces. Furthermore, it is dangerous

for the government to establish such a precedent that could be used in the

future to justify other far-reaching ecoromic intervention.

Mr. Chairman, at the outset I would like to address the question of the

impact of merger activity on domestic petroleum exploration and development.

The media has reported this as a major concern of merger moratorium advo-

cates. I would suggest to those. so concerned that they will find real explo-

ration and development disincentives if they will examine discriminatory tax

changes of recent years ,nd counter-productive regulatory policy which was a

major contributing factor in the 18% drop in gas well drilling in 1983 alone.

in 1969, the arbitrary reduction in the statutory depletion rate for oil

and gas alone among more than 100 affected extractive industries was followed

in 1970 and 1971 by the two largest annual declines in U.S. petroleum explor-

ation in history. Since then, additional disincentives have resulted from

five more negative tax changes for domestic oil and gas, capped by the

infamous "windfall profit" tax in 1980. The domestic oil industry was the
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largest U.S. taxpayer in 1982 by any standard, and I suggest that if Congress

wishes to stimulate exploration it could begin by reducing this enormous tax

load. By contrast, we can find no evidence during periods of intense merger

activities that this historically has caused any measurable change in explor-

ation/development.

Oil mergers have been designated a problematic issue by some in Congress

and the media when; in actuality, they are only a consequence of shifting

economic tides affecting the petroleum industry as a whole. In point of

fact, these mergers and acquisitions are not a new phenomenon but rather an

historical outcome of. downturns in the macroeconomic cycle as well as cor-

porate growth in general.

As such, there is no evidence that consolidation increases concentration

levels or decreases exploration activity. Present antitrust laws are there-

fore sufficient and do not require a supplemental ban on mergers. Further-

more, it cannot be shown that the present tax code treats property acquis-

ition in a merger any more favorably than othar types of investments. Each

of these points will be discussed in turn as they relate to the independent

oil producer.

Any government policy imposing a discriminatory moratorium on corporate

petroleum mergers would interfere significantly with our free market econ-

omy. The petroleum industry today is undergoinq a natural restructuring

process in response to changing market forces such as the worldwide surplus,

declining demand and prices. Consolidation is one viable option still open

to firms grappling with business pressures like declining reserves and the

shifting balance of economic power away from U.S. firms. Another problem is

that fewer investors are interested because crude oil discovery and produc-

tion yield a lower rate of return today given the high finding costs and

ever-present threat of new taxation.
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A moratorium on oil mergers will do nothing to alleviate these pressures

but rather will foreclose one important means of confronting them. In gener-

al, mergers reduce joint average-cests of the consolidated operations rela-

tive to each company's cost level before the merger. Therefore, a ban on

mergers will preclude the realization of these economic benefits which in

turn will ultimately yield an adverse impact on the cost structures and

competitive positions of regulated industries. Of course eventually, the

misallocation of economic resources leads to an increase ir costs to

consumers.

In purely economic terms, capital marks" a't~to allocate resources

efficiently in response to price signals. In this way, profit maximization

is ultimately achieved. Ideally, it is the capital market itself which

dictates when and where structural changes should occur within an industry.

For instance, corporate acquisitions are one of the primary methods by which

a competitive market system reallocates resources in order to increase

efficiency through the infusion of new capital and management.

Some independent companies have been particularly hard hit by the de-

pressed oil market to such an extent that eventually mergers may be their

only answer. During the industry expansion from 1978 to 1981, independents

amassed considerable debt. Then when oil and gas prices fell, they were

disproportionately affected because their heavy debt load exacerbated the

problem. Many independents have become so highly leveraged in the past few

years that their cash flow positions have been seriously threatened to the

point of rampant bankruptcies. Left unrestrained, the invisible hand of the

free market will lead to the consolidation of complementary firms, solving

the problems of cash flow as well as declining oil and gas reserves.
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A government ban on mergers and acquisitions would prohibit industrial

restructuring that could salvage many independent companies nearing

Chapter 11 proceedings. Moreover, it would be a violation of their economic

right to own, sell, exchange or purchase property and to run a business

accordingly. If a comprehensive anti-merger law were enacted, America would

witness a substantial flight of capital away from the controlled industry and

Instead toward investrent'opportunites where businesses can control their own

transactions and stock values.

I. EFFECT ON EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY

One of the principal points of debate regarding pending mergers has been

Their impact on domestic exploration. Some fear that exploration and pro-

duction budgets will be cut as a result of the tremendous debt incurred in

the financial takeovers. In actuality, the level of exploratory drilling is

determined by drilling costs in relation to oil prices and available capi-

tal. Since most of the easily-found domestic oil reserves have already been

tapped, additional reserves are costly to locate and produce. Given the

current price of oil, today's level of exploration activity is all that is

economically feasible in this surplus market.

Taking into consideration the other side of the exploration equation,

drilling costs in the U.S have declined by about one-fourth since 1981.

Furthermore, a substantial part of the major oil companies budgets include

large expenditures for offshore leases, bonuses and royalties. However with

the cutback in federal offshore lease sales, plus extended delays caused by

problems obtaining permits and litigation fostered by opponents of energy re-

source development, a part of these outlays will drop out of budgeted expen-

ditures. These and many other such factors prove that projected expAnditures

are not a clear cut indicator of drilling activity.
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No concrete evidence exists to substantiate that corporate acquisitions

yield any sustained impact Gn exploration activity. The merged companies

need new oil reserves over the long run just as they did operating iepar-

ately. In fact, legislation that prevents the marketplace from reflecting

the true value of oil reserves is far more likely to inhibit exploration

Activity. This can be seen by tracing how drilling programs have been impac-

ted dramatically by political and economic factors such as the repeal of

percentage depletion and the adoption of negative tax legislation.

Since World War II, the multiolicity of efforts by independent, non-

intergrated companies has accounted for about 90 percent of U.S. exploratory

drilling ventures. In addition, independents find 80 percent of significant

new fields and over half of the total new reserves found. The share of

exploration by independents has been affected only marginally by changing

economic conditions in the petroleum industry. There has been no perceptible

change in the independents' share of exploration activity during cyclical

downturns of the 1950's and 1960's which were marked by restructuring through

consolidation and acquisitions. Moreover, there has been no lasting effect

on total exploration by the industry as a whole.

In terms of production activity, the average daily output uf indepen-

dent operators over the years has remained relatively constant. However, as

a percentage of total domesCic production, the independents' share has in-

*creased significantly since 1969. The major oil companies, on the other

hand, have seen their average daily production decline continuously except

for the addition of the Alaskan North Slope. Therefore, merger activity over
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the period has not increased the concentration of crude oil production in the

hands of a few large companies and, further, it is indefensible to assume

that mergers will do so now.

The Federal Trade Commission has vigilantly tracked the competitive

environment of the U.S. petroleum industry over the years. The most recent

of their studies concluded that no evidence can be found supporting anti-

competitive behavior in the oil industry. All things considered, existing

antitrust review processes are fully adequate to deal with any aspects of a

merger that might have possible monopolistic tendencies so that no changes in

this system are warranted. In fact, the most significant regulation of

business conduct imposed by the Clayton Act is that affecting mergers; its

Section 7 is even more stringent than any implied by the Sherman Act.

Thus, a clear line of judicial interpretation has emerged that supports a

maximum possible deterrent to anti-competitive merger activity. However,

current merger moratorium proposals not only appear to be based on issues far

removed from traditional antitrust concerns, but also preclude consideration

of individual acquisitions on a case-by-case basis.

One of the results of America's antitrust laws has been the spinning off

of assets by merging companies in market areas where concentration levels

might possibly present a problem. This divestiture, either voluntarily or as

a result of an FTC order, has yielded a serendipitous outcome for many inde-

pendent companies who can acquire pipelines, refineries, terminals and ser-

vice stations at reasonable terms with long-run supply contracts.

In addition, the major oil companies have a tendency to acquire more new

acreage than needed for immediate drilling programs, thereby tying up leases

that could be used for exploration. Once they have merged with another
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company, majors generally farm out more of their acreage to independents who

are known for drilling more aggressively. Therefore, the net effect of

merger activity often is the strengthening of competitive conditions in the

petroleum industry, particularly in exploration activity.

11. NEUTRALITY OF TAX CODE

Only the participants in these transactions are able to state with

certainty the extent to which current tax laws created incentives for the

acquisitions. There is no indication however, that the Internal Revenue Code

serves to encourage this activity. Conversely and perhaps just as important-

ly, the tax laws do not serve to discourage the acquisition of assets through

a corporate merger as opposed to some other form of direct purchase. The tax

laws have been designed to attempt to treat the acquisition of assets in a

corporate merger in essentially the same manner as if the assets have had

been acquired directly. If the transaction is taxable to the seller, the

buyer is treated as having made a purchase. If the transfer is not taxable

to the transferee, the transferor receives no tax benefit for the cost of the

assets. This scheme has been designed to be both symmetrical and neutral.

Proposed changes set forth by critics to the mergers, such as denying de-

ductions for interest expense and prohibiting adjustments to the basis of the

assets, violate the neutrality which has been so laboriously achieved. This

would also establish a dangerous precedent which could later be extended to

smaller companies or other business activity.

It is of course an understatement to describe the provisions of the

Internal Revenue Code which deal with corporate acquisitions, reorganizations

and other transactions between corporations and shareholders as among the
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most studied and most litigated areas of the tax law. However, these sec-

tions cannot address every possible factual pattero and, where atypical facts

exist, it is possible that the resulting tax treatment is not what Congress

intended. There is nothing in the recent series of transactions to indicate

the presence of unique tax attributes sufficient to stimulate any business

combination. There is, however, plenty of evidence to indicate that the

transactions occurred becaus. of a deep and fundamental difference of opinion

as to the value of the companies' oil and gas reserves.

The reform and simplification of the income taxation of corporations has

been the subject of ongoing study by this committee and its staff. This

process of evaluation of the existing law has proceeded in an orderly manner,

relying upon input from a large number of interested professional groups as

well as the public. The final work product of this study will undoubtedly

include legislative proposals to insure that the tax treatment of corporate

acquisitions reflects the intent of Congress. Changes in the tax law which

affect an area as pervasive as the taxation oF corporations and shareholders

should not be accelerated simply to respond to a series of highly visible oil

company mergers.

III. CONCLUSION

Many different legislative schemes have been proposed from a one-year ban

among the top 50 oil companies, or the top 20, to a six-month moratorium with

various retroactive provisions. The entire issue of anti-merger legislation

has evolved into a highly arbitrary concept. Where would the moratorium
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end? Even if it initially applied only to large companies, it would not be

long before intermediate-size firms and then smaller independents were

affected. Even more likely is the spread of anti-merger legislation to other

industries such as steel. Once the precedent has been established, govern-

ment has a natural tendency to keep expanding, layer by layer, one law on top

of another, ad infinitum.

The domestic petroleum industry faces a multibillion dollar challenge, if

not obligation, to find sufficient oil and gas supplies to provide for

America's future energy security. With Qil supplies in the Middle East

becoming increasingly unreliable as political tension mounts, it is even more

important to maintain the viability of U.S. petroleum companies.

In a competitive economy, the free market system undergoes its own

self-correcting adjustments through capital flows, mergers and acquisitions

resulting in a more efficient allocation of resources. These processes have

occurred throughout industrial history with resulting gains in economic

efficiency. They should be allowed to continue their normal course

uninhibited by government policy. Within appropriate antitrust guidelines,

any interference with the economic rights of business consolidation goes

against America's entire free enterprise philosophy.

36-161 0-84---10
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STATEMENT OF G. HENRY M. SCHULER, DIRECTOR, ENERGY SE-
CURITY STUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR
STRATEGIC AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. SCHULER. My name is Henry Schuler. I hold the Dewey F.

Bartlett Chair in energy security studies at Georgetown University
Center for Strategic and International Studies.

Senator WALLOP. The opening for which several members of the
Senate wish to attend in honor of our friend and colleague, Senator
Bartlett, but we stayed in session and it kept us from coming down
there, but it was not that our heart wasn't with him.

Mr. SCHULER. I appreciate that very much, and I am delighted to
have the opportunity to discuss many of the same sorts of things
that we discussed in the course of the sessions yesterday and the
day before. I am concerned about these things not only because I
hold the chair in energy security, but because I was resident man-
ager of a middle-sized oil company in Libya 15 years ago this Sep-
tember when Qadhafi took over. It certainly became apparent to
those of us who went through that experience that energy security
would become increasingly important to the Nation. And so when I
hear questions raised about the impact of these mergers upon the
energy security of the United States I take a very great interest
and have given it considerable thought. I would say and again em-
phasize that my own involvement in the petroleum industry has
been with middle sized companies so I do not bring the perspective
of major companies to my analyses. The thing that I think we need
to do is to look at these mergers in the context of two sets of links
with energy security. One is: Are these mergers taking place be-
cause of some underlying circumstances which do, in fact, pose a
threat to the energy security of this country? And second: Are
these mergers an appropriate or inappropriate response to thoso
threats? Addressing the first of those questions, I would say that
with respect to the underlying circumstances, they very definitely
do reveal a threat to the energy security of this country and per-
haps the hearings that Congress is having directed on the energy
mergers might be more appropriately dedicated to some of these
fundamental concerns. The reason that oil company stocks are de-
pressed right now is because of the energy complacency that exists
in this country. It is the same sort of complacency that motivates
you and your colleagues to refuse to deregulate natural gas, to kill
the Clinch River breeder reactor, to declare a moratorium on off-
shore leasing, and a variety of other things that are anathema to
the development of domestic energy in this country. The threat is
there. The underlying circumstances are very real.

Senator WALLOP. I think that at least as far as the Finance Com-
mittee is represented right at this moment, we are among the
angels on that. I am sure that is correct. [Laughter.]

Mr. SCHULER. The threat we have here is very real. Although we
get the bulk of our oil imports from Mexico-and the North Sea,
half of the oil moving in world trade comes from the Middle ftst
and North Africa. That means that if those people who still need
oil have to go there and get that oil, and as long as that situation
pertains, we are vulnerable to events and policy decisions that can
very much influence the world price of oil. It won't matter where
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we get our oil-it will be impacted by those events. And we don't
have to postulate a closing of the Strait of Hormuz or a kamakazi
attack on Rasenura, or more terror bombings in Kuwait. In fact,
consider what would happen if the Iranians continue to appear to
be gaining ascendency in the gulf region, and it once again be-
comes the Persian Gulf instead of the Arab persian Gulf as we
have taken to calling it in recent years.

Ask yourselves whether the Saudis are not going to look for some
way to strike a modus vivendi with the Iranians, and one of the'
things that may be the easiest for them to do that in is with re-
spect to oil policy, and we all know what the Iranians contend on
that. They have been demanding for the past 12 months that the
OPEC decision to reduce oil prices by $5.00 a barrel be rescinded.
So, I think the threat remains there.

If the acquired companies were available to be taken over be-
cause of this underlying complacency, the motivation for the ac-
quiring companies also has a national security link. The reason
that SoCal and Mobil and Texaco want to take over these compa-
nies, as we all know, is to secure their oil reserves because these
are defining marketing companies that needed those reserves for
the future. But their own depleting reserves are only a reflection of
the depleting reserves of the United States as a whole. The esti-
mate at the start of this year was that we had 27.3 billion barrels
of proven reserves. At a production rate of around 3.2 billion bar-
rels a year, we are talking about 81/2 years of reserve life. So, clear-
ly these companies, if they want to stay in their marketing and re-
fining business, need to obtain access to additional oil, either
through acquisition of reserves, exploration or importation. Now,
these companies have certainly been very active in exploration and
will continue to be so, but they have to realize that there is a lot of
pending legislation and a congressional track record, notwithstand-
ing the four of you, that doesn't auger well necessarily for finding
those required reserves through exploration. I would point out the
offshore moratorium that you referred to, proposals to raise the
windfall profits tax, proposals to reregulate natural gas-all of
these things may make it difficult to find those reserves through
exploration. So, they then have a remaining choice of acquisition or
importation, and I think it is noteworthy-with respect to importa-
tion-that these three companies-SoCal, Texaco, and Mobil-are
members of the four company Aramco Consortium and have as
good links and as good access to Middle East reserves as anybody.

Yet they chose not to go the import route, but rather to acquire
reserves. I think it may tell us something-although I can't put
words into their mouths and motivations into their minds-but
they may be far more concerned about what is going on in the
Middle East today and the security of that oil supply than Mem-
bers of Congress and investors of Wall Street. And I think that
might be instructive to us.

Now, just quickly, with respect to the appropriateness of the re-
sponse-what we have are larger, stronger companies but fewer
companies than we had before, by a margin of half of them-the
taken-over companies.

I don't consider this to be deleterious to our energy security and,
in fact, I think on balance it is advantageous. And the reason I say
that is that the bulk of the large accumulations of oil that remain
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to be found are going to be found in the deep offshore waters and
in the remote areas of Alaska. And that is necessarily a major oil
company game. I would not say the same thing with respect to the
finding of the smaller accumulations which cumulatively amount
to a very significant input, and I would rather trust that frankly to
Jon Rex Jones' 15,000 independents because we are talking there
about innovative plays that they can develop and risk taking. But
when you are talking about the offshore, you are talking about
huge structures which virtually everybody knows are there because
they have to be huge or you wouldn't go after them in 1,000, 2,000,
or 3,000 feet of water. So, what you are talking about is the ability
to mobilize technology and R&D, and I think the big companies can
clearly do that-the big strong companies better than other compa-
nies-smaller companies.

In addition, you need to mobilize the capital. Some fear that a
significant portion of the earnings that will be generated will be re-
quired to pay off the loans. But we must think of the alternative of
what was going to happen to those earnings. If it had been possible
to set up royalty trusts with respect to Superior at one stage or in
Gulf more recently, those earnings certainly would not have been
available for the integrated operations of the company. They would
have gone directly to the shareholders, and perhaps benefited the
shareholders although Gulf contends to the contrary. But they
would not have been available to the integrated operations. We
can't overlook that we are talking about vertically and horizontally
integrated companies, because the energy security of this Nation
requires not just tft drilling of wells, as important as that is, but
we need to be developing new energy alternatives-synthetic fuels,
whatever--through the kinds of work that the major horizontally
integrated companies do. Vertically integrated companies are also
important because refineries need to be upgraded to process the
heavy crude oils that will become available. So, all of these things I
think are factors that say that these mergers can be desirable from
an energy security point of view.

The last point I would like to make in that regard is that having
been out there as a member of the oil industry negotiating team,
negotiating with OPEC in the early 1970's and negotiating with Qa-
dhafi on behalf of Bunker Hunt, believe me if you have got some
secure company-owned reserves behind you, you are in a heck of a
lot better position to negotiate for the remaining oil that you re-
quire. So, when these big vertically integrated companies acquire
company-owned reserves, they are going to be in a lot better posi-
tion to negotiate. In closing, I would say that we must consider the
alternatives to these mergers. Is the Nation well served if the com-
panies-Superior and Getty-continue to be torn up by family
feuds? If Gulf is under constant attack by major shareholders? Are
they going to function in an optimum fashion for our energy secu-
rity then? Additionally, what do we want these big companies to
do? If we are not going to let them seek to find future growth
through the energy business, then they are going to go out and buy
more drug stores and so forth. And I have to say that I would
rather have Mobil buy Superior than more mail order stores and
packaging companies. Thank you.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you very much, Mr. Schuler.
[Mr. Schuler's prepared statement follows:]
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My name is G. Henry M. Schuler, and I have held the Dewey F.

Bartlett Chair in Energy Security Studies at Georgetown

University's Center for Stretegic and International Studies

(CSIS) since the Bartlett Program was established 18 months ago.

While I do not speak for CSIS (which does not adopt institutional

positions), I do speak as someone who has been concerned about

our nation's energy security ever since Colonel Oaddafi seized

power in Libya 15 years ago while I was Resident Manager of an

independent oil company in Tripoli. The demands of Qaddafi and

his colleagues on the Revolutionary Command Council made it

readily apparent to those of us who went through the experience

that American company control over foreign oil reserves,

commercially directed decision making and a highly competitive

international market would soon be replaced by hostile government

control, politicized decision making and cartelization which

would threaten U.S. energy security.

I have over the years then and since, been privileged to

serve as an executive of several oil producing companies: Grace

Petroleum (a subsidiary of W. R. Grace), Hunt International

(controlled by Nelson Bunker Hunt) and Champlin (a subsidiary of

Union Pacific Corp.). All three were very substantial producing

companies and Champlin was fully integrated as well; however,

none were major companies like whose those taken-over of other

companies have prompted the hearings. In short, I am neither a

spokesman for "Big Oil" nor have I been indoctrinated with major

company attitudes by past experience. Far from it, for an

examination of my publications over the years and of my testimony

to various Senate Committees, starting with Senator Church's
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Multinational Corporation Subcommittee hearings 10 years ago,

will reveal that I have never been detered from criticizing

corporate activity which I believe to be contrary to the nation's

overall energy security interests.

Having attempted to identify my experience and to set aside

any concerns about my impartiality, let me address the

relationship between these corporate mergers and national energy

security under two headings:

Firstly, do the mergers arise out of a set of underlying

circumstances which also constitute a threat to U.S. energy

security? And, if so, are the mergers an appropriate or

inappropriate response to that energy security threat?

The Ulndlying Circumatances

In answer to our first question it seems abundantly clear

that the recent spate of mergers reflects a number of underlying

conditions which threaten energy security far more than they

threaten competition:

o Znnj= sgojZgency: It is widely recognized that the

acquisitions are only possible because most energy

company stocks are vastly undervalued in relation to

the value of their underlying resources, whether those

resources are oil, natural gas, coal, uranium, nuclear

technology, solar collectors or insulation. The reason

for this undervaluation is a pervasive complacency

which has gripped the entire country ever since the TV

commentators and newspaper pundits decided that OPEC's

highly publicized difficulty in maintaining ccntrol
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over international oil markets signalled the end -- or

at least the beginning of the end --- of the *energy

crisis". Politicians and public alike were delighted

to embrace the happy projections that a perpetual "oil glut"

would soon make oil prIces subject to competitive

market forces rather than to cartelized government

fiat. Many were only too glad to return to the "good

old days": the public would no longer have to accept

cramped underpowered cars, and the politicians would no

longer have to strike those excruciatingly difficult

energy development balances with higher costs, air

pollution, wilderness usage, environmental risks,

radiation fears, price supports, etc. Instead,

Congress could refuse to deregulate natural gas, refuse

to fund the Clinch River Breeder actorto, refuse to

accept the Administration's offshore leasing schedule,

refuse to accept responsibility for the completion of

for the only surviving large scale synthetic fuel

project and refuse to adopt a "least cost approach" to

the acid rain problem.. In short, it could, with

impunity, refuse to accept the risks or costs of almost

every domestic development program which could promise

realistic reflief from rising oil imports because the

pundits had decided that foreign oil would continue to

become cheaper and more plentiful. Like the rest of

the country, Wall Street did its bit to promote eiiergy

complacency by diving down the stock prices. There
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can be no basis in reality for the pervasive

complacency so long as half of the oil moving in world

trade continues to come from the Middle East and North

Africj. If that supply is disrupted, curtailed or

priced at a higher level, the worij price of oil will

be bid higher, and our imports will cost more

regardless of where they are produced. We need not

postulate closure of the Straits of Hormuz, or a

kamikaze attack on Ras Tanura or additional terrorist

attacks on oil installations in Kuwait in order to raise

the prospect of higher prices. Beyond those traumatic

events, price increases could be achieved through Arab

acceptance of repeated Iranian demands for recission of

the $5.00 per barrel reduction engineered by Saudi

Arabia a year ago. Consider the possibility of Iran

gaining the ascendancy in the Gulf or even being able

to maintain the current level of pressure on Iraq and

its Arab allies. In either event, a modu va will

eventually hvve to be reached if the conflict is ever

to end and oil policy is certain to be one element of

the negotiations.

0 D.ijjj r.:tg base: If recent take-overs have been

facilitated by complacency-depressed stock prices of

the acguiged companies, they have been prompted by the

depleting oil reserves of the Acquiriig companies. It

has been widely reported that Standard Oil of

California (SOCAL), Texaco and Mobil were willing to

risk their credit ratings and stock prices because they
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foresaw a need to secure future oil supplies for their

refining and marketing operations. Instead of being

criticized for looking beyond the next quarter's

earnings report, board room concern about the future

viability of their companies ought to become Congress's

concern about the future security of the nation. The

nation's proven oil reserves are, after all, no more

than the sum total of the reserves held by the

individual companies so it is hardly surprising that

proven American crude oil reserves were estimated by

the Qil & a Qujcna1 to be only 27.3 billion barrels

on January 1, 1984. That sounds like an enormous

volume of oil until we recognize that the United States

produced 3.2 billion in 1983. At that rate, current

proven reserves will be consumed in just eight and one

half years! Any integrated company that wants to beat

the national mortality rate" will have to acquire

future oil for its downstream operations through

exploration, import or acquisition.

o ZEz2ratn Bariers: Of course, additional oil can be

found through exploration, and the acquiring companies

have a proven track record of risking vast sums in the

successful search for it. Still, they know that the

pace of exploration is controlled by government policy,

for the search requires the availability of new

acreage, the generation of retained earnings and the

acceptance of environmental risk. The newly
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strengthened companies will be well placed to generate

sufficient earnings and to mobilize acceptable

technology for the search in the most promising deep

offshore waters. Nonetheless, the Congressional track

record over recent years and pending legislation to

declare a moratorium on offshore leasing, to raise the

so-called Windfall Profits Tax, to reimpose price

controls on natural gas and to create new environmental

barriers, would certainly prompt prudent managements to

consider hedging their bets by also trying to purchase

oil reserves to feed their refineries and fuel their

customers.

0 Im.D.Lt G.n.aXnA: While I have no first hand

information on motivations, I find it striking that

Socal, Texaco, and Mobil were all members of the old 4

company ARAMCO consortium, with SOCAL the original

concession holder in Saudi Arabia. As such, they know

the Middle East well and have better access to its oil

than most companies. Therefore, their willingness to

risk high debt burdens in order to acquire American

reserves instead of relying upon imports may point to a

greater appreciation of the true cost of oil imports

than that held by Congress. Imports are approaching

the levels of 1973 when the ARAMCO companies were

required by King Feisal to take a public stand on

Middle East policy as the price of continued access to

oil. That stand incurred a domestic political cost

which most of the companies would not choose to pay
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again. More recently, they know -- and successfully

resisted -- the cost of having to purchase unwanted

quantities of overpriced oil under penalty of future

denial. With the Gulf War escalating, American

prestige suffering from the Lebanese withdrawal and

Iranial influence rising, the anxiety of these 3

particular companies to reduce their dependence upon

Middle Eastern oil may serve as a special warning to

the United States to do the same thing.

The Appropriatenes f th Re.sRan

Turning to our second question, the creation of larger and

stronger energy cQmpanies strikes me as an entirely appropriate

response to the energy security threat which faces the Nation.

In stating that position, I start from the generally accepted

understanding that immediate concerns about excessive

concentration in individual markets can be avoided through FTC-

ordered divestiture of offending segments, while longer term

concerns about abuse of power will remain under the scrutiny of

the antitrust laws. In sum, I believe that the risks to

competition are outweighed by the benefits to security, including

the following:

0 Bb1jZatU .. DI engineering anW' R&D capabilities:

Although some may disagree, experience has demonstrated

to my own satisfaction that the giant oil companies are

singularly well-suited to the exploration and

development of those prospects in the deep offshore waters
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and remote Alaskan areas which hold the greatest

hope for huge American oil accumulations. To be

enetirely candid, I would not make that same

observation about the quest for the cumulatively

important but smaller discoveries in the lower 48

states where I believe the diversity and gambling

instincts of 10,000 independent wildcatters improve the

prospects for success. But I have observed the OCS to

be the "major's game," for there the quest seems less

dependent upon innovative development of new *plays"

than upon the costly testing and development of huge

structures. No one can afford to look for small

strategraphic traps in 1100 feet of water, and the big

structural traps should be visible on every company's

seismic records. Therefore, success is more dependent

upon the development of cost-cutting technology and the

mobilization of massive engineering capability. Only

the biggest companies can support the necessary R&D and

engineering staffs which are required to develop deep

water reservoirs. in fact, in many instances, the

major companies have pooled their resources in ad hoc

consortia to develop offshore prospects, thereby

forming informal combinations which have raised

concerns among many of the same legislators who now

criticize these more formal mergers.

0 Mobilination al rApJtA: Some have expressed concern

that a significant portion of future earnings of the

acquired companies will be committed to debt service.
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This may be true for a period of time, but critics

should ask themselves what would have happened to the

earnings of Gulf and Superior if their petroleum

reserves had been placed in separate royalty trusts as

was attempted. Although I owned no Gulf or Superior

stock, it iis my understanding that the principal

purpose of such trusts was to channel the earnings

directly to royalty unit holders rather than to retain

them within the corporation for its vertically and

horizontally integrated operations. While such

arrangements are said to benefit the income of

sharheolders in some instances, they do not benefit the

efforts of energy corporations to develop the

alternative energy supplies which the Nation requires.

Moreover, the truly capital intensive phase of

frontier petroleum operations is during development,

not exploration. The development of North Sea oil

fields taught me that project financing is available

only to those companies which are viewed as having the

very best research and engineering qualifications.

Rightly or wrongly, those capabilities were presumed by

international bankers to accompany size.

0 NegotUatLng t . ngth LJsia-zis DPE: It seems almost

tantological to observe that the companies which are

perceived'as having a significant supply alternative

are best able to negotiate for incremental suppliers

from OPEC. Therefore, it seems to me that providing
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major marketers and refiners with company-controlled

American reserves puts them in a better position when

they face foreign producers across the table.

Conclusion: C nsider = Alterngatives

In closing, I would suggest that Congress consider the

alternatives to permitting the consolidation of oil company

assets. Firstly, would the nation's energy security be better

served by breaking-up the acquired companies whose assets have

been undervalued and board rooms sundered by Wall Street's

complacency? After all, those underpriced assets not only

provide an attractive investment opportunity for integrated

energy companies interested in long term growth and survival, but

also present easy prey for so-called raiders interested only in

dis-integration and quick profits. It is important to remember

that Gulf, the largest and most contentious of the recent

acquisitions, was not offered the opportunity to maintain its

independent existence but rather to choose between those take-

over alternatives. Secondly, would the nation's energy security

interests be better served if the acquiring companies were forced

to look outside the energy industry to assure their future growth

and prosperity? For my part, I would vastly prefer to see Mobil

acquire Superior than more mail order stores and packaging

companies.
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Senator WALLOP. That is a very interesting commentary. Senator
Long.

Senator LONG. No questions.
Senator WALLOP. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Pickens, what do you think is causing the

restructuring of the oil industry?
Mr. PICKENS. Finding costs are too high. The economics are not

there for the industry. You are not going to have a great deal of
exploration with $29 oil. You can check me on that by looking at
the rig count. There is a lot of oil and gas to be found in the United
States, but it is not economically sound to be aggressively drilling
with the price that you have to sell that gas and oil for today.

Senator WALLOP. Just an amplifying question on that. If there
was some easing of the windfall profits tax, would that be the same
to you as an increase in the price of oil?

Mr. PICKENS. Sure it would. The taxes are so heavy on the indus-
try that it just won't promote exploration. But I didn't completely
answer that question as to why the mergers of oil and gas compa-
nies and acquisitions are taking place. -I mean, you have a situation
the same as Mesa's. We were probably the most aggressive large
independent in the United States. We ran a budget of over $400
million in 1981. Our finding costs were unacceptable; 1982 was
tough, and 1983 was tough, and we cut our budget, not because we
were involved in acquisitions and mergers-it was because we
couldn't stand it any more. We have 49 producing platforms in the
Outer Continental helf, and we are one of the few independents
that has any kind of ownership or representation like that in the
Gulf of Mexico. We spent over $1.5 billion since 1970 in the Gulf of
Mexico. So, we have tried it, and we have tried it hard, and we
have been successful, but nonetheless we saw a better use of our
capital. It wasn't economically sound to continue as we were. I
think that is the same thing you are seeing here.

I think the majors are having problems, and I have sympathy for
them because they bave reserves that were found years and years
ago. If you go back and analyze these major oil companies, you will
find that most of the reserves that they have are not recently
found reserves. So consequently, they have a problem, too, to take
care of their stockholders, and they are trying to figure a way out
of the dilemma, but they are finding costs are just as high as ours
are. So, it is a problem for all of us in the industry.

Senator BENTSEN. Let me see if I understand what you said. You
think the obligation is to the investor, or the shareholder? What
role do you think the investor should play in the restructuring? Do
you think it is incumbent on Congress to put some limitations on
the maximizing of the return to the investor in his stock?

Mr. PICKENS. From my comments, you all know where I come
from. I am a stockholder's advocate, and I believe that is the cor-
nerstone of the free enterprise system and that is where the money
comes from to make the system work. If we start putting any doubt
in that investor's mind as to what Congress might do to limit what
they may be able to make after they have made a good analysis of
the situation, I think it will be disastrous for the industry. The cap-
ital markets, I think, will suffer tremendously by any kind of legis-
lation that may develop that way. Let's look at the Gulf Oil situa-
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tion. Gulf Oil, was appraised at about $114 a share. This company
had never sold anywhere close to appraised value. The highest it
had ever been was $53, and the day we started buying the stock in
August, it was $36. I don't think it would ever have gone back to
its all-time high of $53. This company also for 12 straight years had
not replaced their domestic reserve base. So, the company was in
liquidation. Now, they characterize me as a liquidator. Liquidation
had been going on at Gulf Oil for 12 straight years. If you just
lined up their points in their annual report as to what the reserve
base was over that 12-year period and just connected them, you
would have projected that into a total depletion of their reserves by
1995. So, this company wasn't going to be around for very long, and
it was a shame to see it go out on this basis. So, the stockholder
has to be protected by somebody in these situations. And what hap-
pened?

Why did Getty go? It went because Getty had a very large stock-
holder-Gordon Getty represented about 40 percent of the stock
that Getty had outstanding-and Gordon had gotten to the point
where he couldn't go any further with the Getty management be-
cause they weren't protecting the primary asset of the stockhold-
ers, which was the domestic reserves of oil and gas. So, Gordon
forced that. That same situation came at Gulf, too. We were their
largest stockholder and we forced them to do something.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Pickens, I used to chair an investment
committee for a mutual fund, and our job was trying to maximize
profits for those people in the mutual funds. And for the most part
those were small investors. It is very difficult for me to understand
that the obligation is otherwise-other than trying to maximize
profits for the investor. Mr. Jones, let me ask you what you think
happens to the independent if mergers occur and some properties
are consolidated. The independents get farm outs, they get access
to some of these properties to drill. Do you think there is going to
be a reduction, an increase, or do you think there will be about the
same amount of property for the independents to drill upon?

Mr. JONES. I think there will be some opportunities probably be-
cause the company when it merges will make reevaluations of
some of their known prospects and perhaps some minds will be
changed, and some acreage will therefore be available to independ-
ents, but Senator Bentsen, on the whole, I don't see large changes
as far as that particular thing is concerned, affecting the independ-
ent segment of the industry.

Senator BENTSEN. One of the arguments made in debate was that
you would have the further denial of farmouts or acreage to inde-
pendents, but I really didn't see the logic behind the argument. Do
really think there will be very little change?

Mr. JONES. Yes, sir. I think mainly the moratorium for acreage
comes from Federal lands offshore and the like.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator WALLOP. Senator Boren.
Senator BOREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Schuler. in terms

of acquisitions what is the situation in regard to foreign takeovers
of domestic American petroleum companies? As I understand it,
the margin requirements do not fully apply. Is there any concern
on your part or do you perceive that we may see an increase in the

36-161 0-84--11
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number of leverage buyouts of domestic American companies by
foreign-controlled companies or by foreign companies?

Mr. SCHULER. Senator Boren, that is not a problem that I have
looked at in any great detail, but I don't see a major threat in the
situation you postulate of taking over American companies with
American reserves. The reserves will remain in the United States.
The logical market for those reserves will be in the United States,
so I don't think the question of who owns it will necessarily have a
deleterious effect on energy security. On the other hand, I suppose
a foreign owner could decide deliberately to delay the development
of those U.S. reserves in order to continue to have a market for its
oil exports. If that were to happen it would pose an aditional threat
to energy security.

Senator BOREN. Something that might be interesting for the
Center to focus upon-at least to consider that question-and also
consider if the economics under which we are now operating and
the margin requirements that are asked might lead to increases in
that area and what effect it potentially could have, and I certainly
would welcome-as you look at this as we go along-any comments
that you might have back on that. In regard to the independents,
your testimony reflects something that I certainly understand in
Oklahoma right now. You said that all mergers are not bad-that,
in fact, some independent companies are having to merge in order
to stay afloat. We would have seen probably more bankruptcies in
the independent sector if we had not been able to have some of
these mergers. Is that correct?

Mr. JONES. That is right, Senator. It concerns us a great deal if
one of the opportunities for recovery were taken away from our
segment of the industry. We feel that the marketplace, which is
fairly good now for reserves, the purchasing of reserves, would be
hurt tremendously if there were a moratorium on certain compa-
nies such that they couldn't buy us out. It is sort of like a rising
tide that lifts all boats while a lowering tide would have the re-
verse effect, and we think our boat is low enough in the water now
sir, and we would like not to see any of our markets removed, and
opportunities for us to recover from the bad cycle that we are in
right now.

Senator BOREN. Do you have any idea how many of these merg-
ers have taken place of smaller independent companies in order to
maintain them as a viable economic unit?

Mr. JONES. I don't know the numbers, Senator, but there have
been a number of companies in the gulf coast area with which I am
familiar that have sold out recently to avoid just being bankrupt.

Senator BOREN. Mr. Pickens, in terms of the comments-and I
certainly agree-you made about shareholders 'interests, and Sena-
tor Bentsen eloquently stated that same philosophy on the floor of
the Senate when we were discussing the antimerger legislation-
the idea that there are stockholders that are locked in the situa-
tions where their investments are clearly undervalued, situations
in which management is not fully responding to the situation, and
building a moat around this situation-preventing it from chang-
ing-it certainly prevents the stockholders 'interests from being
completely protected. I wonder, from the point of view of setting
aside just the shareholders' view, what do you think will happen
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ultimately as long as we stay in the situation where we are now in
terms of finding costs, the price of oil in the general range where
we have it now-and there are some who feel it is going to be some
time before we see a recovery of that. We don't see a change in,
say, the windfall profits tax to provide additional incentives, and
we don't see a change in price. Is it inevitable that we are going to
see a reduction in the number of companies, particularly larger
and middle-sized units of the industry? And what kind of restruc-
turing do you think would be in the best interests of the United
States if we consider energy independence and trying to develop
our own domestic energy sources as much as we could-what kind
of restructuring do you see as the most efficient use from the na-
tional interest point of view in the industry, given the kind of eco-
nomics that we now have?

Mr. PICKENS. I think what we have going on is not bad. I think
when you see weaker companies-whether they are large or
small-going in the hands of stronger managements, that is a good
result. I don't like the image of the oil industry in the United
States. I think it has an image of being fat and inefficient, and I
think that is being changed. I also know that, being a geologist, the
reserves that aren't found in 1984, 1985 are not going to go any-
where. They have been there hundreds of millions of years, and so
they will be there when the economics justify their discovery. I also
find that when I think through this I see that if we are going to
force people to drill wells with finding costs that are unacceptable,
the consumer will have to pay for that at some point. So, I see the
industry going through this phase of restructuring for the next
probably 2 or 3 years. Hopefully, we will become more efficient as
it takes place, and I believe that we will. I believe that there will
be prospects that will come into economic range and will be drilled
that may not be unless we did have a more efficient structure. I
can't see runaway exploration as we had in 1981 where we had
4,500 rigs running. Something has to be done at some point. If you
are going to drill and look for gas in the deeper reservoirs as you
and I are both familiar with in western Oklahoma and Anadarko
Basin that, before that exploration starts again, it has got to be
economically sound because we have independents that are
stretched too thin because they felt, as we did, that that explora-
tion was sound and logical at the time. Yet we see legislation
coming up on a new gas bill that is going to be severe on those
people. I don't mind seeing the industry-the majors-load up with
debt. I think that is healthy. I think it is good for the industry. I
think it causes the industry to become more efficient. It will cause
the majors to be more efficient. They have had a great deal of cash
to work with, and so, if they want to owe $13 billion, I think that is
fine. If they decide they don't want to drill a well, I think the inde-
pendents are there to drill those wells, and looking forward to the
opportunity to have more acreage available to them than they
have had in the past.

Senator BOREN. But do you think that the major reason why we
have had a decline is certainly not the restructuring but just the
fact that the economic incentives in terms of price, tax, and other
factors for the prospects that are out there to drill right now are
just making those not attractive?
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Mr. PICKENS. I think that is exactly right. And let me give you
an example-I don't think it is an isolated case. The Sunday after I
appeared on David Brinkley's show with Senator Johnson and Mi-
chael Pertchuk over at the FTC, I got a call-I got two calls within
48 hours-and both of both of them were independents, and both of
them were from west Texas-and one of them said keep saying
what you are saying about the prospects. We do not have the pros-
pects available to us at this time under our present prospect struc-
ture even though we have the money available, and we will drill
when we can make enough off of these deals to prospect. He said
let me give you an example. He said we sptnt $30 million in 1983,
and he said we would have gladly spent $100 million on our drill-
ing-our exploration-had we had the opportunity to do so. And I
believe that to be the norm for our group.

Senator BOREN. All right. Thank you.
Senator WALLOP. The reverse side of the question that was posed

by Senator Specter this morning on public policy. The dangers of
permitting mergers to go ahead-is the other question of public
policy as to what the consequences of not permitting (a) free
market circumstances to exist and (b) taking on some of the identi-
fiable inhibitions to exploration and production that have been
mentioned by Mr. Pickens, Mr. Schuler, Mr. Jones, and others as
well as Senator Boren and myself. Just taking a long-term view for
the moment of what is in the national interest-whether from a
strategic or a consuming standpoint-what happens to us if we
keep an industry which is already inefficient, has an oil refining
over capacity, is burdened by taxes and regulations and segmenta-
tion in that State, as we approach the 1990's or even the mid-1980's
with some of the Middle Eastern concerns that Mr. Schuler ex-
pressed. Would you just each briefly comment on that?

Mr. SCHULER. As our own domestic alternatives are denied an op-
portunity for development, we have to import or we have to do
without energy. And under either event, the economy suffers and
becomes hostage to foreign suppliers.

Senator WALLOP. And if our companies are not permitted a re-
structuring that strengthens them, then are they less competitive
in the world markets with other oil companies or entities that may
exist?

Mr. SCHULER. I believe that they will be. I believe that the
stronger companies that have been created will be in a better posi-
tion to go about the business of securing energy for this country.

Senator WALLOP. Mr. Pickens?
Mr. PICKENS. I am convinced that the OPEC cartel setting prices

at $29.00 a barrel are very well tuned in on what our finding costs
are in the United States. That is not hard to come by, but conse-
quently, I think they follow the rig count very closely, too. So, we
are going to import the oil, and we are going to have to do that
until something becomes more efficient. I think that as a practical
matter and being realistic about it, prices have to go up to put
4,500 rigs back to work. A point I would like to make, and I find
this to be interesting, is that here you have a situation, specifically
the Gulf-SoCal deal, which is obviously the transaction I am closely
associated with-but here you have assets again flowing from a
weak management group to a strong management group. I think
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that is good for America to have that happen. You also have $13
billion infused directly into the U.S. economy, and out of that $13
billion, half of it is profit, and Federal tax revenues, from what
Keller said of SoCal-and it is a figure that we came up with
also-should be over $2 billion. Here, I see in this situation that
there are absolutely no losers-all winners. I even see, when some-
body says you have got jobs involved here-there are jobs involved,
but you look at the management of Gulf Oil, for instance, and you
take Jim Lee, their chairman. Jim Lee is walking off from this
transaction with $22 million out of the deal. All the stockholders of
Gulf Oil doing well. You see a more efficient operation, and you see
it flowing into the hands of stronger management. I think this is
healthy.

Senator WALLOP. Aren't those jobs threatened anyway by the
general status of the industry as it exists?

Mr. PICKENS. Exactly. We know we have an overcapacity of refin-
ing in the Unites States at the present time. We know that some-
thing is going to happen to some of those refineries, we have had
102 refineries closed in 3 years in the United States, and that is
going to continue until it gets in balance. I think that the thing to
do is to step back away from the industry and let it go ahead and
take place, and I can see only a healthy result coming from what-
ever is going on here. Now, if Exxon steps out and tries to take
over the next five largest oil companies, I would say that is some-
thing for us to be concerned about, but not what I see going on
here because I think it is going to help the economy. I think you
are going to help the consumer, and I think the stockholder will be
rewarded.

Senator WALLOP. Even though they are that big, that would still
be a hell of a pill to swallow.

Mr. PICKENS. It certainly would be.
Senator WALLOP. Mr. Jones?
Mr. JONES. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to talk to that particular

subject because, for the last 10 years, we have seen a developing
scenario and you know, when we had the Arab embargo in 1973,
then all of a sudden it became vogue and faddish to start talking
about the alternate energy sources that we had available-the exo-
tics, if you will. But in the last 2 or 3 years, as you know, it is not
in vogue any longer to be talking about these alternate energy
sources. Now, we in the petroleum industry have said that we felt
that we could do our part in bridging the gap between now and
when these exotic sources come offstream. But now that we are not
seeing work done in the exotic areas, I become very concerned with
anything that is detrimental to the oil and gas industry per se. be-
cause I think bridging this gap is going to be very difficult, and I
am afraid that there will be those that point their finger at us one
of these days and say, you are not doing your job. And we are doing
our best at this time to move forward and saying it is going to take
all sources of energy to keep America secure.

Senator WALLOP. One last point, and I appreciate what you said,
but it has another side. And that is the opposite side of what Sena-
tor Bentsen and Senator Boren asked you. If there is some prohibi-
tion on mergers generally that might stop some beneficial mergers
among the smaller independents which are necessary for them to
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retain or regain strength. By the same token, if a merger moratori-
um were imposed on the largest 50 companies within themselves,
might that also not put them under an inordinate or a different
kind of pressure to look for reserves in the companies smaller than
the top 50? This would mean essentially your group. You might see
them out trying to accomplish things to strengthen their reserve
base by prospecting among independents because they couldn't sus-
tain viability within each other.

Mr. JONES. Our experience so far, Mr. Chairman, has been that
these mergers have not had a big effect on what the companies
bave done and in what quantities they have done it.

Senator WALLOP. No, but my question is this. If the top 50 are
prohibited from merging in a free market situation-and I agree
with Mr. Pickens that if Exxon were to start raiding the next three
or four down, or some figure lower than that, you might have an-
other consideration within and amongst each other, then do you
not run the risk of placing an inordinate amount of pressure on
those below the top 50, as these companies seek to do the same
thing to strengthen their positions in the marketplace?

Mr. JONES. Yes Senator, and this goes to the point I was making
earlier-it is not probable that antimerger legislation could be lim-
ited just to the large companies; eventually, something would trig-
ger the "political necessity" to extend the controls to everybody.
The possibility you suggest, an intensified acquisition of small pro-
ducer reserves, would be just such a trigger and a very probable
one. We have had demonstrated to us time and again that a bad
idea implemented by Government cannot be easily contained. The
best way to prevent its spread is to not start it to begin with.

Mr. SCHULER. Senator Wallop, I wonder if I might just say some-
thing in that regard. Isn't there a significant difference in that
most of those independents are not publicly held companies, and
therefore you don't have depressed stock that you can go out and
acquire. You would !,ave to pay the whole value.

Senator WALLOP. That is true, but there are some publicly traded
independents. Mr. Pickens is one, and there are smaller companies.
There is a threat there. If you stop it at one level, you have created
a shortage and it starts at another. That is one of the problems
that I have-absence of some clear demonstration that there is a
clear public policy threat by permitting what is taking place at the
level that it is going on at the moment. And I have yet to have
anybody convince me that there is a threat to the American con-
sumer, or the American public, or the American jobholders from
these things. If I come across it, I will try to pass that on to you for
comment.

Mr. PICKENS. I think the threat is the kind of legislation that
Senator Johnson came up with. That is the threat I see to the in-
dustry and to the consumer and to the American people.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you, gentlemen. This room has a nomi-
nation hearing at 1:30, and I have an intelligence budget markup
at 2:00 which I have to chair. So, I appreciate it very much. One
last comment. Mr. Pickens, you still are a stockholder of Gulf, as I
understand it. Gulf, however, did not consider you a stockholder be-
cause you borrowed money to buy the stock.

Mr. PICKENS. That is right.
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Senator WALLOP. Is the new entity, SOCAL, with borrowed
money, going to qualify it as a stockholder, or will you all be in the
same boat?

Mr. PICKENS. Is what?
Senator WALLOP. Is the $13 million going to qualify SOCAL as a

stockholder or will you all be in the same boat? [Laughter.]
Mr. PICKENS. I think that is going to clean up all of the stock-

holders.
Senator WALLOP. Thank you. The last panel-and I am sorry to

have kept you waiting so long; but this has been of interest to all of
us-is Dr Michael Gort, professor of economics, State University of
New York at Buffalc, and Mr. William Harmon, general counsel
and principal and secretary with Morgan Stanley & Co. in New
York, accompanied by Mr. James Fralick, senior economist. I ap-
preciate your being here and Dr. Gort especially, what you have
provided to my office has been most useful in the hearings.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL GORT, PII.I)., PROFESSOR OF ECONOM-
ICS, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO, BUFFALO,
NY
Dr. GORT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I assume that my full state-

ment will be in the record and so I will only present a brief sum-
mary. I would first like to turn attention to the consequences of
mergers generally. We know that there are some that have been
very successful in terms of the efficiencies that they have generat-
ed, but with the evidence at hand, we cannot be sure that mergers
in general lead to greater efficiency or improvements in manageri-
al policy.

In the absence, however, of hard evidence and clear standards for
judging the effects of mergers on efficiency, the prudent policy
seems to be to allow those in the industry to make their own deci-
sions. Public policy should not encourage mergers, but neither
should it, in the absence of compelling considerations, impose ob-
structions in the way of the possible gains that might result froin
them, and have noted that some do indeed generate very large
gains.

Regardless of whether mergers do or do not generate benefits re-
stricting them imposes a limitation on the use of property that in
itself reduces the value of such property. Now, turning to oil merg-
ers in particular, one of the obvious questions is why, in recent
years, have the acquisition prices for oil companies been so much
above the preacquisition market prices of the stock? I believe that
in large measure this premium results from a hedge against the
risk of sharply higher prices of crude oil in the long run, resulting
from some of the factors that Mr. Schuler noted today. It is impor-
tant to provide opportunities for integrated oil companies to hedge
against such risks. For the shareholders of acquired companies, the
merger involves an immediate increase in their income and wealth.

A prohibition of oil company mergers would, therefore, depress
the price of oil stocks to the extent that it excluded the possibility
of being bought out, and this, in turn, would raise earnings-price
ratios on oil stocks and, hence, the cost of capital. On balance this
must have an adverse effect on exploration and development.
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Why, then, should anyone wish to prevent such mergers? Three
objectives have being raised, and all three are incorrect. The first is
that oil company mergers are likely to reduce drilling for oil in the
United States. This question has already been dealt with briefly,
and I would only add the following. Drilling depends, as indicated
by Mr. Keller, upon current and anticipated prices of crude oil and
on the cost of exploration and development. The 20 largest oil com-
panies account for only about half of domestic expenditures on
drilling, the rest being accounted for by some 10,000 producers of
crude oil. A reduction in outlays by any one company isn't likely to
reduce aggregate expenditures. It will simply be offset by an in-
crease in outlays by someone else. Moreover, though acquiring
firms sometimes incur large amounts of debt to finance acquisi-
tions, this in itself does not mean that they must reduce their out-
lays on exploration and drilling for oil. More than 80 percent of
such expenditures are, in any case, financed through the reinvest-
ment of gross earnings and riot through debt capital. Therefore, to
the extent that earnings generated by the acquisition cover the in-
terest payments, there is no reason for a reduction in future ex-
penditures.

The second argument that is given is that the debt used to fi-
nance a merger reduces the available credit on the economy. Mr.
Keller has dealt at some length with this question, and I won't
repeat his comments. One might, perhaps, add that the only condi-
tions under which such debt could reduce the availability of credit
for business investment is if the shareholders who receive cash in
exchange for their shares either go abroad for their investment or
else spend their money on consumer goods instead of investing the
money. Both eventtualities are unlikely.

Finally, the third argument relates to monopoly. Insofar as crude
oil production is concerned, there simply is no monopoly problem
to speak of. The question has been raised as to what would happen
if Exxon and Mobil, or Exxon and SoCal, were to merge. Insofar as
crude oil is concerned, there would be no consequences. That is, in
the unlikely event that all of the six largest companies were to
combine into one, they would still account for only about 6 or 7
percent of the non-Communist world's supply of crude oil. Monopo-
ly considerations, insofar as they relate to oil company mergers,
are limited to pipelines and to certain refining and marketing fa-
cilities, and these are I believe adequately dealt with under exist-
ing antitrust law. Thank you.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Dr. Gort. Mr. Harmon.
[Dr. Gort's prepared statement follows:]
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in the capital gains realized by many shareholders. It is understandable,

therefore, that they have attracted wide interest. And with interest has

come puzzlement about the reasons for the phenomena and a natural reaction

of suspicion towards the unknown. But before we embark on the manufacture

of remedies for oil mergers, we should first ascertain if there is anything

to be remedied. This, in turn, requires a better understanding of what has

been happening. With this objective in mind, I shall raise a number of ques-

tions and then proceed to answer them.

1. What function, if any, do oil mergers perform?

The answer to this question may be found largely in the price offered

by acquiring companies for the shares of the acquired firms. Why have acquiring

companies paid so much more than the pre-acquisition market price of the shares

subsequently acquired? If we consider the recent earnings of the acquired

firms, their shares do not appear to have been greatly undervalued priQr to-merger.

It is obvious, therefore, that the managements of acquiring companies expect

that future earnings may be very different from those of the recent past. Is

there some factual basis for such expectations?

There are two reasons that might cause the future of an oil company to be

different from its past. The first of wese is superior managerial policies.

If managerial decisions after acquisition show improvement, the property

increases in value and there is a consequent gain to shareholders, as well as

as in the overall efficiency of the economy. The premium over market price

that is paid for the stock simply reflects a sharing of the anticipated gains

from merger between the shareholders of the acquiring anid the acquired company.

There are many observers of the industry who ascribe ergers to such anticipated

gains. While the evidence in support of this view may as yet be more anecdotal
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than definitive, it is unreasonable to foreclose, by prohibiting mergers, the

possibility of such improvements in management unless there are compelling

offsetting considerations.

The second reason for paying a large premium above current market

price rests in expectations about future prices of crude oil. Current

market prices of shares reflect anticipated earnings in the relatively

proximate future and are, in turn, based on earnings experience of the

recent past. If, however, the price of crude oil were to rise much faster

in the ling-run than the general price level, the earnings experience of the

recent past would be a misleading indicator of the value of the property.

There are considerable differences in long-run projections of crude oil

Drices--that is, projections over the next ten or fifteen years. The uncer-

tainties arise from many sources: (a) the pr o 'ble growth in energy demand

(b) the rate of discovery of new reserves and the future costs of exploration

and development (c) the aility of the oil cartel to function effectively

(d) the consequences of political instability abroad on supplies of imported

oil (e) the political obstacles at home to developing oil resources on

federal land, and still other variables. It may, therefore, be reasonable

for integrated oil companies to hedge against these uncertainties that could

lead to vastly higher prices of the raw material that is esseruial to them.

Such hedging could make sense even if everyone believed there was at least

some possibility that future oil prices, in real term, would be lower

rather than higher than today's prices.

The discussion above leads to the conclusion that oil mergers perform a

very important economic function somewhat similar to the role of futures

markets in ou, economy. The acquisition price of oil company shares is the
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price paid today for crude oil that will be coming on stream many years into

the future. As such, it performs the vital function of (a) allowing inte-

grated oil companies to hedge against some of the risks of the future and

(b) allowing shareholders who have a shorter planning horizon, or who believe

that crude oil prices will not rise greatly, to realize a substantial increase

in their near-term income and wealth.

To prohibit oil mergers, therefore, is to increase the perceived risks

to some integrated oil companies, and to deny to shareholders of companies

that might be acquired an opportunity to increase the value of their assets in

the near future. For both reasons, the effect of such a prohibition on the

market price of shares in oil companies is bound to be negative. This would, in

turn, raise the ratio of earnings to the market price of oil company stocks

and, hence, the cost of equity capital. Though we do not know the magnitude

of the effect of such increases in the cost of capital on investment in

exploration and development, the effect has to be negative. Thus future

supplies of crude oil are likely to be adversely affected by such prohibitions

on mergers.

2. Are there any reasor.n to suspect the effect of oil mergers on exploration

and development may be negative?

There &re two reasons frequently offered for the conclusion that the

effect of oil mergers on drilling for oil will be negative--and both are

incorrect. The first is that if an integrated oil company acquires crude

oil reserves through merger, it has no incentive to search for new supplies.

This view is based on the naive conclusion that integrated oil companies drill

for oil merely to provide the raw material for their refinery runs. In fact, as we
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know, there is a world market for oil. Indeed, some integrated oil

companies sell a large fraction of their crude oil production while buying

crude oil supplies that are closer to their refineries from other companies.

The principal variables that determine the level of expenditures on

exploration and development are the costs of drilling, the likelihood that

oil will be found (that is, the opportunities for discovering oil), and the

current and expected future price of crude oil. The effect of crude oil

prices is dramatically illustrated in the changes that have occurred both in

prices and drilling expenditures between 1970 and 1980. In 1970, the average

price of domestically produced crude oil was $3.18 per barrel. By 1980 it

had risen to $20.89. But concurrently, drilling for oil and gas in the United

States (Including expenditures on dry holes) rose from $2.58 billion to $22.8

billion.

But, one might ask (and this is the second argument referred to above), will

not the large amount of debt that acquiring firms sometimes incur in financing

a merger reduce their ability to raise capital funds for drilling? In response,

one must first note that oil companies typically finance exploration and

development outlays through reinvested gross earnings and not through debt

capital. For a large sample of medium-sized and large oil companies, data

compiled by the Chase Manhattan Bank showed that, in 1980, 86 percent of

investment expenditures were financed through the reinvestment of gross

earnings. Hence, a large outstanding debt need not significantly reduce

capital outlays by acquiring companies.

Even more important, however, a£g-regat- drilling expenditures in the

United States do not depend upon how much any one or two companies decide

tc spend. There are roughly 10,000 producers of crude oil in the United
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States. And the expenditures of even the 20 largest companies were only one-

half of aggregate spending on exploration and development in the United

States in 1980 (the last year for which data are available). In the same

year, the spending of the six largest companies accounted for less than

one-fourth of the total. In short, a reduction in outlays by any one company

can reasonably be expected to produce an offsetting increase in spending by

other producers.

3. But does not the large volume of debt used to finance oil mergers reduce

the financial resources available for exploration and development?

First, to put the problem in perspective, even in the unlikely event

that the entire acquisition cost of a company such as Gulf were financed by

debt, it would represent a very small fraction of aggregate new borrowing in

a single year. get new borrzwing in the first half of 1983 (the last data

available) was at an annual rate of $585 billion (as compared with the

proposed price of roughly $13 billion for Gulf). As a fraction of total

outstanding debt (rather than net increases in debt), credit issued to

acquiring firms would, of course, be vastly smaller. Our economy

is so large that even $13 billion is a mere ripple in the financial markets.

But more important, it is incorrect to conclude that debt used to

finance a merger reduces the available credit in the economy. If an

acquiring firm issues debt instruments in exchange for cash, the investors

who previously held cash now hold securities. However, the shareholders

who previously held stock in the acquired firm now receive cash. Their

propensity to invest this cash is roughly the same as that of investors

who bought the acquiring firm's bonds or notes. Accordingly, nothing of

significance has changed. It is simply bad economics to conclude that debt-

financed mergers affect interest rates or the availability of credit for
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any use such as drilling for oil.

To make the point clearer, let us consider the three principal ways in

which credit is used in the financing of mergers. First, the acquiring

company may issue debt obligations (bonds and notes) to shareholders of

the firm to be acquired. Second, the acquiring company may sell its debt

obligations to other non-bank investors and use the cash proceeds to buy

the shares of the firm to be acquired. Third, the acquiring company may

obtain bank loans and use the proceeds of these loans to purchase the shares

of the targeted company.

The first alternative is the simplest. Shareholders of the acquired

firm find themselves holding one type of security, the bonds or notes of the

acquiring firm, for another type of security, namely, the shares they

previously held. The effect, therefore, on the availability of credit

should be nil.

The second alternative, namely, the saie of the acquiring firm's debt

obligations to other investors, is very similar in its effects to the first

alternative, though the route through which funds travel is more circuitous.

Some investors now hold the debt obligations of the acquiring firm in place

of cash that they previously held. The propensity to reinvest cash in

securities should be roughly the same for the previous shareholders of the

acquired firm as it is for investors who purchased the acquiring firm's

bonds or notes. Accordingly, once again there is no change in the avail-

ability of credit.

Now consider the third alternative. The acquiring fi-m secures bank

loans and the proceeds are used to purchase shares. Initially, the business

loans of banks have increased. The ratio of demand deposits to required
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bank reserves has risen and, it would seem, the availability of bank credit

has been reduced. But what do the previous shareholders who now hold cash

do with their cash? They can buy other securities in the market. But since

the total volume of such securities has not increased as a result of the

merger, their purchases will merely leave someone else holding cash. Ulti-

mately, the cash must bA used either to reduce the indebtedness of investors

to banks, or to finance new capital requirements which would otherwise have

been financed by banks. The first of these two alternatives would restore

the previous ratio of deposits to reserves (the level that existed prior to

the loan to finance the merger). The second alternative entails a substitu-

tion of funds provided by non-bank investors for loans that would have been

made by banks, thus offsetting the effect of the original loan and leaving

the supply of available loanable funds unchanged.

4. Sometimes a part of an acquired company (for example refining and marketing

facilities) is sold to foreign investors. What effect does this have on

competition and on financial markets?

It does not affect competition since the number of competing sellers

remains the same. Foreign investment in the United States increases the

availability of credit in the U.S. and reduces interest rates. Indeed, it

has served the important function of offsetting the negative balance of

trade that we have had.

5. Will the mergers lead to a level of concentration in the ownership of

crude oil and natural gas production facilities sufficient to result in

monopoly power?
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No, even the largest oil companies control a very small fraction of

the non-coimnunist world's crude oil and gas capacity. The world-wide

crude oil production of the six largest companies in the United States was

3.3 million barrels per day in 1982. This is roughly 5 percent of aggregate

world-wide production, or between 6 and 7 percent if one excludes the USSR

and China. Thus, even in the most unlikely event that all six companies

combined into one, there would be no perceptible increase in monopoly power

in the market for crude oil.

Monopoly considerations, insofar as they relate to oil company mergers,

are limited to pipelines and to certain refining and marketing facilities.

These, however, can be adequately dealt with under existing antitrust law.

6. What is the effect of debt issued by acquiring companies to finance

mergers on federal tax revenues?

This subject has, I understand, been discussed at length in other

congressional hearings. It has been pointed out that though interest on

the newly issued debt is deductible for tax purposes, the recipients of such

interest are subject to tax. Hence, one offsets the other except insofar as

the tax brackets of interest payers and interest recipients differ. To the

extent, however, that a merger results in an increase in the aggregate value

of assets, for example because of managerial efficiencies, the resulting

capital gains will produce a higher level of future income. This, in turn,

will produce tax revenue not only from the capital gains tax but from taxes

on the higher level of future income.

36-161 0-84-12
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM HARMON, GENERAL COUNSEL, PRINCI-
PAL AND SECRETARY, MORGAN STANLEY & CO., INC., NEW
YORK, NY
Mr. HARMON. Thank you very much. My name is Bill Harmon

and I am general counsel of Morgan Stanley. This is a New York
investment banking firm. With me today is Jim Fralick, who is a
senior economist with our firm, who is knowledgeable about the
credit market. We appreciate the opportunity to appear before
your subcommittee to express our firm's views on the role tax con-
siderations play in oil company mergers. I would like to make a
few remarks initially, and then Jim and I would be happy to
answer any questions which you may have. Our firm is a full-serv-
ice investment company. We are a leading firm in investment ac-
tivities and serve as financial advisors to both acquirers and ac-
quirees in merger transactions, including both oil and gas mergers.

I should note that we are serving as the financial advisor to
Standard of California in its acquisition of Gulf Oil Corp. On the
basis of our experience, I would like to offer several observations
on the impact of tax considerations on merger activity. Fundamen-
tally, we believe that mergers including oil company mergers are
motivated by fundamental business needs and economic consider-
ations, such as the desire to acquire undervalued assets, to achieve
economies of scale, or to enter new product areas as a for instance.
As a general observation, mergers are essentially capital transac-
tions involving the change of ownership or the redeployment of
assets in a manner dictated by market forces. Because mergers are
capital transactions, they are an integral part of our free market
economy, and any tax regime should not be designed to impede
these transactions as a policy matter over and beyond accepted no-
tions of taxation of income and gains. In other words, the tax laws
ought to be neutral. We do not believe that the current tax law cre-
ates any special incentives for mergers on the part of the acquiror,
the acquiree, or the acquiree's shareholders.

In our experience as a financial advisor for over 150 mergers
over the last decade, we are not aware of any merger or acquisition
where the merger was motivated primarily or even in significant
part to achieve tax benefits. Nevertheless, part of the structure of
the transaction clearly takes into account the tax considerations,
and there are economic significances to those tax considerations,
but we are not aware of mergers that are primarily tax driven. I
would like to address a few specific issues which have been raised
earlier today. Certainly, I think the primary question that comes
up in the tax policy area is the so-called tax subsidy of interest de-
ductions on debt incurred to acquire another company.

We believe that this simply isn't a correct charactp.rization of the
facts. Our tax laws have always permitted corpor,*ons to deduct
interest for funds borrowed, whether to purchase stock or real
assets, to build a plant or equipment, to develop new products, or
for general operating purposes. There is no reason to view the ac-
quisition of another company through a merger as any differently
than we would the acquisition of these other properties. We might
note that the borrowing of funds does not create interest deduc-
tions for the borrower without creating corresponding interest
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income for the lenders, which is subject to tax. And we do note that
in the floor debate there was some allusion to the fact that banks
were the lenders which have a lower effective tax rate and there-
fore there was a tax differential between the interest deduction
and the interest income.

In fact, it doesn't take into account that banks are intermediar-
ies. The real source of funds are depositors, the purchasers of the
certificates of deposits, the holders of savings account and NOW ac-
couts whose tax rate really is the applicable one. With respect to
the tax consequences of reorganizations, which were also discussed
earlier, we understand that the Senate Finance Committee has
under its consideration a number of issues under subchapter C and
the taxation of gains on the sale or liquidation of corporate enti-
ties.

We believe that any reorganization issues raised by oil company
mergers really should be addressed in the context of that subchap-
ter C study. We would like to point out that the changes to section
338 of the Internal Revenue Code in 1982 have eliminated the abili-
ty of an acquiring company to selectively step up the tax basis of
some assets without incurring recapture on other assets.

Finally, mergers do not provide any special tax treatment to
shareholders that do not otherwise exist for shareholders of any
other publicly held company. In other words, there is nothing in
the transaction that itself gives rise to tax incentives for sharehold-
ers per se. Senator Specter has introduced legislation which paral-
lels H.R. 3170, in addressing the 85-percent dividends received de-
duction. This issue is one that affects the efficient functioning of
the capital markets as a whole, and has been addressed by others
in hearings on that subject. This issue is not essentially a merger
issue except for persons buying less than 50 percent of the stock of
an acquiree.

I know there was much discussion again on the floor during the
debate that somehow there was something going on that was not
quite appropriate to have a corporation own a significant amount
of the stock of another corporation and be entitled to a dividends-
received deduction. That has been the entire history of consolidated
tax returns and intercorporate dividends. When there is ownership
in excess of 50 percent, even Senator Specter's bill would not oper-
ate to disallow the interest deduction. Clearly, in the mergers that
have been discussed recently, those are mergers for corporate con-
trol and eventually complete buy-out, and the dividends received
deduction is essentially an irrelevant issue. I think in summary our
free market economy is based upon the efficient allocation of re-
sources and as a matter of tax policy we see that there is little
basis to discriminate against mergers in general and oil company
mergers in particular, as opposed to other types of capital transac-
tions. To the extent to which there is a discrimination in the tax
regime, that gets translated into cost capital and to the allocation
of resources by investors among investment opportunities. That
concludes our remarks, but we would be happy to take any ques-
tions.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Harmon.
[Mr. Harmon and Mr. Fralick's statement follows:]
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Statement of William R. Harman
Principal and General Counsel

Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated
before the Senate Finance Committee

Subcommittee on Energy and Agricultural Taxation

April 5, 1984

1. Mergers are Not Tax Driver,

Most mergers are driven by the desire to acquire undervalued assets, to
achieve economies of scale or to enter new product areas. These are
economic considera tions.

Mergers are essentially capital transactions involving the change of
ownership or the redeployment of assets in a manner dictated by market
forces in which the acquiring corporation believes it can realize greater
value for the shareholders than presently exists.

2. Mergers are Capital Transactions

Because mergers are capital transactions, they are an integral part of our
free market economy and any tax regime should not be designed to
impede these transactions as a policy matter, over and beyond accepted
notions of taxation of income and gains. (In other words, the tax burdens
on mergers should not be greater than on other capital transactions, such
as purchases and sales of assets, issuance of securities or secondary
market activities). The alteration of a uniform approach would disturb the
abililty of the market to shift assets into more productive hands.

3. Few Tax Incertives

We do not believe the current tax law creates incentives for mergers on
the part of the acquiror, the acquiree or the acquiree's shareholders. In
our experience as a financial advisor for over 150 mergers over a ten year
period, we are not aware of any merger or acquisition where the principal
motivation was tax benefits.

4. Deductibility of Interest

Some have questioned the so-called "tax subsidy" of interest on debt
incurred to acquire another company.' We believe this is a misrepresen-
tation of the facts. Our tax laws have always permitted corporations to
deduct interest for funds borrowed, whether to purchase stock or real
assets, to build plant and equipment, to develop new products, or fo,
general operating purposes. There is no reason to view the acquisition of
assets through a merger any differently.
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Furthermore, the borrowing of funds does not create interest
deductions for the borrower without creating interest income for the
lender which is subject to tax. Depending on the tax rates of the
borrowers and lenders, the tax revenues and expenses should be a
wash.

Some have observed that banks as lenders have a lower effective tax
rate resulting in a cost to the Treasury. This is specious logic. Banks
are intermediaries for the ultimate lenders, depositors, in the form of
certificates of deposit, savings accounts or NOW accounts. Interest
income is taxable to them at their rates.

We should also note that a disallowance of an interest deduction for
acquisition debt would favor foreign corporations seeking to acquire
U.S. companies because they can borrow and deduct interest in their
own countries.

5. Tax Incentives in Reorganizations

We understand the Senate Finance Committee has under consideration a
number of issues relating to corporate reorganizations under subchapter C
and taxation of gains on the sale or liquidation of corporate entities. We
believe that any tax issues raised by reorganizations occasioned by
mergers should be .onsidered in that forum,

- The charges to !ection 338 of the Internal Revenue Code in 1982 have
eliminated the ability of an acquiring company to selectively step up
the tax basis cf some assets without incurring all of the recapture
taxes associated with the acquiree.

6. Tax on Shareholders

Mergers do not provide any special tax treatment of shareholders that do not
otherwise exist for stockholders of any publicly held company. Senator
Specter has introduced legislation which parallels H.R. 4170 in addressing the
85% dividends received deduction. This issue is one that affects the efficient
functioning of the captal markets as a whole and has been addressed by
others in hearings on that subject. This issue is not essentially a merger
issue, except for persons buying less than 50% of the stock of an acquiree.

- In fact, premiums paid in merger transactions have been a major
generation of capital gains tax revenue and any specific tax restraint on
mergers wou!d result in ,a decline in portfolio values for shareholders
resulting in smaller gains or perhaps capital losses when sold and lower
Treasury revenues.

- For example, it has been estimated that the SOCAL/Gulf merger will give
rise to $2 billion in tax revenues from capital gains realized by Gulf
shareholders.
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. HARMAN
PRINCIPAL AND GENERAL COUNSEL
MORGAN STANLEY & CO. INC.

Submitted to the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND AGRICULTURAL TAXATION
OF THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

In Connection with Its
Hearing Held April 5, 1984

Regarding

FEDERAL INCOME
TAX CONSIDERATIONS IN

OIL AND GAS COMPANY ACQUISITIONS

This statement is submitted as a. supplement to my

oral comments and summary of principal points presented to

the Subcommittee at its hearing on April 5, 1984. Morgan

Stanley & Co. Inc. is an investment banking firm located in

New York City. It has been intimately involved in all

phases of corporate acquisitions and mergers. This has

included considerable efforts with respect to oil and gas

mergers and acquisitions. In fact, over the past ten years

we have been involved in over 150 corporate mergers and

acquisitions, including Dupont-Conoco, Texas Gulf-Societe

Nationale, ELF-Aquatine, Shell-Belridge, Socal-Gulf and the

current Shell Oil buyout.

The Joint Committee Print concerning tax consider-

ations in oil and gas acquisitions had just become available

at the time of the Subcommittee's hearings on this matter.
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This precluded in-depth comment at that time on the analysis

and possible changes in the tax laws contained in the

Committee Print. Therefore, we would take the opportunity

presented by this written submission to comment on those

matters.

Before turning to the Committee Print, however,

one point bears reiteration. In our experience over the

past ten years, we have not encountered a single merger or

acquisition in which the principal motivation was tax bene-

fits. Obviously tax considerations play an important role

once an acquisition decision is made, but these consider-

ations are subsidiary to the business factors underlying the

decision.

THE JOINT COMMITTEE PRINT

Introduction

The pamphlet Federal Income Tax Considerations in

Oil and Gas Company Acquisitions labors to present abuses in

the tax treatment of oil and gas mergers that might be

responsible for the recent merger activity in that industry.

Unable to do so, it catalogues the current treatment of tax-

free reorganizations and taxable acquisitions. Using a tone

that connotes unwarranted and pervasive abuses, it raises

questions about the tax treatment of specific items, with
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the note that any solution could be selectively targeted at

the oil industry. A closer examination of the provisions

involved, however, demonstrates that this punitive approach

is unwarranted.

Overall, the pamphlet has been virtually unable to

identify any unique treatment in the current tax laws favoring

mergers in the oil and gas industry. Instead, the pamphlet's

comments generally fall within three categories. First,

many of the comments describe the general treatment of

corporate mergers, acquisitions, and reorganizations,

suggesting that any advantageous tax treatment is a patent

abuse of the tax system. A minimal examination of the

rationale behind particular provisions, however, quickly

brings to light their economic and common sense basis.

Second, some of the comments focus on past transactions that

have led to amendments of the tax code, obviating the con-

cerns expressed. And finally, where such amendments were

not enacted retroactively, the pamphlet points out the

failure to recapture past benefits. It does not discuss,

however, whether the past Congressional compromises embodied

in these transitional rules were equitable or just.

Since the tax treatment identified in the pamphlet

is not unique to the oil industry, it is clearly inappro-

priate to modify corporate tax law in respect of that
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industry alone, unless it is specifically determined that

these laws should be designed to inhibit mergers in that

industry alone. This is not to say that amendment of the

tax code in the interest of simplification and equity is not

warranted. But this effort should be undertaken in the

context of general corporate and business transactions.

The Pamphlet's Description of the Present Law

The Joint Committee Print provides an accurate and

useful description of the present law concerning corporate

acquisitions and mergers. On the other hand, it suggests

tax abuses and loopholes where neither truly exists. For

example, the pamphlet acknowledges that in the case of a

taxable acquisition of assets from a non-liquidating acquired

corporation, the acquiring corporation cannot realize the

tax benefits of a step-up in basis unless the acquired

corporation recognizes income on the sale or exchange of the

assets. The pamphlet proceeds to state, however, that the

acquired corporation can use its operating losses to offset

income from the sale.

This is a misleading statement if it is intended

to indicate that, for most asset distributions, the recog-

nition of gain is of no import because a net operating loss

will probably be available to offset part or all of the
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income. First, whether an acquired corporation has a net

operating loss will vary from case to case. Second, this

assumes that no cost is incurred when a net operating loss,

rather than cash, is used to satisfy the tax liability.

This is incorrect because the use of the loss against the

asset-sale income eliminates a loss that could have been

used to shelter future income. In any case, it is rational

and equitable that the taxable gain resulting from past

appreciation and the carryover of past losses should offset

one another. The gain on the sale most likely reflects

asset appreciation that occurred during the same period that

the net operating loss was generated. This is one appli-

cation of the tax policy underlying the generally applicable

loss carryover provisions of section 170.

The pamphlet also spends an inordinate amount of

space discussing obsolete law. It describes in detail the

tax treatment accorded the U.S. Steel-Marathon Oil trans-

action, but notes that the preferential tax treatment

accorded that transaction is no longer available after '..t-.e

enactment by TEFRA of section 338. This point bears re-

emphasis: The only bona fide example of questionable tax

treatment of an oil merger that is identified in the pamphlet

has been eliminated by TEFRA.
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The pamphlet notes that a number of tax benefits

(such as accelerated depreciation) permit early tax write-

off of the cost of an asset, resulting at times in a mis-

matching for tax purposes of expense and the income attrib-

utable to that expense. Although this is true, it is half

the story. These deliberately enacted tax benefits are

designed to create an incentive for certain capital allo-

cation decisions, such as investment in fixed assets and the

exploration for oil. The implication that this is a tax

abuse, much less a tax abuse unique to the oil and gas

industry, is unwarranted.

In its summary of present law, the pamphlet also

discusses certain international aspects of borrowing. It

implies that it is inappropriate to provide a deduction for

interest expense when the interest is paid to a person not

subject to U.S. taxation. This argument confuses the

revenue impact of a particular transaction with the integrity

of the deduction permitted. It is no more reasonable to

deny a deduction for interest because the money was borrowed

from a foreign lender than it is to deny a cost-of-goods

deduction to a U.S. company because the goods were purchased

overseas. In either case the U.S. taxpayer has experienced

a very real cost of doing business that should be taken into
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account in a calculation of its taxable income. And, of

course, this is not a situation unique to the oil and gas

industry.

Another example of the strained analysis that is

necessary to the assertion that tax benefits fuel corporate

mergers is found in the discussion of the dividends received

deduction. The pamphlet states that a corporation unable to

use an interest deduction will have a tax incentive to issue

stock instead of debt to finance an acquisition. Viewed in

isolation, there is some truth to this statement. To the

extent, however, that it is intended to indicate that this

consideration will determine the financing of an acquisition,

the statement is completely inaccurate. Acquisition financing

is primarily determined by financial statement considerations

of the acquiring corporation, such as debt capacity. Other

considerations include potential dilution of outstanding

shares and the sale of stock at less than book value.

Further, in order for a corporation to have an incentive to

issue stock because it is "unable to use an interest deduc-

tion," the hypothetical inability must extend to a number of

years in the future, since any interest deduction could

generate a net operating loss usable in future years.

Similarly, the pamphlet's assertion that a corporation is

able to "pass the tax benefit of interest deduction on to
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its shareholders" through the dividends received deduction

is true only to the extent that it has taxable corporate

shareholders.

THE CHANGES MENTIONED BY THE PA4PHLET

The pamphlet lists a number of changes in the tax

laws that could be enacted in response to the concern that

tax considerations were leading-to oil and gas industry

mergers. Since no provisions favoring oil and gas mergers

were unearthed, the suggestions are generally applicable to

all corporate acquisitions and mergers. Nonetheless, it is

pointed out that they could be limited in application in oil

and gas company acquisitions and mergers.

An examination of these possible changes indicates

they are generally aimed at nonexistent problems. Further,

in the absence of other reasons for inhibiting oil industry

mergers, acquisitionsand other capital realignments, there

is no justification for unique application to the oil

industry.

Mandatory Asset Acquisition Treatment

The first possible change noted by the pamphlet is

to require that an acquisition of stock in a transaction not

qualifying as a tax-free reorganization be treated as a

direct acquisition of the assets of the acquired corporation
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rather than as a stock acquisition. This would mean the

acquired company would have taxable income with respect to

its assets, even though consideration was received by the

shareholders and not the company. The taxable income could

be limited to items now recaptured on liquidation, or it

could be expanded to include all of the appreciation of the

assets. This suggestion follows from the untenable assertion

that controlling the stock of an acquired oil and gas corpo-

ration is actually the acquisition of the assets of that

corporation. So long as the acquired corporation continues

to operate as a unit and its corporate integrity is main-

tained, the similarity to an asset acquisition is minimal.

In any case, there is no tax justification for singling out

oil companies in this regard.

Effect of a Section 338 Election to Treat as an Asset
Acquisition

The pamphlet also states that the law could alterna-

tively be changed to require recognition of all of an asset's

appreciation when it is the subject of a section 338 election.

The point is made that the current treatment is "inconsistent"

with a pure two-tier tax system. Although this is true, no

rational argument is or can be made that this should be

limited to the oil and gas industry if enacted. In addition,

the current tax treatment of liquidating distributions has
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been a part of our tax system for decades and should be

altered only with an awareness of the full complexity and

impact of the issue. In any case, the tax advantages of a

non-liquidating dividend distribution of appreciated property

(such as to a royalty trust) are eliminated in th2 tax bills

now before Congress.

The pamphlet also suggests that the recapture

rules could be "tightened" by requiring inclusion of in-

tangible drilling costs deducted before January 1, 1976 and

the inclusion of certain percentage depletion deductions.

As noted before, the current exclusion of old IDC and

depletion from recapture represents a compromise developed

years ago by Congress. And, percentage depletion deductions

are no longer available to oil companies of any significant

size.

The pamphlet mentions that cost depletion could

also be recaptured. As pointed out by Mr. Pearlman of the

Treasury, however, cost depletion deductions are an appro-

priate recognition that oil reserves are wasting assets that

physically diminish over time. Any capital gain on sale of

such an osset will generally represent appreciation of the

remaining portion of the asset. Although the depletion

deduction is unique to mineral extraction, it is a reasonable
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response to these economic realities. The major potential

for tax abuse, percentage depletion, has long bcen eliminated

in the case of significant oil companies.

Interest Expense

The pamphlet mentions two possible tax law changes

concerning interest expense. First, no deduction could be

allowed with respect to interest paid on indebtedness to

finance oil company acquisitions. The pamphlet notes that

"many" have argued that the income tax laws motivate the

acquisition of oil companies by permitting acquirers to

deduct currently interest paid or accrued on debt incurred

in connection with the acquisition. This is not the case.

Acquisitions in the oil industry as well as other industries

are motivated primarily by the business needs of the corpo-

rations involved. And, in fact, the deductibility of

interest payments is not a primary consideration as to how

an acquisition is financed. Of primary importance is the

impact on the financial statements of the combined company

and the desire of the resulting company to maintain a targeted

capitalization that is appropriate for its industry. Corpo-

rations determine their financing with an eye to their pro

forma earnings per share prior to the transaction. Although

the deduction for interest is a factor in this calculation,

it is only one of many financial considerations that will
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eventually determine whether the corporation uses debt or

equity in the acquisition.

The pamphlet again makes the point that the lender

from whom the acquisition debt was borrowed may not be a

U.S. taxpayer. This is irrelevant to the integrity of the

acquiring corporation's deduction. Unless the law is

actually designed as a subsidy for U.S. lenders, the iden-

tity of the lender should ne of no import.

The pamphlet also suggests that debt incurred by a

member of a consolidated return group in connection with the

acquisition of an oil and gas company could be allocated

between domestic and foreign sources on a group basis. This

suggestion is inappropriate. First, there is no reason to

treat debt incurred in connection with oil and gas acqui-

sitions any differently in this regard from other corporate

debt. Further, the allocation of interest expense to

income from U.S. and foreign sources is the subject of a

complex regulation by the Treasury Department. To the extent

Congressional amendment of these regulations might be con-

sidered, any changes should be taken only after a thorough

review of the particular issue and not merely to create a

special tax regime for the oil industry.
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Installment Sales

The pamphlet in a number of places discusses the

treatment of installment sales. The IamshIet :ndicates tnat

it is anomalous and abusive to allow a taxpayer a cost basis

in property that is purchased on the installment method.

The argument is that basis-related tax benefits, such as

cost recovery, should be limited to the amount of the

installment price that has been paid to that time. This has

little relevance to major oil and gas company acquisitions:

we are not aware <f a mdjor oil and gas acquisition that was

financed using installment notes. In any case, this approach

reflects a misunderstanding of the fundamental nature of

installment sales.

An installment sale amounts to seller financing of

the transaction. If the purchaser of an asset (such as

corporate stock) incurs debt to pay cash for the asset,

there is no doubt that he should get the immediate benefit

of the property's new basis. Yet, this does not materially

differ from the use of an installment note, except the

buyer's debt is to the seller. Limiting the cost recovery

deduction available in the context of an installment pur-

chase would merely force the same transaction to be per-

formed through a financing intermediary.
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It is also an analytical nonsequitor to condition

the buyer's basis on the seller's recognition of income.

The installment sale rules merely postpone recognition until

the seller receives consideration in a liquid form; this is

completely independent from an unrelated buyer's tax circum-
1

stances. And, in any case, this situation is not unique to

the oil and gas industry, and a provision targeted towards

that industry is punitive and inappropriate.

Dividends Received Deduction

The pamphlet's suggestions relating to the divi-

dends received deduction also address concerns that are not

unique to the oil industry. The discussion indicates that

the deduction can lead to minimal taxation on corporate

income if the company that pays the dividend does not have

taxable income. This occurs, apparently, when the payor has

a "dividend-paying" capacity, meaning earnings and profits.

This argument incorrectly suggests that income has improperly

escaped taxation. Underlying this concern is a confusion of

taxable income, which measures the extent to which the

corporation should be taxed, and earnings and profits, which

is used to characterize distributions by the corporation for

purposes of taxing its shareholders. These two attributes

are calculated differently, and accumulated earnings and
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profits can exist when a corporation has no taxable income

for the year. This is not a basis, however, for objecting

to the distribution of the earnings and profits, and a

response that forces a tax to be paid by the shareholders on

an otherwise nontaxable distribution is clearly out of

place. To the extent that the concern is that the monies

available for the dividend should be taxed at some point, it

should be remembered that there will be no dividends received

deduction available when the money is eventually passed to

an individual shareholder.

Use of these concerns to justify an elimination of

the dividends received deduction in the case of stock of an

acquiring corporation issued in connection with an oil

company acquisition is a nonsequitor. To substitute, as the

pamphlet suggests, a dividends paid deduction would create

an anomalous treatment of corporate dividends within one

industry without a scintilla of rationale that is connected

to that particular industry.

Consolidated Returns

,Generally, the consolidated return regulations

permit an affiliated group of companies to be taxed as a

single entity. Complex rules control the use of past losses

and other tax benefits of a newly acquired company. In

discussing consolidated returns, the pamphlet indicates that
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it is inappropriate for an acquiring oil company to be
A..

permitted to deduct interest on acquisition debt against

income of the acquired company. We oppose this suggestion

since no doubt has been cast on the integrity of the under-

lying deductions or on the integrated nature of the corpora-

tions involved. And no particular aspect of the oil industry
1/

is noted that makes this special disability appropriate.

CONCLUSION

We oppose the possible changes contained in the

Joint Committee Print for two general reasons. First, none

address a significant problem that is unique to the oil

industry or causing the recent merger activity. If tax

neutrality is desirable, no changes to the tax laws are

necessary. And second, each of the changes suggested is

inappropriate as a matter of general tax policy. In the

absence of other non-tax reasons for impeding oil mergers,

these changes would-be pointlessly punitive. And, to the

extent the prohibition of oil mergers is chosen as a Con-

gressional goal, the Revenue Code provides a particularly

unwieldy lever to accomplish this end.

l/ A special. exception for newly acquired domestic life
insurance companies is included in the present law because
those companies are subject to special treatment in the
taxation of their income. The current 5-year waiting period
for consolidation is a loosening of prior law that denied
consolidation altogether. No such unique characteristics
are present in the oil industry.
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Senator WALLOP. Mr. Harmon, let me just inquire of Dr. Gort
and perhaps Mr. Fralick. If you would discuss-what I heard was-
I did not see this reported-but I heard was reported in the Wall
Street Journal that this would have an effect on interest rates. I
may be unfairly attempting to give them that conclusion, but I
heard that that was the case. At any rate, it was a reported opin-
ion, and so it is important for us to address from an economic
standpoint whether or not interest rates may rise.

Dr. GORT. I don't believe there would be any effect at all on in-
terest rates. In the first place, these transaction; are too small for
the size of the capital markets in the American economy, and
second for reasons that I have outlined, there is no direct effect on
interest rates anyway since there is no effect on overall availability
of credit. There would, however, be effects on the market price of
oil shares, and that has similar consequences to rises on interest
rates. If earnings-price ratios rise, that increases the cost of equity
capital.

Senator WALLOP. Mr. Fralick?
Mr. FRALICK. I would agree. The mergers that we have seen to

date would have little effect on interest rates. Basically, you are
dealing with financial transactions where one asset-financial
asset-cash is swapped for another financial asset or equity. At the
time of the purchase the moneys that are raised to finance the
merger simply flow to the owners of the corporation, in this par-
ticular case it would be Gulf, who in turn have the opportunity to
either reinvest that money or to pay down debt. I think if you
looked at a snapshot of the American economy at the end of 1983
and at the end of 1984. you looked at debt outstanding on both of
those dates, you wouldsee that there was absolutely no changes.
Bank loans would increase and corporate equities would decrease.
No change.

Senator WALLOP. There is a curious thing that comes to my mind
that if the effect on interest rates comes as Dr. Gort said-if any-
from the narrowing of the ratio between price/earnings, then the
way to take care of interest rates in the country would be to legis-
late that they had to remain a certain distance apart. There are
some who might suggest that, too, clearly, that is not an area that
would be beneficial in terms of market efficiency, I would think.

Dr. GORT. That is the rise in stock prices that we do see is desira-
ble-and the prohibition that would do the opposite would, of
course, be undesirable from the standpoint of decreasing invest-
ment.

Senator WALLOP. Let me ask two quick questions and the we had
better call this committee adjourned. Mr. Keller-I believe-made
a statement and it seems to make sense, and that was if they didn't
borrow money in their company for exploration-they would for ac-
quis tion. Is that a consistent thing?

HARMON. Yes. I think our experience is that among the
majoY oil companies I think that there is a tendency not to borrow
to explore, and I think among many of the independents it is a
high risk activity. If you borrow the funds and spend the funds on
exploration and find nothing, why you would have some serious
problems. So I think that there is a tendency to finance any explo-
ration activity out of normal cash flow as a matter of prudence.
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Senator WALLOP. Let me just ask this one last thing then. You
may have seen in the Sunday New York Times a comment by the
head of .he department of economics at Harvard that he was intu-
itively uncomfortable with these mergers and thought that maybe
there was something there that was worth watching, but his second
question was one which I plagiarized in my statement: How do you
devise a standard which can determine between good mergers and
bad mergers? Whether in the oil industry or generally?

Mr. HARMON. I think the basis thesis ought to be, Senator
Wallop, a sense of fairness and a sense of permitting market forces
to operate in ways that are not aberrant and to the extent to which
you can ensure that, either through the trust laws or the securities
laws, or eliminate distortions that might be caused if there were
unusual incentives in merger activity on the tax side, that those
are the checks and balances and the safeguards that for anyone as
a matter of industrial policy or national policy to attempt to inter-
vene in the marketplace to make qualitative determinations about
whether this merger is good or this merger is bad is hopelessly sub-
jective, and that would depend entirely on the persons making the
judgment at any particular time. There would have to be objective
standards that are well understood and rational and uniformly ap-
plied.

Senator WALLOP. Is it your feeling that the current statutes, but
for perhaps a minor adjustment or two, as may have been men-
tioned this morning by tax people, and I would assume antitrust
people would have similar kinds of minor adjustments-generally
speaking, would you say that they provide the protection that the
public policy demands of them?

Mr. HARMON. Absolutely.
Senator WALLOP. Dr. Gort?
Dr. GORT. I would like just to add one comment on the question

of how do you tell whether a merger is successful in bringing about
efficiency. Some years ago--

Senator WALLOP. Would you answer one thing in addition to
that? Is that a matter of concern? Must we demand efficiency
before we permit them because, if that is the case, I don't know
how you can demonstrate the value of a future act.

Dr. GORT. That is precisely my point. Not only isn't it a matter of
public policy, but there is no really effective way that it can be
made a matter of public policy. I was about to say that some years
ago we had a study of the success and failure of mergers and exam-
ined the consequences of mergers 5 years later. The comments that
were made in response by those who disagreed with our conclu-
sions is that we didn't look far enough into the future. You had to
consider the outcome 10 years later. Obviously, we can't wait 10
years before we decide whether we are going to permit a merger or
not. To require that kind of standard for approval in effect would
mean prohibiting all mergers.

Senator WALLOP. Generally, in the case of mergers, there is a his-
torical standard, and I would assume that that is fuzzy-that in
some cases you had an increase in efficiency and in other cases you
had a failure. But what happens with the failures? Maybe first, Mr.
Harmon, and then Dr. Gort?
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Mr. HARMON. I think, Senator Wallop, that there is one way to
determine what is a good merger and what is a bad merger, and
that is the marketplace will speak. A number of conglomerate
mergers that took place a number of years ago where there was no
sense-not that there was anything wrong with conglomerate
mergers, but where there is no sort of business sense or logic for
putting products together, those turned out not to be an efficient
way to operate those businesses. They became subject to divesti-
tures-voluntary divestitures some years later. They just didn't
make sense to have unrelated activities operating out of the same
organization although they might be successful with another group
of management and in another geographic environment. So, I
think the marketplace will determine whether a business combi-
nation is a successful combination or is unsuccessful through time.

Senator WALLOP. Do you agree with that?
Dr. GORT. Quite apart from the question of whether there are

gains in efficiency, it would not be desirable to interfere with the
market even if there weren't any. For example, we heard reference
to undervaluation of oil stocks. Obviously Gulf wasn't undervalued
in everyone's eyes or it wouldn't have been selling at less than $40
before the rumors of acquisition. But is it desirable to prevent
someone who places a higher value on the shares from buying
them from someone who has a lower estimate of their value? These
are normal market transactions and restricting these normal
market transactions in itself does a great deal of harm.

Senator WALLOP. I would assume that the ultimate consequence
of that would be a black market someday. I mean, if Government
were to make the determination as to what the market value of a
given thing would be it would either mean no investment or a
black market.

Mr. HARMON. Well, essentially to put a cap on it would eliminate
one of the investor's legitimate expectations of the rate of return
on his investment. It is a combination of dividends of all future
prospects and those of the company and some putting them for
merger value that is an intended number that he carries in his
head, and to the extent to which you put a cap on that activity,
that represents a real diminution of value for total values. For ex-
ample, we did a study on from the period of the date of the an-
nouncement of the moratorium proposed legislation right on down
to the day in which it was not acted upon on the floor-there was a
decline in the aggregate of approximately $12 billion worth of
value in the equity markets for aggregate numbers of energy
stocks. In other words, that lack of industrial expectation for
return of premium on merger activity got translated immediately
into a diminished realm to the extent of $12 billion.

Senator WALLOP. That is a consequence of the Government reve-
nue figures from another perspective, too. I want to thank you all,
and I apologize for keeping you waiting, but we did have informa-
tion to develop. I think it was a most useful hearing. Your testimo-
ny was welcome. Thank you.
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Mr. HARMON. Thank you very much.
Senator WALLOP. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:30 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]

36-161 0-84--13
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ACQUISITIONS MERGERS

DIVESTITURES REORGANIZATIONS

AMENDED STATEMENT OF ARTHUR BURCK FOR SENATE FINANCE
COMMITTEE HEARINGS ON THE CURRENT OIL MEGAMERGERS AND
THE TAX BREAKS THAT UNDERLIE THESE TRANSACTIONS

Giant mergers constitute a clear and present danger. As a

leading expert in the field of mergers, I have been speaking out

for almost two decades.

The wave of megamergers in recent years has reached the point

where legislative action is clearly required. Since most of these

huge transactions are based on tax breaks that usually are not

available to smaller businesses as a practical matter, the problem

can be quickly solved by withdrawing thee tax breaks from use by

large companies.

Rather than belaboring the text of this statement, I shall rely

entirely on my attached published materials. The following are

incorporated herein by reference with the same force and effect as

if set forth herein:

1. Time Has Come To Put An End to Huge Mergers, article
by Arthur Burck published in THE POST April 15, 1984,

2. A Merger Specialist Who Hates Mergers, interview with
Arthur Burck published in FORTUNE October 19, 1981.

3. The Hidden Trauma Of Merger Mania, article by Arthur
Burck published in BUSINESS WEEK dated December 6, 1982.

4. Ill-Conceived Tax Incentives Distort and Hurt Our
Economy, speech by Arthur Burck published in VITAL
SPEECHES OF THE DAY dated June 15, 1983.

5. Merger Specialist Arthur Burck Criticizes Tax Breaks
For Dodo Birds. Sitting Ducks, and Dinosaurs, interview
with Arthur Burck published in PEOPLE & TAXES dated
April 1983.
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I me Has Come To Put -anE- L'nd to -H uLe -Merers

Arthur Burck is a Palm Beach attorney
specializing Jn mergers. This is an excerpt
from a statement delivered to the US Senate
Fiuance Committee April 5.
By Arthur Burck
Special to The Poiw

The current spate of giant takeovers in the oil
industry will open a Pandora's box of problems.

First, in weighing whether competition will
be hurt, we must l'ok-ahiad. If the current big
mergers are completed, history shows that it
will set in motion frenetic activity by competi-
tors in the industry to shore up their positions
with mergers of their own.

The inevitable result is that America will end
up with a mere handful of gargantuan oil com-
panies. The government antitrust authorities
are whistling in the dark when they say that
competition will not be impaired by the forces
thus set in motion.

We aLso can wonder about the future of
American exploration efforts if companies con-
tinue to go on spending sprees to buy existing
assets instead of spending to discover new oil.
Long range, doesn't our national welfare de-
pend on dscovering more oil, not only because
of OPEC, but also because the Soviet Union is
relatively self-sufficient? Also, what if the Sovi-
et Union gai"s access to the Iranian oil fields

Commentary
while our reserves diminish?

Nor can we ignore the stagnant bureaucra-
cies that will result when oil companies, al-
ready huge and cumbersome, double their size.
We castigate the huge government bureaucra-
cies; even more dangerous are the monster
private bureaucracies. In today's fast-moving
world, our businesses must be responsive to
innovative change. Huge bureaucracies resist
change. The concentrated auto and steel indus-
tries are excellent examples of the problems
that come when huge bureaucracies get too
many eggs in an outmoded basket.

The need that our oil giants be vibrant, cre-
ative and innovative becomes apparent when
we reflect on the future of the industry. Oil is
finite, and as supplies dwindle, it is imperative
that the industry develop other sources. We
already have seen enough of the problems in
developing alternative energy to know that this
is not the task for unimaginativebureaucrats.

America will be behind the eight-ball if our
energy future is in the hands of a few massive
oil companies.

Exxon, the world's largest industrial corpo-

ration, is a good example of how the oil giants
stub their toes when they try to expand into
other industries. Exxon's move into minerals
already has lost over half its billion dollar
investment, its huge investment in oil-shale
projects has been put in mothballs, its several
hundred million dollar project to develop high-
technology products for business has been a
flop and its $1.2 billion 1979 acquisition of
Reliance Electric quickly turned into disaster.,
Recent billion-dollar boondoggles include such,
mammoth oil deals as Marcor by Mobil, Mara-
thon Oil by U.S. Steel, Conoco by DuPont, Tex-
asgulf by Elf Acguitaine and Kennecott by
Standard Oil (Ohio).

On March 5, 1977, I testified before the Sen-
ate Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly.

What I recommended then continues to be
my solution for the excessive takeover activity
of corporate giants. Seven years of scrutiny and
attack by opponents have not undermined the
soundness of the following recommendations:

' Large companies should be denied the
privilege of a tax-free exchange unless they can
demonstrate in specific situations benefit to the
overall economy.

" Similarly, large companies should be de-
med income tax deductibility of interest on
borrowings to finance acquisitions. There al-
ready is ample precedent for usin tax laws to

discourage takeover bids: the Tax Reform Act
of 1969, section 279. disallows the interest de-
duction on certain types of indebtedness that
finance acquisitions made by smaller compa-
nies. Flexibility would remain for the giants to
make small acquisitions out of cash flow or the
proceeds of divestitures.

V- Hostile tender offers should be put on ice
for awaiting period of at least 60 days. In the
past, public stockholders often have been stam-
peded into improvident takeovers by short
deadlines. Time gives an opportunity for the
pros and cons to be resolved. At present, many
takeover offers are stymied by state laws pro-
viding for waiting periods. However, there is
legal doubt concerning the constitutionality of
these state laws that perhaps should be resolved
by supervening federal legislation...

" The antitrust laws sho'ile be amnded so
that it becomes cle;-" that conglomerate merie-
ers can be challenged when large companies
acquire industry leaders, product-line exten-
sion opportunities and similar situations where
past FTC studies have shown there are poten-
tials for anti-competitive activity.

It should be noted that the above recommen-
dations involve minimum extension of bureau-
cratic activity. By and large, the reforms are
designed to be self-operating in curtailing unde-
sirable mergers

CA'
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A Merger Specialist Who Hates Mergers
A great merger uace has been running, Do you ha.e

with the blessings of both FoRTUNf and the charge?
Reagan Administration (.ee "Dn't Stop the
Mating Game,- August 24, and "Bold Depar. I ik at the
lures in Antitrust," OtioN-r 51 The new t' patI 15 yeair, I
nmency at the justice Department has !parked dist-sliturt", t't
predictable oppomstton in Ciingress arid at a- buyer rviaI/,, a
deme, but tne of the mist iricferius crtt ,t I gtt si utk. I ri
among the men who make the merger teal., would sat that
Arthur Burck, 68, is a set urtire lawyer who proposals 0la1t
uorks from his estate iii Palm Beath (tier ahle, arid ai.
the past quarter-century he has 'ut tNcther through, a high
hundreds of acqui.sitons and reoraniza- t Of ten, are ,
tions, sering such large Ieni.% as ITl, Dow
Chemical, and Litton Industres lie r, entl Why are si
d;scussed his unortlhodoxn views with Ir()" consummated?
TUN,i'S Edward Meadows. Excerpts.

%an kg.- tU' yo-a're opposed to mergers, why are that th tutu,.
you i, the merger business in
the first place? Deal maker Arthur Burc

I'm mn gainst all mergers. In
fact thvy are hindispensable to
the fun, tioning of capitalism.
Companieii need to merge for
various g' .d reasons-to gain
economies of scale, or to get
capital that they otherwise
couldn't obtain. Changing mar-
kets or just management attri-
tion can force a company to seek i a --
a merger partner. We must ac--
cept the reality that many com-
pauses have to be sold, The
question is to whom. I think the
nation would be better served if
the buyer were a group of pri-
vate investors or a medium-
sized company, but not a giant.

Why not a giant?

Takeovers by the corporate
giants have damaged a great
many companies. The acquisi-
tions have weakened or de-
stroyed countless thousands of
small and medium-sized busi- A
nesses that were star performers
when they were independent. ,

- es idence to support this

a s fi divest;tir-, In lit-
i-r' hat- been thi usands ,if
at (ILIurtd tr ipanni,- I lie
Ilir a s% h1, thit he simply
ii ri i "" I1 piX[,rit, n(e I
r.rh.ip, 9914 ot the nrrgt-r
III, t-xplired ntir rnrater-
ing thi- Y1, that di) go
Jrt tiagi-. is-chapswsi-s
1- ir bad dealIs

nranv bad merger deals

lll Li'- art- aprprhiensive
I -!sI' I-lak III lhvrr

k at work in his Palm Beach ]

present lines of business, so that makes
theim impatient to find new opportuni-
ties- the grass-is-greener syndrome. But
lew large companies are equipped to eval-
uate a merger deal Buying a company is
an art, not a science. Big companies nor-
rally process a possible acquisition
through a bureaucracy of people who are
essentially pencil pushers.

When the giants seek outside advice,
the) often get it from Wall Street, where
the adviser tray only be interested in the
huge fees ff 'w ng trom the conclusion of a
deal Wall Street has an additional incen-
tive ti promote takervers: the desire to
s,-rne customers who can make a large
profit by spring their stockholdings.

If a merger goes bad, so what? Can't
the division be sold off and

pool restored?

It's a long road. A company
loses its momentum. Key people
have left Employee morale and
efficiency have eroded. When
worker become part of a
sprawling, faceless bureaucracy,
the identity with "their" compa-
ny is lost. Productivity suffers.

A Ill-advised mergers have dam-
aged an entire generation of in-
tipient growth companies.

Not only have the companies
been blighted, so have their host
communities. The founders and
executives of thriving compa-
nies-people with roots in the
town-are eventually replaced
by hirees of the acquirer. Local
lawyers, bankers, and profes-
sionals are replaced by others in
some distant headquarters. As
the acquired company decays,
workers are laid off, doing still
more damage to the economy of
the community.

- Why would a merger lead to
decay?
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'hleii toipalit's g.e ti,)! big, through
merger or otherwise, hey often lOse ihe
capacity to create new prosutts, ]he fail-
ure to innovate then opens the disir to de-
strutlve foreign t omp tltion

But that's the marketplace at work. If a
company gets too big and suffers for it,
then it can slim down.

I think that ignores the damage that ix -
turs, the damage that unrestrained merger
dct sitysc'is sinipiso bttau's'sonreciii-
panics hase billions tf dollars (if credit
that they tan use to go out and ruin
something

Do you try to avoid doing deals with
large companies?

Nit at all I usually rcprew.'nt siimrip.iris
hasig sonic, need to sell, and ,hvs mist
(ften tend up nerged is ith largetorpanies

I get niy klnts a better pri e Iroim a gi.Iant,
so liki' water finding its (P isn level the giotd
deals tent! to floss to the nialors, io reaNig
toncentration. rhe rules are staLked in fa-
vor of the giant% They I ise the blue-chip
stotks, sometimes with high multiples
that can be used for tax-fre barter. They
can i)rrow at vcry- advantagetous terms

So what is your remedy?

taxpayers in effect subsidize the niarn-
moth mergers, invariably these deals de-
pend on either tax-free ext hanges of stiik
or the lax dedu(tibility, of interest oin the
huge borrowings needed tii float the deal
.) half the tarrying i barges are borne b
the L S Treasury

Large companies should te denied the
pr'islege ot a tax-free, exchange (,r .sir
unless thecy an demonstrate in spet ihc sit-
uatror , sont benefit to the iierall c tipnt-
my Similarl, large ciompanies should be
denied the right to dedut t tIe interest tin
their bhorrongs to tinansie atqlulitrits
U-clibility ,tuld remain tcr the giants
to make sniall a(qeIittions Out otf tash

flow or from the proceeds o divestitire
We could also use tax deferrals to

revitahle small business, Huge pools of
sterile capital lie dormant in stocks and
properties where there are large unrealized
gains, If owners could sell and re.nvest the
proceeds in small businesses and defer
tapital-gains taxes until a subsequent sale
of the follow-on investment, abundant
capital would become available. In other
words, give prospective small-business
investors the same sort of dehetral advan-
tage enjoyed by homeos-ners or investors
who sell to the giants through a tax-free
exchange of stick

Mergers seem to come in waves. Do
you think this wave has already peaked?

It's just beginning Vhether or not cash
becomes available at reasonable interest
rates, stocks are so undervalued that it is
inevlable the' will in tme reflect price
levels sshere it again ix-romes feasible or
aiquirers to use their stxs k as barter At the
sarie tinie, tile future t mans- huge corni-
panies-tn autos, oil, and so on- will be
so bleak that they will try io diversi,y by
taking over tempting targets

So the stage is set for a big merger wave.
When it runs its course our economy will
be concentrated in a relative handful of
huge companies that would have power,
little short of life and death, over the
destinies of more human beings than most
nations

The next hgical step will be takeover by
the government, first of selected industrial
targets and eventually of entire industries

Isn't that a bit farfetched?

It is easy, ostrich like, to say it tan't hap-
pen here, but look what has happened
eh'rk-here, not only in Crrnmtuoist Eastern
Europ- but also n Western Furope Itour oif
the top ten companies in Italy are govern-
ment controlled So are the ma,,rtly of the
top 20 in France, and the new Settialist
government tiere is national ing dozens

itore W '
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The hidden trauma of merger mania
Unfricndly MciI1imiLitifn iittciiitii, such as the ri
cent Bendix-Martin MarieLU-UnitedTcchnoogk- -
Allk tkeiyor tittle, have igni l a firotorm 'e
criticism. Put few comnnic.q took note f one of
the most harmful consequences of merger mania:
the negitivc Iing-nige iijiiit on jl. 'fTie reali-
ty is that most acquisitions by corporate giants
lay the groundwork for future loss of jobs be-
cause of the eventual erosion of the acquired
business.

Four years ago, William C. Norris, founder and
chief executive officer of Control Data Corp., him-
self a veteran acquirer, described the job-destroy-
ing process of mergers in testimony before the
Senate subcommittee on antitrust and monopoly.
"if public concern for the social trauma of take-
overs doesn't bring constraints, the increasing
economic damage from unemployment certainly
should The inmost serious economic dan-age re-
sults from tie destruction of jobcreating re-
sources, Technological innovation is the well-
spring of new jobs. Immediately after a takeover.
an innovaton-stifling process sets in. The aggres-
sor blankets the other with bureaucracy, layer
upon layer. Proposals for new products languish.
The result is the dispersal of the entrepreneurial
team, the major job-creating msource."

One of the best-kept secrets around, although
the underlying evidence is everywhere, is that
most acquisitions of huge companies do not work
out. Although there are no precise statistics-in
part because acquirers understandably do not go
out of their way to publicize their mistakes-
some experts say that 7 out of 10 have been
failures. Since 1953, 1 estimate there ha- been at
least 50,000 corporate acquisitions and n :rgers in
the U.S. Most were cases of huge companies'
taking over small ones. My guess is that more
than half of the companies acquired by the giants
were weakened, damaged, or desti yed.

When Oinossura mate. Most huge companies are
run by bureaucracies not unlike those of big gov-
ernmenL Like oil and water, it is, difficult to mix
staid bureaucracies-which by their very nature
resist change-and creative, often fragile, entre-
preneurial companies. When the merger involves
two giants, especially when two dinosaurs mate,
it is almost as hard to blend two big bureaucra-
cies. If, as often happens, both are left un-
u uchem, the exLra layer of bureaucracy hastens
the enlarged company's stagnation and decay.

On the other har, if there are wholesale fir-
ings or, a- usually hailcins following a hostile
takeover, many executives leave, the acquired
business often loses momentum. The people who
leave are usually key employees, and many of
those who remain vegetate rather than make
waves. Employee morale and efficiency decline.
Productivity suffers, creativity fades. In time the
damaged company is quietly "phased out" or, if it
is salvageable, sold off.

14 8US5ES WEEK O mber S, 1962

It shuull he ru mcoitired, ' l, thatt rr iveri
decuiels the giants have bee,. eating the bushi'
ill. mx-trei of tih- iiwt tesotig tki-ov,-r trg-is.
the cream of Ue crop of emerging growth coiii..
nits ,.nd leading independent comnjwmnies. T'
Iuy-r,,-iii Il-sill loruc m iaw idrently imiirni,,i
a generation of the country's most promising eii
tcrprises.

ltecurt merger waves have bcLen follwed I,
ksb publicized divestiture waves, during whicl
the gi.nt.us have dumped thousand of acquim
tions. Most of tiem were good performers whei
bought but have become ugly ducklings. In r'.
ce,,t years, 35'A of acquisition ann iuncemcni ri
flcctcd dzvesutures, almost all companies that ha,
uic Iteen aJelurI. Some curaniiies ave Ii.,e
revoJving doors for their acquisitions. The leader
in discarding businesses is probably Whittak,,
Crl;,, which i.v gotten rid of 90 companies Bini-,
1907. W. R. Grace & Co. has divested more thai
60 businesses in several decades.

Strength in naumr The clear lesson is that 4r
today's business climate, where change and inni
cation are euser,tial for survival, the nation ,
served only when there is the largest possild,
number ef vi.bile, independent companies en
gaged in vigorous competition. Yet our business.
landscape is littered with stagnating giants tha:
sil have the means to raise huge war ches7 , Th,
future of their present operations is bleak, anui
they lack the creativity to launch new businesses
They know that the only possible avenue for
growth, or even survival, is to take over existing
businesses. In recent years we have seen mai.,
giants struggle to shore up their position by tb,
almost promiscuous acquisitions of whatever ar
gets of opportuntLy happen to appear on the
sceic And this trend is likely to continue.

Mergers are indispensable, of course, in a flexi
ble, capitalistic economy, especially for smaller
companies where sale of the business is often the
only avenue for shareholders to achieve liJidity
The problem is that although mergers of small
and medium-size companies help keep the ceon
my dynamic and growing, giant corporations have
a strong bidding advantage. They have, or can
borrow, more cash. And thy can use their stock
for acquistLions with tax-free swaps.

One solution is simple: Deprive large companie-
of the tax incentives-interest deductibility a.
ux-free stock swaps-that fuel giant mergers
This change would not prevent the giants free,
ziakimg icquisitiuns. Bult it would elhiinuto nmul
of the advantage they have over small and medi-
um-size companies in acquisitions. It is likely that
far more mergers would then take place among
these small and medium-size outfits.

America's industrial future lies less with decay
ing giants than with the nimbler businesses that
can open up new growth horizons, Mergers can
hasten the growth of these creative companies.0

I ODEAS & TRENDS

Most acquisitions
by corporate
giants lay
the groundwork
for future job
losses because of
the eventual
erosion of the
acquired business
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the move to computerize and automate - requiring more
knowledge workers and reducing useful jobs for the unquali-
fied.

5. Coping with that will increase the need to reach, teach,
motivate and supervise employees - without being able to
exert much discipline or serious fear of dismissal. That will be
one of the most challenging tasks in communication and moti-
vation that business has ever faced.

6. In the upper-tier pars of the market, the appeal will in-
crease for distinctiveness and decor, because the buyers will
continue to seek individuality and self-expression as a way to
show they are above the crowd

7. Whatever form sexual relationships take, it'. i-cly .i
pairs will tend to have similar rungs in the system. There won't
be many cases of an upper-tier worker living with someone in
the lower tier.

Being able to hold ajob will represent so much of the psychic
meaning in life that almost everyone able to hold a good job will
want one.

8. People in the top tier will be increasingly convenience.
minded. They will want as little trouble as possible. feeling that
worrying about machinery is beneath them. Dependability znd
long-life will be demanded.

9. Some workers will carry out their jobs at home, but not
nearly as many as Alvin Toffler projected in The Third Wake.
The social aspects of work will continue to be important for
many - and take them out 0f the home. That means there
probably will be little increase in food preparation in the home.

10. The tendency to want appliances to just plug in and work
for many years Will tend to eliminate the need for dealers. More
ordering will be done directly from the factory or catalogue
house.

All this, I think, will present new challenges to manufac-
turers. They will have to convey a feeling of quality, depend-
ability, stability - unchangingness, non-obsoleting - at the
same time they will have to convey an impression of being

mo,-e advanced than their competitors.
Those of us who help companies develop and project their

images will have a lot of fun with that!
Manufacturers will have to make money on the product and

not on the service contract.
Underlying all this, of course, will be great danger to the

survival of a system in which business can operate at all.
Our system has given millions of people the time, energy,

motivation and resources to oppose the system. The growing
split intotwo tiers will give millions more the time and motiva-
tion to attack.

Those with a stake in the system have been too busy at
business - and too close to hard facts and the bottom line - to
understand what has been happening and what must be done to
avert disaster.

Year, ago 1t. L. Hunt, Sid Richardson, the Murchisons and
others put money into efforts to stem the tide - but those efforts
were misguided and the timing was wrong. You can't buck a
strong trend in public attitudes head-on. But when the trend
turns in your direction- as it nov nas - you can accelerate it.

Now is the time for business and high-paid executives to put
support behind effective movements to change the climate of
attitudes - to reinstate regard for working, learning, obeying
the laws and earning what you want in life.

My observations about the changes that have occurred and
the domination of the human climate, I believe, are based on
established fact. My speculations on where they iead - for
your industry and for society - are, of course, speculations.
But I think the record of projecting such changes has been good
enough to justify taking them seriously and incorporating them
into your planning.

This is an exciting time for us. We can be pretty sure that the
next few years will be a lot different from the years in which we
worked our way up to where we are. How we sense, adjust to
and direct the new human climate will determine where we will
be at the end of our careers.

Ill-Conceived Tax Incentives Distort and Hurt
Our Economy

HELPING THE GOLIATHS

By AR.THtUR BURCK, President of Arthur Bur:k and Comany

Delivered to Rotary International. West Palm Beach, Florida, Msay /0, 1983

MERP!CA's sputtering economy is on the brink of crisis.Countless businesses are obsolete or crippled. That is
why we have double-digit unemployment, and the end is

nowhere in sight since we continue to lose manufacturing jobs
faster than our ability to create new employers.

The causes are many, but one is pervasive obsolescence has
overtaken the giant corporation as the mainstay of our industrial
Structure

Through most of this century our giants prospered, especially
in concentrated industries, because of relative insulation from
foreign competition, an edge over disadvantaged competitors
that was prolonged a half-century by two world wars and their
recovery afterraths. Thus, our economy became structured

primarily around gigantic corporations burdened by burgeoning
Lureaucracies, but most immobile giants - in autos and steel,
for example - proved to be no more defendable against nimble
forcieners than France's supposedly impregnable Maginot line.
In other words, our big companies were sitting ducks.

Why ate big firms poor innovators? When companies get too
big, they often lose the capacity to take risks and develop new
products. As companies increase in size, there is a commensu-
rate increase in bureaucracy, which becomes more and more
inflexible. In the business world, change is the name of the
game. Yet it is the very nature .f bureaucracy to resist change.

Another factor that leads to corporate stagnation is that the
larger the company, the grea er its stock in the status quo. Woen
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investments in established products and methods run into bil-
lions of dollars, manufacturers are reluctant to retool. The auto
industry was slow to jettison the colossal investncnts in large
cars until foreign competitors took the lead

To be sure, big companies are necessary ir, some industries.
However, it is noteworthy that most industrial gints that today
maintain their success are those that act like small companies;
i e., 3M, IBI, Control Data

Things are likely to get worse. The reason is that most of the
goodies of government aid go to the obsolete Goliaths - the
Davids don't even get cut-iate slingshots. and indeed the entre-
preneurial companies ihat arc the future of America are in the
"third world" in terms of government neglect and comparative
wealth.

Mesmerized by the former success of the corporate giants
and the great wealth that they have accumulated, the federal
government for several decades has fose¢red a vast array of
subsidies and tax breaks that now are wasted n-ore often than
not on the stagnating giants. These subsidies take a wide variety
of forms: fast depreciation, depletion, import quotas, tax cred-
its, loan guarantees, increased tariffs, subsidized loans. "vol-
untary" export lim:tations. tax crcdits on foreign earnings.
taxpayer bailouts of huge companies (Lockheed. Chrysler),
prolongation of tax carry-back periods, and last but not least the
"sale" of tax credits whereby prospering corporations reduce
their taxes by acquiring credits, usually from the huge dinosaur
companies that are unable to use these tax credits themselves.

As the result, today's somrwhat shocking statistic is that
corporate taxes are now only 5.9 percent of federal revenues, in
contrast to the 25 percent that prevailed during the 1950s and
1960s, the "Golden Age" of American prosperity. The Ad-
ministration estimates that corporations will pay only $35 bil-
lion during fiscal 1983 - the smallest dollar amount, adjusted
for inflation, since fiscal 1942 when corporate profits were a
comparative pittance.

This means that most large companie-i today pay negligible
taxes - because of the array of tax breaks they enjoy.

On the other hand, it has been my experience that most small
and medium-sized corporations pay close to the maximum rates
- usually about 50 percent including state income taxes.
Smaller companies have nowhere to hide.

For example, let's take the 1981 tax act that drastically cut
the period for depreciating business assets. This legislation was
proclaimed as a bonanza for small business when in fact the
large companies were the major beneficiaries; 80 percent went
to the Fortune 1700. which are 0. 1 percent of all companies.
The big, dead, dodo birds are loaded with fixed assets, especial-
ly huge plants. In contrast, smaller companies hase few fixed
assets so that th,-.y usually have relatively little to depreciate

In view of the stagnancy of our old industries, it is clear that
the future of America depends upon our innovative small buii-
nes, sector and its ability to spawn many new high-growth
companies - the job creators for tomorrow Yet 'hese are the
businesses that must bear the brunt of full corporate tax rates.

Several bothersome questions emerge:
-Is it iere coincideiice that the big companies languished

and stagnated in almost exact relation to he amount of taxpayer
largesse bestowed upon them?

-The purpose of this largesse was to help the big compa-
nies, but is that the -say it worked out?

-- If we taxed corporations closer to the ranges prevailing in
the 1950s and '60s, wouldn't we cure the federal deficit this

now underlies the high interest rates that imperil the future of
business?

"Pro-bigness" tax pohctes are more pernicious than appears
on the surface The face of business America has been irrevoca-
bly altered - for the worse - by the tax-induced merger mania
that during the past three decades has meant the loss of indepen-
dence to over 50,000 once-prospe.ring American businesses.
Most of these acquisitions were made by big companies. Fol-
lowing are some of the disastrous effects upon our economy:

-The big became bigger. This has means concentration of
our business assets in fewer and fewer hands.

-We now know that most of these acquisitions did not work
out. Perhaps the majority of companies acquired by giants were
ruined, damaged or weakened. Since tLe giants for decades
have been beating the bushes to find and acquire the most
promising growth companies, we have lost a generation of our
best companies. Here is one of the reasons for our huge unem-
ployment - many of our high-growth employers were ruined
by the heavy hand of giant acquirers.

-- The main reason for the failure of most acquisitions is the
inability of the bu-eaucracy of the giants to mesh with fragile
entrepreneurial smaller companies. Even when deals do work
out, one may question whether the nation is served when con-
trol of vibrant companies is transferred to stagnant big compa-
nies that have made a mess of their own businesses.

In the years to come, the signs point to proliferation of giant
takeovers. Our business landscape is littered with stagnating
giants that still have the means to raise huge war chests for
takeovers. The future of their present operations is bleak, and
they lack the creativity to launch new businesses. They know
that the only possible avenue for growth, or even survival, is to
take over existing businesses. That is why in recent years we
have seen many giants struggle to shore up their position by the
almost promiscuous acquisition of whatever targets of opportu-
nity happen to appear on the scene.

Now it is ironic that taxpayers have been subsidizing the
merger activity that has been so deleterious to our economy. I
estimate that four out of five of the huge takeovers depend on
tax breaks: (1) the tax-free exchange of stock, and (2) the
deductibility of interest on the huge loans that float these deals.

Another tax break that has promoted needless bigness is the
opportunity for big corporations to retain just about whatever
earnings they want. They get away with this approach because
they can tell their stockholders, "Well, look, if we give you
only 20 percent of the earnings as dividends that are taxable as
ordinary income and keep the other 80 percent, we'll invest it
and in time that will come back to you as a capital gain."

More often than not, companies retain earnings that they
don't need in their own business. They then spend money on
acquisitions whether doing so makes sense or not. Very often
the acquisition is the last thing they reed because they have no
competence to manage the new area of business. It was redicu-
lous for U.S. Steel and DuPont to spend billions to get in the oil
business after only a couple of weeks considenng whether to do
this

Retained earnings often are put into offices, buildings and
facilities that aren't needed or that are overly elaborate. Many
companies have squirreled away an unbelievable array of infer-
tile assets or peripheral businesses not germane to the main
corporate thrust.. When one stops and thinks about this pattern
being repeated countless times over the last 30 to 40 years, each
year a company retaining more than it needs and then wonder-
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ing what to do with it, it's not surprising that they end up
collecting vast infertile assets.

The national tragedy is that such huge caches of capital have
become locked up in regressive receptacles, often among the
corporate has-beens, instead of being redeployed among the
vigorous and vibrant doers. Wh, t oil is to the Arabs capital is to
America: our most valuable asset. But like oil it is finite and so
we must carefully husband capital and make sure that it is not
wasted through ill-conceived tax breaks.

Even though our economy bums, legislators have been ig.
noting what is happening, not unlike Nero. That is hardly
surprising since when issues collide with the power and the
"deep pockets" of the corporate giants, can one blame any
legislator for tempering valor with discretion? A after all, surviv-
al in office can depend on not offending the well-funded PAC's
that have become such telling weapons for use against "unco-
operative" legislators. In the area of mergers, the big compa-
nies always resist even the most common-sense restraint; for

example, it took Congress 20 years to pass a much-needed law
requiring acquirers merely to inform the government of larger
acquisitions. Indeed. it was a chilling experience for me to
appear twice before the old Senate subcommittee on antitrust
and monopoly, and observe all of the empty seats reserved for
subcommittee members who didn't bother to show up -
"friends" of big business was the staff's explanation. What
else can we expect so long as most legislators must cater to big
business in order to raise the massive sums needed for reelec-
tion?

And so it is highly unlikely that government will rearrange
the incentives and disincentives that have contributed to the
sorry current state of the nation's industry. To be sure, there is
understandable nostalgia for big business. We all grew up with
the idea that bigness is as much a part of America as is apple
pie. Trying to question bigness in America is almost like ques-
tioning motherhood, But we've got to change our thinking
away from helping the Goliaths. Their day is gone.

Life and Peace
ANOTHER WORD FOR UTOPIANISM IS HOPE

By TIMOTHY HEALY, President, Georgetown University

Delivered at Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden, April 21, 1983

RCHBISHOP SUNDBY, Cardinal Ams, Reverend Met-ropolitans, Reverend Bishops, Fellow Christians, Ladies
and Gentlemen: It is an honor for me to be here to tepre-

sent the Catholic Church in the United States at this Christian
World Conference on life and Peace. I bring you greetings from
your fellow Christians in the United States who are as troubled
as you are by the worldwide nuclear threat to life and peace.
This morning I will try to speak from two perspectives. The first
is that of the pastoral letter, which the American Roman Catho-
lic Bishops have been preparing, and upon which they will meet
to vote early next month. The second is more personal, that of a
teacher who has spent most of his adult life in universities,
public and private, secular and religious. The urgency of the
Bishops' pastoral letter is doubled for those of us who have
given of our lives for the learning and growth of the young. As
Christians and as citizens, we, their elders, cannot leave them
the nuclear tensions we have made.

The second Vatican Council opened its discussion of modem
warfare with the words, "The whole human race faces a mo-
ment of supreme crisis in its advance toward maturity." I would
like to take those words as the text of my remarks this morning.
President John F. Kennedy began the decade of the sixties by
remarking that "men must put an end to war, or war will put an
end to mankind." Despite the violence of his presidency, for
some years after his death it seemed that men and governments
everywhere had begun to heed that warning. The beginning was
impressive. There were treaties to ban nuclear weapons from
space and from the sea floor. There were treaties to ban testing
in the atmosphere and to restrict underground testing. There
was the non-proliferation treaty under which many non-nuclear
nations agreed not to work toward the acquisition of nuclear
weapons in return for an undertaking by the nuclear powers to
limit and reduce their own stockpiles of such arms. That under-

taking has yet to be fulfilled. Finally, there was the SALT I
Treaty and the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. Preliminary work
was done on a SALT II Treaty and there was indeed progress on
a comprehensive test ban.

Despite the wars and the rumors of wars that filled the sixties
and early seventies, these visible signs of progress, coupled
with the development of detente in East-West relations, led to a
general public acceptancQ that nuclear war could and would be
avoided. In America our publi" guard was lowered and while all
of us winced at the odd acronym, MAD (mutual assured de-
struction), we felt that some stability had been achieved and that
if no arms had been scrapped at least equilibrium was an attain-
able goal. All of us felt that the arms race had slowed so notably
that we could begin to hope for arms reduction.

It is true that during these years few strong voices in the
American churches were raised to question either the funda-
mental assumptions of the nation state, or any of the immemori-
al Christian teachings about nuclear war. We in America all too
easily forget the deep imperative that moves Russians, commu-
nist or not, in their three hundred year race to catch up with
Western technology. Historical perspectives are not popular in
democracies, in America or elsewhere, and the perennial opti-
mism of a free and busy people approaches all governments and
all theories of government with the practical axiom, "if it ain't
broke, don't fix it."

In the last four years all this has changed. Our euphoria at a
nuclear slow-down has been replaced by a collective anxiety in
the United States and n many parts of Europe. Our worries are
provoked by American preference for nuclear superiority and
our stated ambition to dvelop new weapon systems: also by the
continuing build-up in the Soviet Union of intermediate range
ballistic missiles aimed at European cities.

There is little to gain by assigning blame, since the blame
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People &Iixts

Merger Specialist Arthur Burck
Criticizes Tax Breaks for Dodo

'Birds, Sitting Ducks, and Dinosaurs
PAT: Critics of the tax laws say that they enmcoufae
mergers Can you r/am how tiu work'

iurck- The merger actiiiy e the cciporate gianu
has depended on two tax breaks The furst us the
deduct bdity of interest n the Ihuge borownSs
needed to fi'snce the operutioi. Fo esAsplit, U.S.
Steel borrowed about $4 bdloo of the S6 billion it
spent to buy Marathon. It wa able to ri'e off the
ittetest against txes

Smalle compares can't borrow with that facili-
ty. If they can borow at all, they gel quite a dif-
ferent assay of ilieresl rates. They can't compete
with the big companies, even for th. snall acquisI-
boas So as a practice] matter, deductibility or the
interest u something thaI only the big can take ad-
vantage of.

The second dcce is the tax-free exchange of
stocks Here agai., when a company decides to take
stocks instead of cash, the ststk of the huge com-
Pay is usually mose hquid, more blue chip. And it
is avitable as baster. The stock of the small com-
paiiy or medium-sized company usually isn't
available.

PAT: A lot of nergert wouldn't orcur if these two
tax breaks were not a ailable to big companies?

Bartk: My guess in loolki back over shs put
five years at the hundreds and hundreds of haue
mergers that have taken place, without thesa tax
breaks, four out of five, maybe nine out of 10
woud not have occurred

Without these tax breaks, companies still can go
ahead and merge, as many small companies do.
They Just Can't take advantge Of the tax breaks
now available. Thes tax advantages available to
the big companies for mergers should be wiped out,

PAT: You seem to be implyinq that mergers are
had. thet they An the economy.

Bunk: Most of these deals don't work out. Most
of the acquired Companies ae ruined They ate
weakened sa another layer of bueaucracy is add.
ed. And the good people are chased away. Those
who stay there vegetate.

PAT: if these n'rerfatlso often, then why hgrn
there been so many meer in the past few yeri?

BaeeL-r These diotaurs se only a bleak future in
what tey ate doing Thel know that they have bete
licked by foeeigs competition in aoee of the basic
buusise They know that they are not competent
enoulh to let into rew aeas. Yet, they ate sitting
on bilhons or doltars in assess.

They have only oae way to g-ow, only oone sty to
survive. That is by taking ova Other companies, the
biuer the better. In other words, when your own
pa.stute is tied ot. any other pasture looks peen.
So they ure moving on to greener pastures

FAT: You seem so be saying that bit t bad h
that general pAlusopihy you Ma-v about bu5sess'

Bank: to neces4ridy Big ha its place To give
an aaogy. a huge truek ttsaler has its pitpose on
the New erstey Tattspke. Bat to try to take she
srailer though downtown traffic durn the rush
hous dllueates places where bil is not suitable. A
big problem in Americe is thart have permitted
the big to creep in to too many areas

PAT: MAY don't you like big compaRnies?

Bank: Big companies have too many eggs i One
baker They can hardly afford to plan to change.
to innovate They have bitlons and billions of
dolas tied up in the status quo that stands as a
brake anst making everything obsolete.

Take the auto industry. for example. Even if
"alph Nader had been president of Centeral Motors
I0 years ago, be would hate thought twic.X before
deciding tha the day of the small car was coming.
E-tn Ru/h would hast thought twce ahout vak.
Ing obsolete counless billions of dollars of plant.
equipment, mode. all of which were producing big
can's that made ihe company prosperous

And you wte thai in so many industries. .x only
i. Detroit You can run down the list of the in-
dustries that have been hurt b) foreign co'mpeitio .
Foreign competition has found the industrial com-
panies of Ansr, ca sitting ducks.

PAT: If bigness hinders innovaisn nd sfoe
these companies' gro wt., them why have big com-
pnks been so sucessf fl through most of
Amerca's hatory?

Fwrnk: The reason why they were viable then was
because Aierican companies did not have amy real
foreign c€wpetition in the peat. We emerged entire-
ly unscalthed after World War I, so It was a oe.
way street it wa Iall made to order for big com-
pstres. When they needed raw materials, they really
weren't botheed by foreign wompetitioa.

With minimal outside disturbance in terms of in-
oovtion, it was a period when huge assembly lnes
and huge plants worked, But with the intrusion of
awsessive forcen competition, which has been
nimble and agde, our huge industrial st.ictir.,e hue
no longer been able to cope.

PAT: Gettmni back io taxs, what other kind of
ta breek hae encouraged 4 .ess?

Baklt: Another W device that has peota 'te
needles bipmess is the opportunity for corporations
to retain just about whatever earnija they want
and declare dividends as low as they can get away
with. They get away with this apeoch because
they can tell their stockholders, "Well, lool, if we
give you wily 20 percent of the earns and keep
the other 80 percent, welU invest it and in time that

will come back 10 you as a capital guin "
Morte often t'tan not, they don't need ihee

reourres in their own business Very often com.
panel retain earnings that they don't need

PAT: If they don't eced these retFined earn, gt,
the what are they doing with the money

t

Btuck: One thing they do is spend money on ac-
quisition whether dorpg that makes sense Or not.
Very often the acquiithan is the Iat thing they need
bause they have ro competence to savae the
new area of briiness It is ridiculous for U.S Steel
and f uPont to get in the oil business after ony a
couple of weeks Considering whether to do this.

ArA& Burck An worked with oie 1.0W0
business, big and small. He As arranged acquri-
tios with overe dozen of the biggert 100 essora.
lios and At worked over the years from tme-o.
time with at tea/t oAe-trhd of the Fortune 5W.

Barck was originaly a Well Street laer, where
Ae became an exert on corporate reorganiont,
esritlet and tax law with the law fim of Carter.

Ledyard A Mudburn He thean worked wick the
Securities Exchanga Commiuton * itere hwserved a
the im rtia adviser to federal judges ,A big
reorg anzarions.

S:.ce 1933, Burch has worked as a merger ad ac.
qaisiiOA nerealcu. He has written widely aL*Ae
merrilp and the, impact on the economy having
bern puistted I Thi Wall Sre Journal. For.
lane, acd Business Week

4 ,OK,,,&,
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Another' thing these bl compa ses do with rc-
goined cttings to put it into office buildings they
don't need In addition. they build plants that are
overly elaborate.

It's *jUincredtble: o look behi d the scenes of
some of then ble comp y They Q91rmerrel-
ad away just am incredible of J sets.
It's wasted moasy in a setwl. So whe ou stop and
think about this pattrn being repeated thousands
of Inms for thte last i3t 0 0 ears, each year a cow-
pany retaining; coe than it nees atd then wonder-
ing what to do with it sport froa acqumsitions, itIa

ssrPsiag that they ed Up q irreling awsy
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INTRODUCTION

The Subcommittee on Energy and Agricultural Taxation of the
Committee on Finance has scheduled a public hearing on April 5,
1984, on Federal income tax considerations in oil and gas company
acquisitions. This pamphlet, prepared in connection with the hear-
ing, provides a description of some of those considerations.

The first part of the pamphlet contains a summary of recent ac-
quisition activity involving oil and gas companies and of present
law. The second part provides a brief discussion of the role of Fed-
eral income tax policy in oil and gas company acquisitions. The
third part describes present law in more detail. The fourth part dis-
cusses possible changes in the applicable Federal income tax rules.
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I. SUMMARY

Recent activity involving oil and gas company acquisitions
Recent years have seen a large increase in the number of acquisi-

tions, and proposed acquisitions, of large, publicly-held corporations
engaged in exploration for and development of oil and gas proper-
ties and in refining. Some of the acquiring corporations have not
been engaged in oil and gas activities, while others have been. In at
least most cases, the price paid or to be paid for the stock of the
acquired company reflects a substantial premium over recent New
York Stock Exchange prices for such stock.

One recent widely-publicized acquisition was the acquisition of
Marathon Oil by U.S. Steel in 1982. Others include Shell's acquisi-
tion of Belridge Oil, Dupont's purchase of Conoco, and Occidental
Petroleum's acquisition of Cities Service. More recently, Texaco Oil
has announced plans to acquire Getty Oil, the Standard Oil Compa-
ny of California (Socal) has tendered for all the stock of Gulf, and
Mobil Oil has announced plans to acquire Superior Oil. Finally,
just last week, Marathon disclosed a plan to buy the U.S. oper-
ations of Husky Oil, and Shell Oil announced that a proposal for
the acquisition of 30 percent of its stock by its European parent,
the Royal Dutch Shell group, was inadequate. If Socal acquires all
the stock of Gulf, the transaction, at $80 per share, would total
over $13 billion, the largest corporate combination in history.

This activity obviously raises a number of issues. They include:
(1) why do potential acquiring corporations value potential ac-
quired companies substantially higher than does the public market;
(2) what are the anti-trust implications of a particular acquisition
or a pattern of acquisitions; (3) what will be the effect of the acqui-
sitions on oil and gas exploration and development activities; (4)
whether, given the nature of the oil and gas business, acquisitions
of oil and gas companies may in fact be in the public interest; and
(5) whether various applicable Federal policies may not be in con-
flict with one another. Another issue concerns what effect, if any,
Federal income tax laws have on the recent activities involving oil
and gas companies. Many believe the current Federal income tax
laws subsidize o, encourage the acquisition of oil and gas compa-
nies.

Present law
Most of the recent activity appears to involve taxable transac-

tions. That is, sellers receive either cash or installment obligations
from the acquiring corporation. Frequently, the acquiring corpora-
tion borrows from third-party lenders much of any cash to be paid.
In any case where the buyer borrows money to do the transaction,
from the sellers or a third party, interest paid or accrued on the
debt is deductible. Furthermore, the allocation of such interest ex-
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pense to domestic or foreign source income can affect allowable for-
eign tax credits. In a case where installment obligations are issued,
recognition of gain to the sellers is deferred although the acquiring
corporation will frequently be entitled to current tax benefits with
respect to the purchase price payable. Sometimes the installment
obligations bear stated interest at a below-market rate.

In the case of most taxable acquisitions of oil and gas compa-
nies, the parties can structure it so that the transaction will not be
fully taxable to the ta-get company but the acquiring corporation
will be able to obtain a new fair market value basis in the assets
involved, with resulting future tax benefits. Whether the transac-
tion will be structured in that fashion depends on a great number
of factors.

The acquisitions can also be done as tax-free reorganizations, in
which the acquiring corporations generally issue shares of their
stock to the sellers. Generally, reorganization transactions are tax-
free to all parties involved. Furthermore, the acquiring corporation
generally succeeds to the acquired corporation's basis in the prop-
erty acquired. Finally, dividends paid on any stock issued in the re-
organization will give rise to a dividends received deduction for
most corporate holders of such stock.
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II. FEDERAL INCOME TAX POLICY

As indicated in Part I, an important issue raised by the recent
acquisitions of oil and gas companies is the extent to which the
Federal income tax laws have encouraged such acquisitions. An-
other is whether the economic impacts of such acquisitions are
beneficial or harmful.
Effect of Federal income tax laws

The Federal income tax law contains a number of rules that
affect oil and gas company acquisitions. Some of them may encour-
age acquisitions, and others may discourage them. The principal
tax disadvantage from a taxable takeover is that it generally trig-
gers taxation of capital gain to the shareholders of the acquired
company, a tax which might otherwise have been deferred or elimi-
nated. Naturally, the impact of the capital gains tax depends on
the tax situation of the shareholders: it does not affect tax-exempt
shareholders, like pension funds, and it is less of a deterrent to
shareholders in lower tax brackets. The principal tax advantages of
a taxable acquisition are the ability of the acquiring corporation to
elect to step up the basis of the assets of the acquired company to
reflect appreciation and write that higher basis off through future
depreciation or depletion deductions without a corporate-level tax
ever being paid on much of the appreciation; the ability of the com-
panies to file consolidated tax returns (which they can do after cer-
tain tax-free reorganizations as well); the ability of the acquiring
corporation to take interest deductions with respect to debt in-
curred to finance the transaction; and the ability of domestic corpo-
rate shareholders to claim dividends received deductions with re-
spect to any stock used by the acquiring corporation in connection
with the acquisition. Furthermore, certain Federal income tax
laws, such as those relating to royalty trusts,' have had the effect
of encouraging proxy fights or tender offers that have driven a
company to look for a "white knight" to take it over.

Under these circumstances, while it may be desirable to have an
income tax law that is neutral with respect to oil and gas company
or other acquisitions, neutrality is likely to prove to be an elusive
goal. The net effect of the income tax law is likely to be to encour-
age some acquisitions and discourage others, depending on the tax

I In addition to the Federal income tax laws directly affecting oil and gas company acquisi-
tions, various other features of the tax law have had a significant indirect impact. For example,
the tax advantages associated with royalty trusts have encouraged investors to accumulate stock
in major oil companies with the intention of spinning off a royalty trust. Because of the tax
laws, individual shareholders may be hurt when a royalty trust is created; therefore, they are
motivated to sell their stock to corporations or tax-exempt investors. Once the company's stock
is heavily concentrated in the hands of a relatively small number of institutional investors,
many of whom are interested in short-run profits or tax advantages, the company is easy prey
for a takeover bid and thus is forced to search for a "white knight" company to take it over.
Relevant provisions of the law are addressed in tax reform bills agreed to by both tax-writing
committees and are not discussed in this pamphlet.
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profiles of the companies involved and their shareholders. There-
fore, in practice, the question is whether to tilt the present system
more or less toward encouraging or not encouraging acquisitions,
recognizing that changes that will reduce the existing tax incen-
tives in certain cases may increase the tax penalties in other cases.
Effect of tax treatment of dividends

Present law generally imposes a double tax on corporate-source
income distributed as dividends. The income is taxed first to the
corporation and again to ultimate shareholders (unless they are
tax-exempt) when it is distributed (assuming the corporation has
earnings and profits). However, when a corporation has appreciat-
ed property (like oil and gas reserves), the corporate-level tax on
significant appreciation can often be avoided in an acquisition.

These rules have two principal impacts on acquisition incentives.
First, a corporation with earnings in excess of what it needs in its
own immediate business is faced with at least the following choices:
paying out high dividends; rerrchasing its own stock; or acquiring
another company. Oil and gas companies have been doing all three
of these things, but the tax system discourages the payment of divi-
dends, and, from the standpoint of the managers of a corporation,
stock repurchases, which involve shrinking the company, may not
be as attractive as an acquisition. Second, for a company
with appreciated assets, a corporate-level tax on the appreciation
can be avoided, in certain cases, by being taken over. Furthermore,
the shareholders of a company which is taken over will generally
realize capital gain, rather than dividend income, in the transac-
tion.

To a large extent, the double tax system gives rise to these incen-
tives.
Economic impact of oil and gas company acquisitions

Oil and gas company acquisitions have a variety of economic im-
pacts. Acquired companies may function more or less efficiently to-
gether than they did apart, depending on the situation. Since the
m 'in gains or losses from changes in efficiency are likely to de-
volve upon the shareholders, this is not necessarily an issue for tax
or other public policy. Also, there may be antitrust issues affecting
particular wholesale or retail markets. These also vary from case
to case and are best addressed through antitrust, not tax, policies.

A significant nontax motive for acquisitions has been that the
stock market, in recent years, has placed a relatively low value on
the oil and gas reserves of major oil companies. This may be a
result of the double tax on dividend income, since ordinarily the
income an oil company would earn from these reserves normally
would be subject to both a corporate-level tax and a shareholder-
level tax. The low valuation of these oil and gas reserves may also
be a result of the market's judgment that the oil and gas compa-
nies, for nontax reasons, are not likely to be sufficiently profitable
in the long run.

When the market valuation of oil and gas reserves i.s low, and
the expected yield on oil and gas down, the incentive for drilling is
reduced. Why should an oil company spend, say, $10 to find a
barrel of oil when the stock market is going to value that barrel at

36-161 O-84--14
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only, say, $6? Instead, oil reserves may be obtained more cheaply
by acquiring an oil and gas company than by actual exploration
and drilling activities. Under these circumstances, oil and gas com-
pany acquisitions may perform a valuable function of raising the
market value of many oil and gas companies, in relation to the
costs of finding oil, giving them a larger incentive to drill for new
oil and gas.
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III. PRESENT LAW

A. Forms of Acquisition
Assets held by a corporation can be acquired by another corpora-

tion by means of a taxable acquisition of assets, a taxable acquisi-
tion of stock, or a tax-free reorganization.
1. Taxable asset acquisitions

Acquisitions from non-liquidating corporations
An acquiring corporation can acquire part or all of an acquired

corporation by acquiring the assets of such corporation. Such an ac-
quisition can take the form of a purchase in exchange for cash,
notes, stock of the acquiring corporation, or other property, or any
combination of the foregoing, in a transaction that is taxable to the
acquired corporation.

In the event the acquired corporation is not liquidated as part of
the transaction, it will recognize gain or loss in an amount equal to
the excess of the amount realized with respect to each asset sold
(on the amount of money plus the fair market value of other prop-
erty received for each such asset over the corporation's adjusted
basis in such asset). To the extent the assets transferred are capital
assets in the hands of the acquired corporation, any gain is gener-
ally capital gain except to the extent of any recapture income
under sections such as sections 1245, 1250, and 1254. The recapture
rules treat part or all of any gain as ordinary income to the extent
of deductions previously taken against ordinary income with re-
spect to particular property.

Under sections 1245, 1250, and 1254, part or all of the gain, if
any, recognized on the transfer of section 1245 property (certain de-
preciable personal property and real property), section 1250 proper-
ty (certain depreciable real property), or section 1254 property (cer-
tain oil, gas, or geothermal property), is recaptured and treated as
ordinary income to the acquired corporation.

Under section 1245 the recapture amount is generally the lesser
of the gain on the disposition of the property or the depreciation
taken with respect to such property. Under section 1250, the recap-
ture amount is generally the lesser of the gain on the disposition of
the property or the depreciation taken with respect to such proper-
ty in excess of straight-line depreciation. However, for post-1980
nonresidential rental property, the recapture amount under section
1250 is the lesser of the gain on disposition or post-1980 depreci-
ation taken unless the property was depreciated on a straight-line
basis, in which case there is no recapture. The recapture amount
under section 1254 is generally an amount equal to the intangible
drilling costs deducted with respect to such property in excess of
the amount of such costs which would have been recovered had
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they been capitalized and recovered through cost depletion. Howev-
er, there is no recapture with respect to intangible drilling costs de-
ducted before January 1, 1976. In the case of a disposition of miner-
al property, there is no recapture other than recapture under sec-
tion 1254. Neither cost nor percentage depletion, for example, is re-
captured.

Furthermore, some or all of the assets sold may have qualified
for the investment tax credit when originally acquired by the ac-
quired corporation. If such property is disposed of prior to the close
of the useful life taken into account in computing the amount of
the credit (or the recovery period in the case of property eligible for
ACRS), a portion of te investment tax credit is recaptured and in-
cluded, dollar-for-dollar, in the acquired corporation's tax liability.
This recapture occurs whether the property involved is sold at a
gain or a loss.

In the case of a taxable acquisition of assets from a non-liquidat-
ing acquired corporation, the acquiring corporation takes a cost
basis in the acquired assets. As a result, it will realize tax benefits
in the future through, for example, higher depreciation and cost
depletion deductions than would have been allowed to the acquired
corporation in the absence of an acquisition. The acquiring corpora-
tion does not succeed to the tax attributes (e.g., net operating losses
and earnings and profits) of the acquired corporation, which
remain with that corporation. However, the acquired corporation,
for example, can use its net operating losses to offset income from
the sale.

Acquisitions from liquidating corporations
The tax cost to the acquired corporation in a non-liquidating sale

of assets that have appreciated is likely to be great, since all gain
or loss is recognized. Therefore, acquired corporations selling all or
most of their assets usually do so, in bulk, as a part of a liquidating
sale. In the case of certain taxable liquidating sales by acquired
corporations, gain or loss is generally not recognized to the ac-
quired corporation on the sale of its assets (sec. 337).2 Furthermore,
as a general rule, no gain or loss is recognized to the acquired cor-
poration on its liquidation, although gain or loss is recognized on
the liquidation by the shareholders of the acquired corporation,
usually as capital gain or loss.

However, gain is recognized to an acquired liquidating corpora-
tion on the sale of its assets (or on the distribution to its sharehold-
ers of any retained assets) to the extent that there is recapture
income under sections such as sections 1245, 1250 or 1254, as dis-
cussed above. In general, amounts recaptured on the sale or liqui-
dation are taxed to the acquired corporation at ordinary income
rates. In addition, if the acquired corporation used the LIFO
method to account for inventory, the acquired corporation recog-
nizes ordinary income in an amount equal to the LIFO recapture

2 Under section 337, gain or loss is generally not recognized to an acquired corporation on a
sale or exchange of property if the sale or exchange occurs within a 12-month period beginning
on the date the corporation adopts a plan of complete liquidation and, within such period, all of
the assets of the acquired corporation, less assets retained to meet claims, are distributed in
complete liquidation of the acquired corporation. Section 337 is not applicable to a corporate
subsidiary unless all corporations in the chain above it are also liquidated.
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amount (in general, the amount by which the FIFO carrying costs
of such inventory would exceed their LIFO amount had they been
accounted for on a FIFO basis) with respect to such inventory
assets. In addition, investment tax credits may be recaptured, as
described above.

As in the case of an acquisition from a non-liquidating acquired
corporation, the acquiring corporation takes a cost basis in the ac-
quired assets. Furthermore, the acquiring corporation does not suc-
ceed to the tax attributes of the acquired corporation, even though
the acquired corporation is liquidated as part of the transaction.

The rules applicable to liquidating sales of assets are much more
generous than those applicable to non-liquidating sales. In either
case, the acquiring corporation takes a cost, or fair market value,
basis in the acquired assets. However, in the case of a liquidating
sale, only recapture items are recognized as income. As a result, if
the assets involved have appreciated substantially in value, much
of that appreciation will go untaxed at the corporate level. More-
over, as described above, recapture income may not include all pre-
viously taken ordinary income deductions although, in particular
cases, recapture income may be onerous.

2. Taxable stock acquisitions

Acquisitions treated as stock acquisitions

An acquiring corporation can acquire a corporation by acquiring
the stock of such corporation from its shareholders in exchange for
cash, notes, stock of the acquiring corporation, or other property,
or any combination of the foregoing, in a transaction thht is tax-
able, generally at capital gains rates, to the acquired corporation's
shareholders. In such event, absent an election to treat the stock
acquisition as an asset acquisition (described below), no gain or loss
is recognized to, and no amount is recaptured by, the acquired cor-
poration.

Absent the election, the acquiring corporation takes a cost basis
in the stock of the acquired corporation. However, the basis to the
acquired corporation of its assets is not affected by the transaction.
Furthermore, the acquiring corporation does not directly succeed to
any of the tax attributes of the acquired corporation, although the
corporations in certain cases may join in the filing of consolidated
returns for Federal income tax purposes, in which case' the acquir-
ing corporation will indirectly succeed to those tax attributes. Fur-
thermore, use of a consolidated return will permit the acquiring
corporation to deduct future tax losses it may have against future
taxable income of the acquired corporation.

Acquisitions treated as asset acquisitions
An acquiring corporation can acquire the stock of the acquired

corporation in a transaction that is taxable to the acquired corpora-
tion's shareholders as described above, and, in certain cases, elect
to treat the transaction for tax purposes as if it had acquired the
assets of the corporation directly from the acquired corporation as
part of a larger transaction in which the acquired corporation is
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being liquidated." In such an event, gain or loss is generally not
recognized to the acquired corporation to the same extent that gain
or loss would not have been recognized if there had been an actual
liquidating sale. However, as in the '-ase of a liquidating sale, the
recapture rules are fully applicable.

In such a transaction, the acquired corporation is treated as if it
sold and repurchased all its assets for an amount approximately
equal to the acquiring corporation's basis, as adjusted, in the stock
of the acquired corporation. Thus, the acquired corporation's basis
in all its assets is generally stepped-up to their fair market values. 4

The acquiring coi poration does not succeed to any of the tax attri-
butes of the target corporation. The corporations may join in the
filing of a consolidated return for Federal income tax purposes
except that recapture income may not be offset by losses of the ac-
quiring corporation.

The tax consequences of a taxable acquisition of stock coupled
with an election to treat the transaction as an acquisition of assets
are very similar to the tax consequences of a liquidating sale. How-
ever, in either case, the tax cost of recapture may outweigh the
benefits of a stepup in basis of the assets involved. The parties can
avoid that cost (and relinquish the benefits) by structuring the ac-
quisition as a taxable stock acquisition and not making the elec-
tion. In that case, as indicated, there would be no recapture and no
change in asset basis.

Acquisitions of stock followed by partial liquidations
Prior to the enactment of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibili-

ty Act of 1982 (TEFRA), a corporation could acquire the stock of an
acquired corporation in a transaction that would be taxable to the
acquired corporation's shareholders and then cause a partial liqui-
dation of the acquired company.

Prior to TEFRA, the tax consequences of a partial liquidation
were generally the same as those of a complete liquidation. No
gain or loss was recognized to the distributing corporation (i.e., the
acquired corporation), except to the extent of any recapture with
respect to the distributed property. Furthermore, under the consoli-
dated return regulations, a distribution in partial liquidation was
considered a deferred intercompany transaction. Thus, any recap-
ture income was deferred and recognized only as the acquiring cor-
poration wrote off its basis in the distributed assets (or, if earlier,
on the disposition of the distributed assets outside the affiliated
group). Finally, under the consolidated return regulations, no in-
vestment tax credit was recaptured.

3 Under section 338, an acquiring corporation can generally elect within 75 days after a quali-
fied stock purchase (or within such other period as may be provided for in regulations) to treat
an acquired subsidiary (i.e., the acquired corporation) as if it had adopted a plan of complete
liquidation and then sold and repurchased all of its assets. The election is available only if,
among other things, the acquiring company has acquired 80 percent or more of the stork of the
acquired company.

4 The assets of the acquired corporation are treated as sold and repurchased for an amount
equal to the acquiring corporation's basis in the stock of the acquired corporation on the acquisi-
tion date as adjusted to reflect liabilities of the acquired corporation and other relevant items.
If, as of the acquisition date, the acquiring corporation owns less than 100 percent by value of
the stock of the acquired corporation, the deemed purchase price is grossed-up to reflect 100 per-
cent ownership by the acquiring corporation. However, unless the target corporation is actually
liquidated within one year after the acquisition date, nonr*:ognition treatment is limited to the
highest actual percentage by value of acquired corporation st..ck held by the acquiring corpora-
tion.
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On receipt of the distribution in partial liquidation of the target
corporation, the acquiring corporation, as a shareholder of the ac-
quired corporation, was treated as receiving the distributed proper-
ty in exchange for an allocable portion of its shares of stock of the
distributing corporation. Thus, gain or loss was recognized in an
amount equal to the difference between the fair market value of
the distributed property and the basis to the acquiring corporation
of the allocable shares of its stock in the distributing corporation.
However, because the acquiring corporation had just acquired the
stock of the acquired corporation for, presumably, fair market
value, generally there would have been no gain or loss.

After the transaction, the acquiring corporation was able to
achieve a fair market value basis for the assets distributed in the
partial liquidation. At the same time, recapture was avoided with
respect to the assets retained by the acquired corporation. With
careful planning, it was possible in many cases to distribute only
those assets that did not give rise to substantial recapture but
which had substantial appreciation in value. Oil -nd gas proper-
ties, particularly older ones, often fit that description.

The U.S. Steel-Marathon oil transaction
One highly-publicized transaction that involved an acquisition of

stock followed by a partial liquidation was che acquisition in 1982
of Marathon Oil by U.S. Steel. It appears that Federal income tax
laws applicable at the time of that transaction provided U.S. Steel
and Marathon with substantial tax benefits.

In the U.S. Steel-Marathon transaction, a newly-formed subsidi-
ary of U.S. Steel acquired the stock of Marathon from the Mara-
thon shareholders in exchange for cash and installment notes in a
transaction that was taxable (with some deferral) to the Marathon
shareholders. Shortly thereafter, Marathon distributed certain of
its oil and gas properties in a transaction qualifying as a partial
liquidation.

The distribution by Marathon was not taxable to Marathon
except to the extent of recapture, including recapture of post-1975
intangible drilling costs under section 1254. Under the circum-
stances, it is likely that recapture income was fairly small. Fur-
thermore, under the consolidated return regulations, the distribu-
tion was treated as a deferred intercompany transaction and the
recapture income was deferred.

The distribution was taxable to the acquiring corporation. How-
ever, because the acquiring corporation had just acquired the Mar-
athon stock for fair market value, it is probable that little gain or
loss was recognized.

By structuring its acquisition of Marathon in this manner, U.S.
Steel was able to obtain a stepped-up basis in certain of Marathon's
highly valuable oil and gas assets, the future depletion of which
was likely to offset substantial amounts of income generated by
such assets and other assets. At the same time, U.S. Steel avoided
substantial amounts of recapture which would have resulted with
respect to other Marathon assets, such as its LIFO inventory and
its depreciable assets, from a complete liquidation of Marathon.
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The impact of TEFRA
In TEFRA, the treatment of a partial liquidation was modified so

that only certain noncorporate shareholders of the distributing cor-
poration would be treated as receiving the amount distributed in
partial liquidation as in exchange for sto-ck. One of the principal
effects of this change was to deny an acquiring corporation a step
up in the basis of properties distributed to it by a newly-acquired
corporation in partial liquidation (sec. 301(d)(2B)). This TEFRA
change has taken away from acquirers of oil and gas companies
significant tax-saving opportunities.

Example
Under post-TEFRA law, the parties to an oil and gas company

acquisition may or may not wish to step up to fair market value
the basis of the assets of the acquired company. As indicated, there
is a tax cost to such a step-up-recapture income to the acquired
company. Since those results are automatic in the case of a liqui-
dating sale of the assets by the acquired company, most taxable oil
and gas company acquisitions are structured as purchases of stock.
In a purchase of stock, step up and recapture will occur only if the
parties so elect. Furthermore, the law gives the parties some period
of time to determine whether the election should be made. Finally,
as the examples below show, there will be many cases in which a
step-up election is inappropriate.

The decision to elect to step up the basis of all assets and pay
recapture taxes or, alternatively, to haie basis carry over and have
no recapture tax, generally is determined with reference to several
tax and financial attributes of the acquiring corporation and the
acquired corporation. The following example illustrates the net tax
benefits and costs of a step-up election under a limited and simple
set of assumptions.

Assume that the acquired corporation acquired all its assets on
January 1, 1981, and that all its stock is sold on January 1, 1984.
Five types of assets are involved in the transaction:

(1) Section 1245 equipment, in the 5-year ACRS class;
(2) Section 1250 structures, depreciated under the straight-line

method;
(3) Section 1254 intangible drilling costs, three-tenths of which

would have been recovered through cost depletion;
(4) Lease acquisition costs (three-tenths of which have been recov-

ered through cost depletion); and
(5) LIFO inventories.
Both parties are assumed to be fully taxable at a 46% marginal

rate. The acquired corporation has no liabilities.

Original Jan. 1, 1984-

Assets cost- --
Jan. I, Tax basis Purchase Recapture Recapture

1981 price income tax

Section 1245 equipment .................................. $10,000 $4,200 $8,000 $3,800 $1,748
Section 1250 structures .................................. 10,000 8,000 12,000 ....................................
Section 1254 IDCs .......................................... 1,000 0 1,000 700 322
Lease acquisition .. ....................................... 1,000 700 1,000 .........................................
FIFO inventory ................................................. 1,750 1,750 1,750 ..........................................
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Original Jan. 1, 194-
Assets cost--

Jan. 1, Tax basis Purchase Recapture Recare
1981 price income tax

LIFO inventory (excess over FIFO) ........................................ 75 75 75 35
ITC ......................................................................................................................................................... 4 0 0

Total .................................................. 23,750 14,650 23,825 4,575 2,505

The original cost of the assets was $23,750. After 3 years, their
purchase price (and fair market value) is $23,825, while their tax
basis has been reduced to $14,650. If the basis is stepped up, recap-
ture tax of $2,505 must be paid. The net tax benefit of a step-up
transaction (determined without regard to present value consider-
ations), after payment of recapture tax, is $1,681 (assuming that no
tax benefit is to be realized with respect to the inventory and disre-
garding the effect on purchase price of the recapture tax liability).
However, because recapture tax generally is payable in the first
year and the tax savings will occur over the remaining tax lives of
the assets, present values must be considered. With the future cos',
of funds and yield on investments unknown, the parties should con-
sider the transaction under a range of reasonable discount rates.
At a 10-percent discount rate there would be a net loss of $143. At
higher discount rates, the loss from a step-up transaction would be
greater. No step-up election is indicated.

Net Benefit of Step-Up

(In percent]
Discount rate Zero

10 12 15 20

Net tax savings ................................ $1,681 -$14' -$334 -$562 -$831

On the other hand, if the facts were changed so that the fair
market value (and purchase price) of the assets created by the
IDC's and the lease was increased to $4,000 each, a step-up election
would be indicated under any reasonable discount rate.5

$Prior to TEFRA, the parties, as discussed, could selectively step up the basis of some assets
and not others. If, prior to TEFRA, carryover basis were elected only for section 1245 property
and all remaining assets in this example were stepped up in basis, net tax savings would be
increased, as indicated.

Net Benefit of Partial Step-Up

[In percent]
Discount rate Zero

10 12 15 20

Net tax savings .................... $4,841 $2,423 $2,158 $1,835 $1,439
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Net Benefit of Step Up with Higher FMV

[In percent]

Discount rate Zero [in... ......... .... ...
10 12 15 20

Net tax savings ................................ $4,442 $1,553 $1,225 $823 $326

The parties may not make a step-up election under present law
even though the amount of projected tax savings may indicate that
a step up would be beneficial. There are a number of reasons for
this. First, the acquiring corporation may have borrowed substan-
ti.al sums of money to make the acquisition. It may'have difficulty
raising affordable additional funds to pay the tax liability attribut-
able to recapture. Second, the IRS, on audit, may challenge the
claimed results. In few areas of the tax law is there more opportu-
nity for controversy. As a result, there may be significant uncer-
tainty as to the final costs and benefits. Third, no benefits will be
available unless the acquiring corporation or its group has taxable
income in the future against which to apply those benefits. An ac-
quiring corporation that assumes without question that it will be
able to use those benefits as they are available will be taking on
some risk.

In sum, it is likely that in at least several post-TEFRA acquisi-
tions of oil and gas companies, a step-up election, even where avail-
able, will not be made. Furthermore, the election may not be avail-
able in every case. For example, Socal is tendering for all of the
Gulf stock but may end up acquiring less than 80 percent of it. If it
acquires less than 80 percent, no election will be available, and the
parties will be required to treat the transaction as carrying over
the basis in the acquired corporation's assets.

3. Tax-free reorganizations
Oil and gas companies can also be acquired in tax-free reoganiza-

tions. While there are many forms of reorganizations, they general-
ly involve the issuance by the acquiring corporation of new shares
of its stock to the acquired corporation or its shareholders in ex-
change for either the assets or stock of the acquired corporation.

To be treated as a reorganization, a transaction has to satisfy
many requirements. If the transaction does qualify as a reorganiza-
tion, generally no gain or loss is recognized to either the acquiring
corporation, the acquired corporation, or the shareholders of the
acquired corporation. Furthermore, there is no change in the basis
of the acquired corporation's assets, and, in most reorganizations,
the acquiring corporation succeeds to the acquired corporation's
tax attributes. Finally, if the acquired corporation remains an
entity separate from the acqairing corporation, they can commence
filing a consolidated income tax return.

B. Certain Financing Aspects

The form of acquisition selected by the acquiring corporation de-
pends, in part, on the consideration to be used and the source of
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any financing. If the consideration to be used in the acquisition is
cash or other property (rather than stock of a party to the acquisi-
tion), the transaction will be a taxable one.

In the case of companies owning depreciable or depletable prop-
erty, the tax laws relating to cost recovery (e.g., those relating to
accelerated depreciation, investment tax credits, intangible drilling
costs, and, where applicable, percentage depletion) contribute to
the availability of net cash flows that can be used to assist in
making cash acquisitions. Another source of financing is the use of
installment obligations of the acquiring company. These can secure
a deferral of tax for the shareholders of the acquired corporation.
Alternatively, the acquiring corporation can use external borrow-
ings to raise funds for the acquisition. In the latter two cases, gen-
erally interest paid or accrued on the debt is currently deductible.
Furthermore, in the latter two cases, "If the acquiring corporation is
a member of an affiliated group of corporations with foreign oper-
ations, it may be possible to structure the borrowings to artificially
inflate foreign tax credits allowable with respect to foreign source
income.

Cost recovery
The tax laws provide a number of benefits for taxpayers acquir-

ing or developing tangible business property. These include acceler-
ated depreciation, investment tax credits, deductions for intangible
drilling costs, and, in certain cases, percentage depletion. An effect
of these rules is to permit taxpayers to take tax deductions and
benefits more promptly than would be tax case were those laws to
permit write-offs and other benefits only over, and in relation to,
the economic lives of the property involved.

The early tax write-off of these costs results in a mismatching,
for tax purposes, of expense and the income attributable to those
expenses, which income is generally not recognized for tax pur-
poses until later years.
Tax-deferred installment sales

The consideration to be paid may consist of installment obliga-
tions of the acquiring corporation. The advantage of this approach,
under section 453, is that the sellers would recognize gain (and pay
tax thereon) only as and when principal under the indebtedness is
received. If the issuer of the indebtedness is a U.S. corporation, in-
terest payments would be deductible in computing the issuer's tax
liability. Furthermore, that issuer would, for basis purposes, be
treated as having paid the full price currently.

International aspects of borrowings
Foreign lenders.-In general, nonresident alien individuals and

foreign corporations that are not effectively connected with a
U.S. trade or business conducted by the foreign person are subject
to a 30% withholding tax on the gross amount of interest income
derived from sources within the United States (secs. 871 and 881).
Subject to certain limited exceptions, interest paid by a U.S. corpo-
ration on its debt obligations is treated as income from U.S. sources
and subject to withholding (secs 861(aXl), 1441, and 1442). However,
tax treaties between the United States and other countries fre-
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quently reduce or eliminate withholding taxes on interest. Thus,
fully deductible interest may be paid to persons not subject to sig-
nificant, if any, U.S. taxation.

Advantage of allocating interest expense to the United States.-
Because multinational oil and gas companies often derive signifi-
cant highly taxed earnings from foreign operations, the utility of
foreign tax credits (FTCs) is of particular concern to them. Under
current Treasury regulations, in the case of an acquisition by a cor-
poration that is a member of an affiliated group with foreign oper-
ations, it may be possible to manipulate the limitations on the use
of FTCs by incurring the acquisition indebtedness in a domestic
corporation whose assets generate only U.S. source income. This
result could occur even if the funds are borrowed from a foreign
source and even though the indebtedness relates (in whole or in
part) to foreign operations.

In general, foreign taxes are allowed in full against the U.S. tax
liability of a taxpayer. However, the use of FTCs is limited to the
total U.S. tax liability multiplied by a fraction the numerator of
which is foreign source taxable income and the denominator of
which is worldwide taxable income. For purposes of computing the
FTC limitation, interest expense is generally apportioned between
gross U.S. source income and gross foreign source income on the
basis of the relative values of the borrower's (rather than the
group's) assets that generate each category of income (Treas. reg.
sec. 1.861-8(e)(2)(v)). To avoid having interest expense reduce foreign
source income (and, thereby, the utility of FTCs), the members of
an affiliated group could isolate the interest expense relating to ac-
quisition indebtedness in a corporation whose assets produce only
U.S. source income. For example, a parent corporation the sole
asset of which is a U.S. holding company with predominantly for-
eign assets may be able to allocate all its interest expense to U.S.
source income. Alternatively, on the basis of a court case, the ac-
quiring corporation might take the position that interest on the ac-
quisition indebtedness should be apportioned between U.S. source
and foreign source income as if the members of the affiliated group
were one taxpayer. See International Telephone and Telegraph
Corp v. United States, 79-2 USTC para. 9649 (Ct. Cl.) 1969 (decided
under the law in effect prior to the effective date of the applicable
Treasury regulations).

Dividends received deduction
Acquisitions of oil and gas companies can be done as reorganiza-

tions. Generally, in a reorganization, the acquiring corporation
issues shares of its stock to the acquired corporation or its share-
holders.

A corporation unable to use interest deductions will have a tax
incentive to issue stock, perhaps preferred stock, instead of debt to
finance an acquisition. By issuing stock, it can to a significant
extent pass the tax benefit of interest deductions on to its share-
holders: to the extent such stock ends up in the hands of a domes-
tic corporate shareholder, the holder will generally be entitled to
an 85-percent deduction on any dividends received with respect to
such stock. However, the issuing corporation will not be entitled to
any deduction on account of the dividends paid.
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The acquiring corporation could also float a new issue of stock to
raise funds with which to make the acquisition. While such an ac-
quisition would not qualify as a reorganization, the dividends re-
ceived deduction would be equally available.
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IV. POSSIBLE CHANGES IN THE APPLICABLE TAX RULES

Some of the Federal income tax rules described above may in
part motivate the acquisition of an oil and gas company by another
company. On the other hand, any such acquisition may not be mo-
tivated to any significant extent by tax considerations. Further-
more, the rules described are generally applicable in the case of
any corporate acquisition, not simply those involving an oil and gas
company. Therefore, the possible changes described below, al-
though they are generally described in terms of oil and gas compa-
ny acquisitions, might be considered in the context of corporate ac-
quisitions generally. Of course, possible changes could be limited in
their applicability to oil and gas company cases.

The following changes, among others, in the rules applicable to
oil and gas company acquisitions might be considered.

Mandatory asset acquisition
In many respects, the acquisition of a substantial, controlling

stock interest in an acquired oil and gas corporation is the acquisi-
tion of the assets of that corporation. The acquiring corporation in-
directly gains control of those assets.

One possible change would be to require the acquisition of such a
stock interest in a transaction not qualifying as a reorganization to
be treated as a direct acquisition of the assets of the acquired cor-
poration rather than as a stock acquisition. The result would be to
require the acquired corporation to recognize gain or loss with re-
spect to its assets. This required recognition might be limited to
present-law recapture items or it might be expanded (in which case
a change in the rules relating to liquidating sales of assets would
also be appropriate). Another result would be to require the ac-
quirer to take a fair market value basis in those assets. A third
result would be to prevent the acquiring group from succeeding to
any tax attributes (e.g., net operating loss carryovers) of the ac-
quired company.

Present law, which provides the parties with an election to
achieve the results indicated, may be viewed as unduly generous.

Effect of election to treat as an asset acquisition
Alternatively, the law could be changed to modify the Federal

income tax consequences of electing under present law to treat a
qualifying stock acquisition as an asset acquisition. For example,
one consequence of such an election could be full recognition of all
gain or loss with respect to the acquired oil and gas company's
assets. Present law permits the acquirer to step up to fair market
value all the assets of the acquired company but does not require
the acquired company to recognize as taxable income any apprecia-
tion in the value of its assets (except for certain recapture items).
This result is inconsistent with a pure two-tier tax system.
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More narrowly, the recapture rules applicable under present law
in the case of an election could be tightened. For example, the ac-
quired company could be required to recognize all gain or loss on
property which if sold by it outside of an acquisition context would
generate ordinary income or loss (e.g., all inventory, including
FIFO inventory). Gain on all section 1250 property (certain real
property) could be required to be included in income to the extent
of prior depreciation deductions allowed. This would conform the
section 1250 rules with those of section 1245 (relating to personal
property and certain real property). Gain on all mineral property
could be required to be included in income to the extent of prior
intangible drilling costs with respect to such property which were
deducted, regardless of whether they were deducted before or after
January 1, 1976, or whether the deductions exceeded what could
have been recovered through depletion deductions had they been
capitalized. Finally, gain on all mineral property could be required
to be included in income to the extent of prior depletion deductions
allowed, or, alternatively, to the extent percentage depletion de-
ductions allowed exceeded those that would have been allowed
under cost depletion, with respect to such property.

It is argued that therp is little justification for permitting an ac-
quired oil and gas corporation to avoid being taxed on the value of
its ordinary income assets in excess of their basis. As for tightening
the recapture rules, the acquired corporation, in claiming depreci-
ation and depletion, became entitled to tax benefits. Appropriate
recapture rules would do nothing more than require an acquired
company to return those tax benefits to the Federal government at
the appropriate occasion.

Interest expense
Many have argued that the income tax law motivates the acqui-

sition of oil companies by permitting acquirers to deduct currently
interest paid or accrued on debt (including installment debt) in-
curred in connection with the acquisition. Many acquirers are in a
position to use the deductions to offset income that would other-
wise be taxable at a rate at or near 46 percent. Meanwhile, the
lender (which may be a foreign person, a tax-exempt entity, an in-
surance company, or a domestic financial institution) may not be
taxable at a 46-percent rate on the interest income.

Another possibility would be to disallow deductions with respect
to all or part of the interest paid or incurred on debt (including in-
stallment debt) incurred in connection with the acquisition of an
oil and gas company.

A possibility would be to correct the rules to require, in appropri-
ate cases, that interest paid or accrued by a member of a consoli-
dated return group on debt incurred in connection with the acquisi-
tion of an oil and gas company (or any other debt) be allocated be-
tween domestic and foreign sources on a group basis. This might
prevent an acquiring corporation from allocating interest expenses
away from foreign sources merely because the acquiring corpora-
tion uses subsidiaries rather than divisions to conduct business
abroad.
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Installment sales
Under present law, the acquiring corporation can use install-

ment obligations to make the acquisition. Under the installment
sale rules, the sellers defer recognition of gain, recognizing it only
as principal payments on the installment obligations are received.
On the other hand, the acquiring corporation gets a new basis in
the acquired property equal to the total amount of principal pay-
ments to be made over time. Particularly if the acquiring corpora-
tion elects to treat the transaction as an acquisition of assets, that
basis will produce short-term tax deductions for the acquiring cor-
poration.

This mismatching of gain and deduction, which may be offset to
some extent by recapture, might be corrected. One possibility
would be to give the acquiring corporation the benefits of a new
tax basis only if and as principal payments on the installment obli-
gations are made.

Dividends received deduction
The corporate dividends received deduction was intended to limit

multiple taxation of corporate income prior to its distribution to ul-
timate noncorporate shareholders. However, under present law, the
corporate dividends rec-.-'ved deduction can lead to minimal tax-
ation on such income. This can happen, for example, when the
payor does not have taxable income but does have dividend-paying
capacity (i.e., earnings and profits).

The dividends received deduction could be eliminated in the case
of stock of an acquiring corporation issued in connection with an
oil company acquisition. In its place, there may be substituted a
dividends paid deduction. This would more closely conform present
law rules relating to dividends to those applicable to interest.

Consolidated returns
Under present law, a corporate acquirer of stock can begin im-

mediately to file consolidated returns with an acquired company in
most cases. If the acquired company is profitable and if the ac-
quirer uses debt in the acquisition, the acquirer will be able to
deduct interest on that debt against taxable income of the acquired
company. The benefit will be particularly great if no election to
treat the acquisition as an acquisition of assets is indicated.

The rules might be changed so that the acquired company could
not join the consolidated return group of the acquirer until, say, 5
years after the acquisition. Present law contains a similar rule for
newly-acquired domestic life insurance companies.
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